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The Otis Falls

L’aper Company have in stage of

Pulp
con-

tion at Petterson’s Falls on the Anriver a pulp mill which will
red the size of any in the Mate when
pleted. It is to have a producing
cr of
100 t«.»us of paper per day
give employment to 300 hands.
It is
noted this mill will be completed by
at a cost of about £250,000__
y. :
F. \Y. Plaisted of the Augusta New
has placed in the custody of Lithgow
iary the autograph letter of Hon. ,). G.
tine to the Governor of Maine, resignhis seat in the U. IS. Senate at the
he accepted a position in the Cabinet
“iesident Garfield.The Washington
iuty Kailroad company has tiled a petii) f*1 r a change in its location. The new
begins at the Maine Central railroad

scoggin

>

FlPwortl), running through Hancock,

i.'iklin.

Sullivan.

then, Mil! bridge,

Township

to

a

No.

7,

point in Cherry-

it would strike the original
cion.. ..Mrs. William Eliis of Oakland,
-L'liiei of the iate William Sawtelle,
celebrate with lilting ceremonies the
..i
a
her I02d birthday on Jan.
She is undoubtedly the oldest
man in the State.Two of the locomos.
l.iou and Tiger, wiiich did service
a
Wiiitneyviile A Machiasport rail!1 -:■ :,n years or more, have been sold
Minas Towle of Portland, and will be
t-i there from Machias.
Tlieir coin
*i weight is
about 14 tons.The
bias Tnii'ii announces that all doubt
ye t n_ Du- oiisu-uetion of the Wash*
-'■a
> Kail road is now dispelled
vc-ik 'N il begin at once.1 ‘We had
( | orations for State pensions, last
than ever before in the history of
ere

lemaikeel l ensum

31iili-

\
Agent
Kennebec Journal man. Thursthis year we have 200 more
\v
had last year."’.Nov. 22nd,
A\ [’liayer. well-known by his connec•Aiili tlie Augusta house, will succeed
"-s.
Atwood and Thurston in the !
prietorship of tlie Bangor Exchange...
s
season's pack of corn, beans and
•>tash at the factory of the Portland
•JugCo., in Skow began, about 250,000
has ail heeu shipped.Messrs.
a
d and Libbey of the Portsmouth,
i.at*hunk and York street railway, have
plans made for the construction of 80
-f new road in Maine as soon as
g opens, which will be run iucounecwith their Lewiston line.
A map of
new
road has been shown at their
in Portsmouth, N. 11., and it profor a connection with Bath.
>v <
Rogers has heeu chosen city
‘Mirer of Bath, in place of Palmer, re;.It has been decided to hold a
is on the
evening of Dec. 2 to decide
Bath postmastership contest.
The
lidates are A. Augustus IIuse, J.
<nk Hayden; \Ym. Rogers, Harry E.Stetand Geo. II. (.’lark.The election of
exec utive board of the Maine division
A. \Y. closed Nov. 15th. The following
crs were c hosen: Chief Consul, Abner
Lowell, Portland; vice-consul, Warren
Phase. Portland; secretary-treasurer
ivy II. Richardson, Portland; represenives, Harry T. Passmore, Bath; HowL. Burr, Auburn.
The votes for
consul stood as follows: Abner W.
•veil, Portland, 172; Clarence W. Small,
and, 1.70; Lucius E. Cobb, Rockland,
! here was no contest for the other
'.•>

a

ijut

■

<

■

In r»i;iKK
Miss Fiances E. Willard,
sclent of the W. C. T. U., announces
sin- will contribute $3,000 of her own
ii« \ to start the fund of *300,000 which
temperance women need to hold
utrol of the Temple property.James
Sovereign, general master workman of
Knights of Labor, was Nov. 12th reved of his office by the general as.semIt is said lie wished to retire. Ilenry
Jlicks «»t New York city succeeds him.
.Mis. Small, the wife of Rev. A. K. 1*.
..all, I). I)., of Chicago, recently met
rh
a
serious accident, falling down a
ght of stairs and breaking her hip.
•
plain Joseph P. Hamilton, of the
.u rban
clipper Roanoke, the largest
•den sailing vessel afloat, is dead. The
•
ptain died .Sept. <tli, and was buried at
'l'lie ship has arrived at New York.
.The ocean liner Massachusetts, which
is been
specially chartered to carry
hirnutn it Bailey’s circus and menagerie
England, left New York Nov. 13th for
London with all the animals and performis on board.... A syndicate, composed of
meu
in the Old
me of the wealthiest
World, lias been organized to colonize
exico. Vast concessions have been made
the syndicate, which also assumes a
debt.
It is
nge block of the public
>ated that this syndicate undertakes to
place in various portions of Mexico within
’he next 25 years a round million of
European colonists.Russia has notified
I irkey that if the Greek war
indemnity
^
applied to the increase of Turkey’s
0 rnament, Russia will demand
payment
"1 the indemnity still due her from the
1 mks.Good bye to the Temple Cup
■

1

SERIOUS SHOOTING

The league has abolished them
games.
itself, and without deep regret on anybody' s part.Gov. Culbertson of Texas
has given notice that after November loth
the quarantine against yellow fever infected cities in the Southern States will be
raised.The Ilaytien government has
concluded a loan for $4,000,000 in New
York.The assignee of the Fowler Cycle
Manufacturing company of Chicago reports that the concern has assets of $223,737 and liabilities of $211,047.A dis-

patch

to the London

Daily

AFFAIR.

Hrs. Kittie F. Leavitt Receives Four
Bullets From Edmund Elliot’s Re-

volver.
The community in Belfast ,was startled
Thursday noon by a report that a woman
had been shot and her assailant arrested.
The affair occurred in a two-storied bouse on
Cross

street kept by John J. Mellen as a
lodging house. The victim was Mrs. Kittie

Chronicle from

Havana summarizes statements by Gens.
Maximo Gomez, Aranguren, Arango and
the late Adolfo Castillo, all opposing the
acceptance of anything short of independence, and declaring that autonomy would
not be worth the paper it was written on.
The same correspondent confirms the
report that general Castillo was betrayed
by a false friend to the JSpania ids, w ho
sent a portion of the civil guard to lie in
wait for him and shoot him as he was
leaving the supposed friend's house.
Miss Agnes Slack, general secretary of the
W C. T. I', who lias been spending the
past few months in America, sailed for
her home iu England Nov. 11th.The
Bryan Democracy of Boston have nominated Thomas liiley for mayor.In the
great Yale-Harvard foot ball game at
Cambridge Saturday afternoon before a
crowd of between 20,000 and 20,000,
The
neither team was able to score.
Colby-Bow doin game the same day also resulted in a tie.Governor Atkinson, of
West Virginia, announces that if Judge
Goff withdraws he will be a candidate for
the United States Senate.

F. Leavitt and her assailant Edmund Elliot.
The story of the crime is as follows:
As people were returning to their work
and business after dinner, those on Cross
street heard several shots from a revolver in
J. J. Melleu’s lodging house. Iu a few seconds

Washington Whisperings. Commander Wilde has returned from Bath, Me.,
to
Washington where he witnessed the
trial of the new lighthouse tender Mayflower just completed by the Bath Iron
Works Co. The trial was satisfactory in
every respect, the vessel developing 700
horse power, the contract calling for 050.
On her trial she made 14 miles an hour,
which for a vessel of 155 feet and 30 feet
beam, for work and not for speed, is regarded as a remarkable performance.
The report of fish commissioner Brice,
w hich has just been submitted to the president, shows that in the course of the last
season’s operations at the cod stations in
New England 180,000,000 eggs were collected, from which 08,000,000 fry were
liberated on the natural spawning grounds
along the coast of Massachusetts. The results secured were 40,000,000 fry in excess
of the previous year.
Great efforts are
being made also to multiply the lobster,
the most important crustacean in the
United States, but which has been latterly
decreasing, and the results are very
satisfactory.The President has issued
a proclamation suspending the collection
of discriminating duties on Mexican shipping upon satisfactory proof that no dis-

spot, and discovered that the victim had been
shot in four different parts of her body. She
was made as comfortable as
possible and
taken across the street to the Melleu lodging house, where she had rooms.
Closely behind the woman as she came
from the house was a man who hurried
across the street and through a
path at the
rear of A. A. Roix’s house to the Revere

running from the house and
staggered across the street, and was falling
a woman came

the sidewalk in front of Mr. Mellon’s
restaurant, formerly Riggs’ bakery, when
W. C. Coombs, who was passing on his
way
to the shoe factory, said he heard four or
five reports, then saw the woman stagger
near

from

house across the street and he caught
her near the sidewalk as she was failing.
He saw Elliot rush up the street crying for
the police. Thomas Carter, also
a

employed

the shoe factory, was behind Coombs
assisted to carry the wounded woman
the house of Cassius Dickey. He heard
reports of the weapon. Elliot passed
as he ran.
in

and
into
two

him

Physicians were summoned and Drs.Small,
Kilgore and Ellingwood were soon on the

House. Here he told John Jones, the landlord’s father, who was in the office, that he

and subsequently in the U. S. navy. About a
he again came to Belfast and worked awhile for Mr. Dunbar. He soon got a

position as treer in Critchett, Sibley & Co.’s
shoe factory, which position he gave up last
Monday, saying he was going away. He is
a medium sized man, of dark
complexion,
and for a few years past has been considerably bent with rheumatism. His acquaint
ances say be is not quarrelsome but is peculiar in his disposition. He takes offense
easily and unexpectedly, but it manifests
itself in surliness rather than in quarreloutbreaks. He is about 40 years old.
Mrs. Leavitt is about ,‘55 years old and is
in poor health from consumption.
She is a
sister of George W. Patterson, proprietor of
the Commonwealth Hotel in this city, and
wife of Charles M. Leavitt, clerk of the same
establishment. Mr. and Mrs. Leavitt lived
here in childhood, and awhile after their
marriage. They lived awhile in Gloucester, ;
Mass., and returned here with Mr Patterson last year.
They have one daughter, ;
aged eleven years. For a few weeks past
some

they

boarding at Mel leu s, and
front chamber on the second
Elliot’s room connected with theirs

have

occupying
floor.

been

the

—

of Waldo
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County Grange.

News of the

Waldo County Pomona Grange met November 9th with Sunrise Grange, Winterport. The morning was cloudy and by 10
o’clock a drizzly rain set in and continued
all day. The attendance was fair, but not
as good as though the weather had been
pleasant. Sunrise Grange hall is prettily
finished. The walls are papered and on this
occasion they were tastily trimmed with
evergreens. The lady officers' stations were
decorated with fruit and flowers. In front
of the stands was a display of cereals and
vegetables that in quality would be a credit
to any State fair. A cross was made by arranging the stage curtain across the pillar at
the front of the stage, and on it were the
words, Welcome, Pomona.”
The meeting was called to order at 10
o’clock by the County Master. The officers

a

door,

but ids entrance

wras

from

a

back

!

in

Belfast

guest

a

a

few days the

Frank B. Mathews went to Boston, Nov.
on business for a few
days.

12th,

H. P. Farrow, Esq., of Belmont went to
on business.

Kennebunk Nov. 15th

Miss Esther.Mills of Dennvsville
ing her brother, Rev. Geo. S. Mills.

visit-

is

Mrs. B. S. Staples of Citypoint left Nov.
12th to visit friends in Massachusetts.
Charles

F.

night from

a

Swift returned last Friday
business trip to Boston.

Mrs. Henry Staples returned home Nov.
12th, from a visit of two weeks n Boston.
Mrs. A. J. Harnman will
spend die winter
in Bath with her son, Charles A. ifarriman.

Dustin Cunningham returned to Natick,
Mass., Nov. 16th, from a visit to friends m
Belfast.
Mr. and Mrs. W
P. Libby of Fair tie 1
visited Mrs. L.’s sister, Mrs. It. W Rogers,
last week.

Mrs. Albert Gammans will leave to-day for
visit in Boston, and possibly in St
Paiu
and Minneapolis.

a

Thanksgiving.
Mrs. Margaret (J. Marsh of Boston returned home N »v loth from a visit u Beifast, and Waldo.

Belfast Lodge, No. 30, held a memorial
service Monday, Nov. 15tli, for Hon. Neal
Dow, who was a Good Templar, a member
of Mystic Lodge No. 2 of Portland. The fol-

Jefferson F.
Me

lowing program was given: Music,“Gathering Home,” Chorus; address, Life and work
of Bro. Dow, T. H. Fernald; poem, Mrs. E.
L. Brackett; duet, Lillian Spinney and Lena
Sanborn; tributes, LaForest Robbins; poem,
Flora Webber; chaplain’s service, Annie
Shute; funeral ode, Lora Maxey: singing,
“Only Remembered.” Chorus.

Smith and McDermott and Brothers
Butterfield and Downs.
The next meeting will be with Star of
Progress Grange, Jackson village, Deo. 7th,
with tbe following program: Opening exer-

conferring fifth degree; address of
welcome by Koxie Gatohell; response by B.
F. Foster; report of Granges; suggestions
for
good of the order; appointment
of
recess;
committee;
music;
topic,

Wilson and Capt. Ji
arc
Keen, who have been quite

i

*•-

u

gradually improving.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Sibley lei:
tram
last Thursday to visit their s *u Ha-■ !.
student at Dart,in >uth College

John M Trussed of n.’nghaiu M;.-the past week, on ko" ;:r

w

••

in town

illness of his brother

Anson.

Mrs. T. L. Shute return*-, 1 Nr
iron.
,. t
Itockland, when- she had been \.
father, John Perry. He returned wtii her

There will be a short memorial service t-i
the memory of Gen. Neal Dow, t the session of
District Lodge, Morrill, Saturday,
Nov. 20. Following is the program: Sing-

cises:

and Mrs. Beckwith
f Waldo went,
Boston Nov. 15th, to remain until .*•>«-

Mr.
to

nounced.

Laura

for

a

visit.

Miss Arlene Si;aiU"i;> w.-nt t
!’
in.l
“Gathering Home,” chorus; prayer,
1L*•
Rev. F. S. DollifF; poem, “Neal Dow, ,Miss Nov. 12th for treatment of her *■;. -s
•’•••
Mabel Rose; sketch of Neal Dow’s Life, T. mother, Mrs. Nathaniel Siiuue a-.
H. Fernald: singing, “Dare to be a Daniel,”
pauied her.
chorus; short addresses by officers and
R
Mr. anil Mrs. William < lark
LI-a. oi
memlv-rs; reading, “Funeral Hymn,” E. L. j wore m Belfast last week "U then a: t.n
*:
i'
Bartlett; singing,
Ouly
Remember,” visit to friends in Mont.:;!
chorus.
by carriage.

ing,

the present game law a benefit to the inhabitants of the State of Maine?” to be

“Is

J. Mudgett. Remainder of
furnished by Star of Prog[C. A. Levenseller, Sec’y.
be

Local

was

S. A. Parker was in Boston
first of the week on business.

By a vote of the Maine Grand Lodge the
pastors of the city have been invited by Belfast lodge to preach a memorial sermon in
honor of Gen. Neal Dow. The following
have responded: Revs. G. G Winslow, Geot
S. Mills, Chas. H. Wells and J. F. Tilton.
The date of these services will be duly an-

furnished by
following program
Sunrise Grange: Music by the choir; recitation by Ellen M.Littlefield ; singing by Sister
Severance; declamation by Oscar Cole; recitation by Alma Butterfield; duets by Sisters

Concerning

15th,

Miss Enna A. Cottrell left Nov. 13th to
in Boston.

Six new Lodges have been organized during this November, so far. Three by Geo.
E. Files in Hancock county, two by F. H.
Dexter in York county, and one by David
Boyd in Knox county.

was

Grange.

Charles French went to Boston Nov
for a short visit.

I>r. G. F. Fames of Boston is .'•pending »
Seventeen members of Seaside Grange
week with friends in Belfast and
Searsp.-rt.
visited Granite Grange of North SearsF. A. Harriman of Waterville spent Sunport Tuesday evening, November lbtli. i
Owing to the stormy weather the North day here with his mother, Mrs A. J. Harriman.
Searsport patrons were not expecting their
Mrs. Etta 1.. Davis has gone t<- Brooklyn,
visitors, but word was;passed around and a 1
large number of brothers and sisters was N. V., to visit her daughter, Miss F. L.
soon on hand to give a true fraternal
greet- j Davis.
ing. An excellent supper was served and a
Mrs. Fannie Horne of Brunswick arrived
delightful evening spent. Those who went ; last week as housekeeper for Clias. R.
from Belfast report that they were well re- Coombs.
paid for the discomforts of the journey by
Samuel Kingsbury, Esq., of this .-ity lia»
the warm-hearted welcome they received.
been appointed a justice of the peace and
quorum.
Good Templars.

music by the choir. The question, “Resolved, That private dairying is preferable to
patronizing a creamery,” was discussed by
D. Dyer, J. G. Harding, J. Gordon, George
Cole, Jonathan Bartlett, J. Phillips, B. F.
Foster and others. They were all in favor of
keeping the cows and disposing of the product in the most convenient way.

ress

from

spend the winter

sumptuous dinner, to which the brothers
did ample justice. In the afternoon the
Grange was called to order by Past Master
V. N. Higgins, and after the opening ceremony we listened to fine recitations by Sisters Marcia Blethen and Flora
Ward; remarks for the good of the order
by Sisters J.
S. Files, McManus, Murch, Cates and Josie
Cox; remarks about the charter members
and other matters
pertaining to the order by
Bro. V. N. Higgins. Then “Simple Addie”
recited a rhyme which brought a smile to
the faces of all present.

and everything that
make a first-class grange dinner. All
was furnished
by the sisters of Sunrise
Grange. Our lunch baskets were not opened,
and we made but a small impression
on the quantity of food before us, which
was as nice as I ever sampled.
Any one
looking for a good cook will do well to visit
Sunrise Grange.
The afternoon session was opened with

to

l.'ith

Miss Leila McDouald of
Bangor is
of Mrs. J. E, Cottrell.

The 23d anniversary of the organization
of Harvest Moon Grange, Thorndike, was
observed by its members at Hannon’s hall
Nov. 13th. The sisters furnished a most

descriptions, meats,

A.

returned Nov.

William Hill of Rockland
Nov. Kith on business.

of the members have moved away, but it is
hoped their places will be filled by new
members.

goes to

opened by

new

Sunlight Grange, Knox Centre, is in a
flourishing condition. It meets every Saturday at 7 30 p. m. with a good attendance
and a good program for each meeting. Some

A

the program

Fred Mclteeu
Boston.

Thorndike, held

hall WednesA large number
were present.
Degrees were conferred upon four new members.

present were Master, Overseer, Treasurer,
Secretary, Ceres and Pomona. The pro tern
officers were A. A. Ginn, chaplain; W. H.
Ginn, lecturer; G. C. Levanseller, steward;
Fred Cole and Ellen Littlefield, assistant
stewards; lloy Cole, gate keeper; Mrs. A.
A. Ginn, flora.

The

PERSONAL.

Oranges.

Hillside Grange, East
the first meeting in their
day evening, Nov. 10th.

class of 7 was instructed in the fifth dea
fine
gree. The address of welcome,
ball way on the opposite side of tlie room.
was given by a young lady whose name
It is learned that Mrs. Leavitt is a daugh- one,
j I did not learn. The response was by W. II.
ter of Freeman Patterson, a Camden man, !
Ginn.
who was murdered about 80 years ago. His
The following Granges responded to the
a
was
one
Daniel
brother
of
Blake,
slayer
roll-call: Northern Light by G. Ritchie;
Patterson’s wife. As the outcome of a
Star of Progress by Bro. Dill; Harvest
quarrel, he blew the top of his brother-inMoon by J. Gordon; Dirigo by B. F. Foster;
law’s head off with a shotgun, causing inSunrise by C. F. Sennott; Seaside by H.
Blake was sentenced to the
stant death.
Frederick Ritchie by J. G. HardState prison for life, but after serving about Murphy;
Hillside by Bro. Webb. Penobscot
15 years he was pardoned. About two ing;
county was represented by Brothers York,
years after he was released he committed
Dunton and others.
suicide.
Remarks for the good of the order were
There is of course much speculation as to
the causes which led to the tragedy, and re- made by George Ritchie and the Worthy
Master. Noon recess was then declared, and
ports as to the relations of the parties are contradictory. Thursday night Elliot is re- on reaching the dining hall we found the
ported to have said that he intended to k'iil tables, three in number, reaching the entire
the woman and then himself, but in the ex- length of the room, just loaded with beaus,
brown and white bread, pies, cakes of all
citement fired all the chambers of his revol-

by

wanted the police. Mr. Jones asked what was
the trouble and he said, “No matter; send for
the police.” Michael Calii nan, a porter at
He also forgot to use the razor which it
ver.
the hotel, telephoned for City Marshal Nor- is said he lias carried in his pocket for some
ton and received word that Mr. Norton was
time.
at dinner, hut would be down as soon as he
County Attorneyl Bowden arrived from
could be sent for. The man, after making Winterport at noon Friday, but it was decided not to arraign Elliot until further dehis request, went into the entry and up
j velopment in the condition of Mrs. Leavitt.
stairs, where Mr. Ca'Jinan followed him. On j Elliot has engaged R. F. Dunton, Esq., as
the second floor he stopped and said lie | his counsel. To a representative of the Bangor Daily News he made the following statewanted a room, and was told that he could j ment
Friday night:
not have one.
He then went into a room,
“I have nothing to say, only she is the
the door of which was standing open, and cause of my downfall. It will come out
sometime that I am right.. I was born in
locked himself in. He remained there until the southeast
part of New Hampshire; have
the arrival of City Marshal Norton and Po- : been in Massachusetts and New York
in
shoe
factories and on railroads
working
crimination is practised against American
lieeman Jipson, when he gave himself up.
as brakeman.
ships iu Mexican ports.The post office He had a 5-sliot 38 calibre Smith & Wesson
“I never asked her (Vlrs. Leavitt) to get
employes in gray uniforms who carry let- revolver, with 5 empty shells in the cham- me liquor. I had drank nothing that day.
ters for Maine cities cost the government
bers.
He was taken to the lockup and later Part of her story is not true. She took the
last year £72,422.8.9. The money paid in
money out of my clothes while I was lying
in the day to the jail.
some Maine cities for free delivery was:
down, to get the ginger.
The
in their examination of the
Tin* date of the bearing in the case is set
physicians
Augusta, £7,040.19; Bangor, £9,933.02;
Bath, 4,25S.90; Belfast, £2,728.77; Biddo- woman, found four bullet wounds: Due in for Monday, Nov. 22d.
Dr. <x. C. Kilgore, who is attending Mrs.
f->ni, £4,127.90; Portland, £20,095.20; the upper part of the right breast, the bullet
Leavitt, reports that she has been in poor
I’oekland, £4,080.05; Watervil 1 e, £4.
into
the pleural cavity, and health from consumption for some t ine,
passing through
0>5.55; Lewiston, £s,s00.24.Ex-Gov- was not found ; a slight flesh wound below but that her condition is not seriously affectis back from his
ernor Sidney I>erham
ed by her wounds. There is an element of
i this, the builet passing through, the breast
summer sojourn in Maine and settled in
uncertainly as to the location of the bullet
downward
and
in
tLie
bewhich
lodging
clothing
penetrated her chest, but no seri ous
Washington f«»r the winter. He lias resided
here for several winters with his sou, low; one on the right side of the back near symptoms have developed from it. All the
wounds are
well, and if nothing new
Capt. Aurestus S. Perham on Westmin- the shoulder-blade, this builet also being sets in from healing
the principal wound a fatal rester street.
Capt. Perham, is an employe found in the clothing; and one on the right sult from the shooting is not feared.
of the pension office.
The Society of the Hide of the sacral hone, the
City Marshal Norton has received a letter
puncture extemlSons and Daughters of Maine is presided
from Raymond, N. H asking about Eiliot
I ing diagonally downward, tile bullet beiug
over by ex governor Perham
during the embedded in the muscles to the left of the and stating that a man by that name once
lived in that town and has re latives there
winter months, lie being the president. j
1
who are auxious as to his whereabouts,
A very enthusiastic welcome was extended sacrum about three inches from the place of
Elliot refuses to tell where he lived in New
him at the last meeting_It is understood entrance.
Hampshire, but wheu arrested admitted
that the President lias decided to make
About 8 o clock the woman bad sufficient- j that
he was born in the southeastern secpractically no appointments until the as- ly recovered from the shock of the shooting t ion of that State.
sembling of Congress.Secretary Gage and the operations by the surgeons to
give a
has issued directions that hereafter all
The Constitution’s Masts.
I
under oath, to be used as an auticlaims for services of the Union Pacific statement,
One of them was cut Ir. the town of Unity.
railroad against the government be settled mortem statement in case of her injuries reiu cash.
sulting fatally. The statement was taken
The recent celebration in Boston of the
before James S. Harriman, Esq., Notary j one hundredth anniversary of the building
Tin; CniMiNAL Calk.ndar.
The Cali- Public, and is as follows:
of the U. S. Frigate Constitution prompted
fornia court has granted a writ of prob“Elliot was in his room during the fore- Hon. Crosby Fowler of Unity to write for
able cause and Warden Hale has been in- noon and was sick. I brought him a cup of
the Newr Age of Augusta the following interstructed not to hang Durrant until further tea. He gave me 38 cents ami told me to get
esting account of the cutting and hauling
orders from the supreme court.
All the him some liquor. I told him I wouldn’t but
would
some
ginger for him. I of one of her masts :
judges concurred.The full bench of the sent mygetlittle girlJamaica
to get him a bottle of ginIn the town of Unity, on land now owned
supreme court of Massachusetts has sent ger, and she had been
but a little while
by C. C Fowler, the stump is stil1 pointed
down a decision oven tiling the exceptions when lie asked for it.gone
I told him the girl
out where well authenticated tradition says
of John O’Neil, found guilty of the mur- would be back with it soon. I then sat
that one of her masts once stood, a giant of
der of Mrs. McCloud at Shelburne Falls. down in front of the stove in my room. The
the forest, towering high above and overdoor
was
between
The court holds that his conviction was
open
my room and his.
looking the surrounding country. T w’ell
legal.Joseph G. Kelley, the murderer He was sitting on his bed, near the foot. remember hearing the old settlers describe
the tree and the manner of hauling it.
It
of Cashier Stickney, retracted his plea of While looking in I saw a revolver ou the
floor beneath his bed. I went in, picked it
took eighteen oxen to move it, and one pair
not guilty and pleaded guilty; and Nov.
up, and tried to get out his door into the on a separate sled to keep the rum aioug to
12th at Dover, N. II., he was pronounced back
hall, but it was locked. He jumped cheer and mak e happy the hearts of the men
guilty of murder in the second degree, up, grabbed me by the throat and took the w'lio had come by invitation with their oxen
and sentenced to 00 years iu State prison. revolver from me. I escaped into my room to help haul it to the Sehasticook, where it
Miss Nack confessed, accusing Thorn and ran for the front hall way, followed by
wras landed and afterwards floated down to
of the actual murder of Guildensuppe, Elliot. Before I could get out of the door
the tide waters of the Kennebec. The stump
he fired the first shot, which struck me in
is much decayed by time, and defaced by
but admitting her complicity iu the deed.
the right breast.
After I got into the front
the axe of the. seeker after relics, hut there
Thorn was about to accuse her when the
hall way he fired again and missed.
At the
is still enough left to mark the spot where
illness of a juror led to the discharge of head of the stairs I
another
shot
which
a noble tree once stood.
got
the jury and the trial will have to be be- hit me in the back. Another bullet hit me
The sled on which the tree was hauled
gun over again.The Boston Globe says: as I reached the foot of the stairs. I rememwras a huge affair, uiade
for the occasion,
“The Durrant case, the Guildensuppe j ber another flash, but don’t remember being with a pole sixteen feet long. Two men
hit.
was
on
fire
when
I
case and t he
My
clothing
called
followed
the hind or pole
case
are practically |
got
“taiismeu,”
Kelley
settled.
cattle, so that in case the sled in passing
The Brain case will have an into the street.”
The following plan shows the location of over obstructions in the road should be
early decision, the Luetgert case may
lifted high above the cattles’ backs, the’
never be
reopened, and the Leavitt case is the rooms:
having hold of their tails, could pull them
daily becoming clearer. With all these
from under the pole, thus saving them from
disposed of, may the community have a
Roix.
injury. This tree was said to he w'hat is
»ieiien Kesmuraut.
Dickey.
CROSS STRKKT.
termed a
long rest from murders!”.The new
thirty-two-iuch mast,” and while
trial of Adolph Luetgert will begin in
not as large as they frequently cut at that
was
remarkable lor its beauty and
day,
Chicago November 22.
gr< at length, as well as for its size at the
s'o
top.
The tree in falling, fell the top from the
o
About Chaplain Lozier.
PS
lauding and many other trees had to be cut
«
in order to sweep it so as to load the top on
Chaplain Lozier, who lectured iu the
the sled.
>
Methodist church, Belfast, last Tuesday
As a new growth of timber lias sprung up
©
where these trees once stood, as if to conevening, Nov. ltith, is an interesting person►J
ceal
from view, not only the devastation of
ality. The Haverhill Bulletin says of him:
the woodman’s axe but the natural decay
“Chaplain Lozier is known as the ‘origiof time, so has a new and more imposing
1
nal’ of the ‘Bud Means’ of the Hoosier
navy been created at great expense; hut no
Schoolmaster aud the ‘Moretou’ of the Cirmodern war ship can ever dim the luster of
cuit Rider, two of Edward Eggleston’s
the victories won by this grand old lighting
famous hooks of earlier days.
Dr. Egglesship that never lowered its colors to the
ton and Chaplain Lozier entered the Methoenemy.
dist ministry together in 1850, at Madison,
X
Indiana, where Eggleston’s mother lived.
C3
Transfers in Real Estate.
re
Eggleston's ‘circuit’ ITby in Dearborn county,
EC
Indiana, embracing much of the territory
The following transfers in real estate were
over which young Lozier hunted, fished and
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
The star represents where Mrs. Leavitt
splashed in the ‘old swimming hole,’ as well
for
the week ending Nov. 17, 1K!»7: Samuel
as the red school house in which Lozier atsat when she tirst saw the revolver, and the
A. Dunton, Searsmont, to James L. Bean,
tended school, and where occurred a scene
of
the
victim
at
the
time
the
position
Albert
Searsmont, land in Searsmont.
of trouhie with the schoolmaster very simi- figures
lar to that described in the ‘Hoosier School- each of the shots were tired. The tirst shot Rackliff, Unity, to Chas. B. Hathaway, do.;
in Unity. Blanche Ranland
and
buildings
master-’
penetrated her breast; the second missed
dall, et al.. Baltimore, Md., to Helen Loth“It was at a camp meeting at Concord, a
her, the third hit her in the back near the rop Prall, Detroit, Mich., land in Isles boro.
neighborhood a dozen miles from EgglesJ. Willis Fenwick, Belfast, to Walter S. Fenton’s home, where Lozier, then a stout ath- shoulder blade; the fourth in the back
letic young man, full of church militant lower down, and the fifth in the breast, and wick, Lincolnville; land and buildings in
ideas, which subsequently developed into being fired from above passed through and Lincoinville. Eliza S. Stephenson, et al.,
California, to Geo. Everett Rogers, Frankthe renowned ‘Fighting Chaplain’ of Sherin the clothing.
Her dress was fort; land and buildings in Frankfort. Fred
man's army, had the historic tight with the lodged
Swauville, to Hannah P. Holmes,
campmeeting rowdies attributed to Moretou burned around the, penetrating wound in A. Holmes,
land and buildings in Monroe.
Hollis
m the‘Circuit Riders.’ Eggleston’s
acquaint- front, and the upper wound behind. The do.;
M. Hall, Belfast, to Geo. W. Burkett, do.;
anceship with Lozier aud wdth these events door
which
left
the
house
is near
in
Belfast.
laud
and
of
Belby
they
buildings
City
are supposed to have furnished the basis of
fast to Geo. W. Burkett; land and buildings
these characters.
But
Eggleston tilled the foot of the stairs and below Elliot’s in Belfast. Susan
Mitchell, Dixmont, to W.
them out to his own fancy, of course, and room.
C. Barker, Brooks; land in Boooks. Fred
‘Bud Means’ became county sheriff, while
The parties to this affair are Edmund
L. Page, Brooks, to Frank It. Weymouth,
Moretou was even then a young preacher
Morrill; land and buildings in Brooks.
whose zeal and patriotism might have been Elliot and Mrs. Kittie Frances Leavitt.
the bud of the renowned minister who so Elliot came to Belfast about 20 years ago Olive Colburn, Belfast, to Dana B. Southworth,
do.; land and buildiugs in Belfast.
delighted a Haverhill audieuce last night.”
from New Hampshire,
and worked for Hattie O. Hichborn, Stockton
Springs, to
Dunbar in the stable. Ho left here
Burton O. George, Prospect; land and buildHenry
Cook’s Inlet Clean°up.
ings in Stockton Springs.Robert G.
17 years ago and worked in various places.
Campbell, by exr., Winterport, to Elmer W.
Seattle, Wash., Nov. 13.—The steamer Thirteen years ago he was employed in a Crockett, do.; land and buildings in WinterCity of Topeka arrived here yesterday from shoe factory in Rockland, Mass., in the de- port_Frank C. Young, Winterport, to
Juneau with $15,(XK) in gold taken from
Phebe C. Moody, do.; land and buildings in
Cook’s Inlet. Passengers estimate the total partment of which Alvin T. Condon of this
Winterport... .1). B. Southworth, Belfast, to
was
A
later
he
foreman.
was
at
a
Cook’s
Inlet
this
city
season
at
year
clean-up
$200,Olive Colburn, do.; land and buildings in
(XX),
brakeman on a railroad in Massachusetts,
Belfast.
\

j
j

Meeting

year ago

1897.

Waldo District Lodge will hold a special
session with Rescue Lodge of Morrill, Saturday, Nov. 20th. The forenoon will be devoted to a meeting of Rescue Lodge; after-

Industries.

Critchett, Sibley & Co. began Monday
morning running 9 hours per day.

noon, meeting of Waldo District Lodge;
The dinner and
evening, public meeting.
supper will be a basket picnic. Following
is the programme of the public meeting:
Singing; prayer, Rev. Geo. S. Hill;
of welcome, J. R. Mears ; response, E. L

Lord is making a foresail for sch. Fannie
& Edith and a cover for the yacht White
Chief.
Libby is busy at work on wagon

address

Mr. and Mrs. M. 1
!*•-1■ <i 1 ■:■ n, w.
b
Spending the w inter ii i i<-1
are keeping house in the Presbyter i:
sonage at that place.

Mrs. F. W. Pote went C

I'•■

■eon

X

ir>

n

rql

>

her mother, Mrs. A. M. L
New York, who was on her way
the winter in Belfast.

to meet

(

!

nd

-p

Frank E. Crowley went to Augu-ra N
Bartlett, Dist. Templar; singing; reading, I
‘‘What is Good Templary,1’ T. N. Pearson; :
to assume his new duties for tie stand
12th,
music; reading, “The Father’s Lament,'
Mark Wood & Son are making some fine
His family will ren on .n BelAlice Dickey ; solo: “Good Templars Lodge j ard Oi! Co.
work
at iheirshop on High street—
piarble
Room,” Nellie D. Thompson: remarks, F. S. i fast during the winter.
!
»n Italian marble monument for Wm. Clark j Dolliff. Dist. Deputy ; music; address, Rev.
Capt. E. O. Patterson left Charles'- •). s.
of Bar Harbor, to be set at South Montville, Geo. S. Hill; singing, “Stand up for TemperC
Nov. 6th for Wilmington, D-l
ance,” Audience.
mjp. rand a marble tablet for the wife of Woodintend the building of the new dredg-- foi
Davis
of
Brooks.
A
China Wedding.
bury
covers.

\

Rockland parties have been working the
Mr. and .Mrs, 9. A. Heed Celebrated their Twenold lime quarry on the west side of Long j
tieth Wedding Anniversary,
or
for
six
months
more
and
are
exIsland
One of the interesting social events of last
tending their operations. They have built a week was the china
wedding celebrated on
large shed, set up a steam drill, etc., and
Saturday evening by Mr. and Mrs. 3 A.
have made some shipments. The prospect
Reed at their pretty home, 17 Fifteenth St. N.
is favorable for an increased out-put from
The house was decorated for the occasion
with chrysanthemums and roses.
In the
this quarry.
parlor, where Mr. and Mrs. Reed received
Hutchins Bros, have excha nged their wind- their guests, yellow was the prevailing color,
while in the library and second parlor, pink
mill with Eli C. Merriam for a steam engine.
carnations and smilax formed tin* dainty decThey started their new power Nov. 15th, and orations. In the
dining room red was the
Their location is too chosen color. Jacqueminot roses and a
are pleased with it.
baud of satin, in crimson hue, ornamented
Mr.
low to use a windmill to advantage.
the table from which a buffet supper was
Merriam will use the mill at his farm in
served. The confections and ices were in
North Belfast. Hutchins Bros, have recently red. The beautiful floral decorations were
sold nice granite monuments for the late from Mendenhall’s.
The many beautiful gifts presented to Mr.
Abial Hall of Knox and Isaac Curtis of
and Mrs. Reed were displayed injthe parlor,
Monroe.
and included a
number of handsome
1

large

The Belfast Schools.
Schools will be closed Thursday aud Fri-

day Thanksgiving

week.

The

teachers’
meeting for suburban
schools will be held at the Superintendent’s
office Friday afternoon at 1.110 o’clock.
The teachers of the Belfast schools have
adopted a plan for general improvement in
their vocation somewhat different from that
followed last year. They are to read in the
line of professional culture and training.
The Stoddard Lectures are to be read, and
for direct study the teachers will take psychology, to be followed by some good work
on pedagogy. Some plan of monthly
reports
on tbe amount of study is to be
adopted.

method work the Superintendent will
give a course of eight lectures on Geography, to take the place of weekly study.
They will begin the first week after Thanksgiving. Other lectures are to be given by
educators from abroad.
For

Morrill tiood

Templars.

To the members of Rescue Lodge, G, T of
Morrill, and all friends of temperance: At the
extra meeting of the District Lodge, to he
held at Morrill, Nov. 20, 181)7, we shall begin
meetings of the lodge again, and we hope to
see everybody interested in the cause come
out.
All the old members of the lodge are
members still, our charter is in force, our
lodge furniture the same; and all we need
is meetings. Once this was the banner lodge
in the county.
Shall it be again? is the
question at stake. Come and help. See
program for the meetiug in the papers.
J. R. Mears.

pieces of hand-painted china. Among the
gifts were several pieces by the Hawthorne
and Emanon Euchre clubs. Assisting in receiving the, guests, of whom there were
several hundred, were: Mrs. Reed’s mother,
Mrs. G. A. Eells, Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Thompson, Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Kelley, Mr. and
Mrs. J. H. Martin, Mr. and Mrs. II. N.

Stevenson of St. Anthony Park.

The

out-

of-town guests were: Mr. and Mrs. David
Vail, Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Warren, Mrs.
White and O. M. Metcalf of St. Paul, Mr.
and Mrs. E. L. Newell, Excelsior.
Misses
Sue Cyphers and
Virginia Flint served i
frappe throughout the evening, and Saviers’

orchestra rendered a musical program.
The Hawthorne Club of which Mr. and
Mrs. Reed are members, presented a beautiful tea-set of Haviland china. Members of
Minneapolis Chapter, No. ‘J, O. E. S.. of
which Mrs. Reed is a member, gave a tine
soup set of Haviland china. The. Emanon
Club of which Mr. and Mrs. Reed are member, gave a rare pottery vase with twenty
bride roses in it. Other beautiful presents,
many being hand painted china pieces, were
given by numerous friends and relatives,
among them Mr. and Mrs. Walter B. Kelley,
Mrs. C. A. Eells, Abbie Merrill Reed, Miss
E. A. Eells, Belfast, Me.
Mr. Reed’s gift to
his “bride” was a $100 check. [The Progress,
Minneapolis, Nov. 13th.
Maine

Sheep Kings.

Messrs. C. H. Merrill, formerly of Newport, and C. E Libby, formerly of Burnham,
now of High wood, Montana, have returned
from their western home to pass the winter.
These two gentlemen went west several
years ago anti went sheep raising and have
each year increased their business until the
present season they were the largest shippers
of sheep in the country, having shipped from
their Montana ranch this season more than
80,000 head of sheep to Chicago. They have
also bought and have stored in Boston warehouses 1,000,000 pounds of wool from Montana.
As they were returning home they
stopped in Minnesota and bought two carloads of potatoes, one of which was shipped
to Lewiston and one to Waterville.

Winyah Bay. Georgetown.

Col. W. H. Fogler del vered a !e
Armory at Roi kland last week

Tie-

the

Duties and Responsibilities .f the
Cnder the Militia Law of MaimEverett

S- Carter

Thursday and

was

to

went

1

b

>

1

autd

is;

broth-r, W
He at i.

with his

Carter, when he ui-d.
funeral in Camden Sunday.

r

m

<

,o;-u
Hon. Fred Atwood, trustee
the quarterly meeting at tin ic-form
Portland, to close up the year’s bus: e-splan for the* next year, to begin De is:

■:

Of the late. Enoch B. Hill *>f Bm l.-n
s iid
“Few life-long business men g. uu
with a cleaner record, with fewer -uemi.es
and more friends to note their depart iv-

is

R
Hoilis M. Coombs, Esq., of Provider,
I., a brother of the late Capt. Robert It
Coombs, and Capt. Isaac Coombs >f Camden, a cousin, came to Belfast las: w-ek t-o
■

attend the funeral.
Miss Bertha, daughter of Mr and Mrs.
Freeman M. Wood, celebrated her sev-nth
birthday anniversary Nov. orb, by g mug a
party to her little schoolmates. l, e ream
and cake were served and a v-ry eip yan *
■

afternoon
Mr.

was

spent by all.

and Mrs E. K

summer

in

Europe,

Harris, who spent The
at their swum -r

were

home oil Holbrook s Island fora fe a day
last week. They went to Boston by the
noon train Saturday, and will leave there
soon

for Fktst

Palatka, Florida, to spend the

winter.

Mrs.

La Gros

of

Bucks port,

the

tirst

daughter of Maine to enlist as nurse during the civil war, and who went to the
front with the 6th Maine, is canvassing Bar
Harbor with a book of war potMUi, The
Veteran’s Bride, by Alta Isabore Gould,
another war-time nurse. The Bar Harbor
Record says: “These poems are very beautiful and make very interesting reading, for
the old soldiers especially.”
Dr. Gardner P. Pond of San Francisco,

Cal., a grandson of the late Rev. Dr. Pond
of Bangor, has been spending a few days in
this vicinity. Last week he called on friends
and relatives in Bangor, returning to Bucksport

as

the guest of his cousin, Mr. Fred

Dodge. Dr. Pond has been located professionally in Alaska for a number of years.
He is a cousin of Civil Engineer P. H
Coombs of Bangor, Dr. Pond was in Belfast last week.

Editorial

York

New

Notes.

From North Searsport to riorrill.

Fashions.

Collarettes.
Fur
Skirts.
Capes.
Metal Belts
Handkerchiefs Roman Scarfe.
[Correspondence of The Journal.]

We left home

Trimmed

Silver hasn't reached the dollar mark
yet.

fancy has full scope in reskirt trimmings, as the newest

Individual
The

calamity

distance
mark

shrieks died away in the
floated to the dollar

wheat

as

again.

spect

to

4th, for the
meeting of

Thursday morning,

town of Morrill to attend the

a

County Veteran !
place. It was as fine

the Waldo

Association at that

day as one could wish
everything in nature seemed

November

costumes show extremes in both direc-

aud

tions; the ornate styles, however, seem
most appropriate to plain fabrics, as those

We went

“welcome

to see,
to say,
veteran.”

your way, old
the way of Swanville, over to
Waldo Station, by Kitchie Grange Hall,
on

by

hangs down around the zero iu figures or combinations of color rea good chance for calamity
quire little or no trimming.
over the hills
of Waldo county.
We
howlers to scream about low prices.
Black braiding is now fully under way, passed some
very tine farms and farm
but plain, narrow black braid is always
buildings as we drove through the towns
Those editors don’t expect to convert genteel, attractive, and much less expen- of Waldo and Morrill.
After leaving
anyb< dv to tl.eir way of thinking when sive than that in fancy patterns.
Swanville the first farm we came to was
Skirts are not wide, the most economical Joshua
they say that the operation of theDingley
Littlefield’s, and it is one of the
law has nothing to do with the return of being cut in five gores, <;uite plain at the best farms in Waldo
county. Bro. Littlefront and sides; but for evening or full field’s latch
prosperity.
string is always out for a
dress seven gores are considered necesAs we drove along by
weary traveller.
With 100,000 tons of Alabama coal going sary.
Some skirts open up the front, the Station we
passed the Levenseller
to Mexico for her railroad locomotives in over a braided or embroidered Y, and
farm, run by two brothers. It is a myscompetition with the English coal, it looks this may easily be done at home, adding tery to some why they do not “jine
as though the South was putting in a bid
greatly to the general effect. Tucks even drives” with some of Waldo’s fair
for her share of the world’s market.
in heavy cloth have not passed out of damsels.
I suppose they know, aud its
style, often so narrow as to be mistaken none of our business. Then we come to
Personally, young Mr. Bryan did pretty for cords.
Bro. Jim Chase’s farm.
Bro. Chase is a
well in Ohio. It is said that he charged
EVERYBODY WILL WEAR FUR
small fellow, but has a good voice.
Next
$200 a speech and expenses, and he made this season, from the superb seal or Rus- is the farm of Bro. J. G. Harding, Presia dozen speeches inside of four
days, so sian sable garment to the cheapest edging dent of our Association, Master of the
that he is probably feeling the return of on a half-worn material, simply because
County Grange, and a right down good
Fur
it is in such enormous demand.
prosperity.
He keeps hens because he does
fellow.
capes have decreased in width, but no not like to work very hard.
Ac ordiDg to figures taken from the change in length is apparent.
A seal or
After leaving Waldo we were adrift as
llicinl reports of the Cleveland administra- Persian lamb blouse is the leading novelty
to the owners of farms, but suffice it to
te r, the fanning element of the country in furs, with small sleeves and four eleWe passed
say they were all good ones.
d st by decreased consumption and de- gant enameled buttons at the front and a some
large flocks of sheep feeding in
oreasid values during Cleveland's last metal belt around the waist.
Many fur fields by the roadside. Now we are withadministration something like four thou- capes now have yokes, admitting of at- in a mile of Morrill
village. The sun was
sand million dollars.
tractive combinations of fur, which, howshining in all its splendor, the air was
ever was earlier in the season a doubtful
calm and still, the road smooth, while the
The iree-silverite theory of Mexican! matter; but as Mr. C. C. Shayne, (the ausurroundings denote thrift and industry.
p’. .vperiiy is foi a Mexican to take $25 in tocrat of tlie fur trade) is exhibiting Per- We drove up to Comrade J. K. Meats’
Mexican pesos, every one of which is as sian lamb, or seal and chinchilla, that beautiful stand of
buildings, llis latch
haul foi him to get as is a gold dollar for fact sets the matter at rest.
string was out and we put up with him
American neighbor* and purchase
Collarettes are varied in size, combina- for the day. Now, when they do
anything
w
i. Them
something which is worth $10 tion and style of collar, a novelty being of in Morrill it is not done by halves. They
in Anreiican money.
Persian lamb, narrow on the shoulders, go the whole hog or none.
Morrill is one
with a point at the front reaching the of the prettiest little villages wo ever saw.
U,> :y has chalked up one more score waist
(giving exactly the effect of large The houses are nearly all painted white
.aiia-i free trade.
Now that the Wilson
revers) the back not so deep, finished by and the grounds kept cleau and neat. They
been obliterated from the statute
mink tails and little heads, a cluster at have a nice church, a flue schoolhouse,
ks and a protective tariff law enacted
either shoulder, at the two front points, and as neat a cemetery as we ever saw.
onput into operation that has brought and at the back.
As we stood in the resting place of their
pi s] rity to the country, it is demonTHE RIPI’LE COLLAR
dead, which commands a view of the
snated, and will be recorded by future is also
new, but has not displaced the whole village, we could but exclaim,
d ->mas, that the cause of the depression
“Imperial.” Chinchilla enjoys renewed “beautiful, beautiful town of Morrill.”
<>f !t*ii was due to the Wilson lowprestige; dividing favor with royal ermine J. O. Johnson stood by our side and pointed
ta; ft measure.
Muff's are large, and a out the grave of li is grandfather, a Revofor evening wear.
to
A
ist
lutionary soldier, and of ins father, a solMi. Biynn has admitted that style with very full edges is supposed
Then we did not wonder at
ni«*s are bett**r.
But he says they are be a companion picture to the “ripple dier of 1812.
Xeek boas are large, and orna- the patriotism of J. O. In his remarks at
due to the foreign "scarcity'’ and to gold collar.”
The! mented with few or many tails, as price the meeting of the Association lie referred
Being Taken Iron: the Klondike.
loieigu scarcity affects directly but the j depends principally upon the number. to the patriotism of the people of Morrill.
Narrow iur trimmings never were so “Yes,” he said, “one of your ladies had
no airicle of wheat, and that is
only one !
of a meat list of farm articles which have popular, and street or reception costumes,
courage enough to marry me;” and we
advanced; and as for the Klondike gold, independent waists, hats and ball dresses, thought she did iiave some sand to tackle
as large a man as J. O.
After many infour times as much money has been ex- do homage to the prevailing fancy.
vitations to stop over night we left the
peuded iu lifting out lvlondikers as has! AS A CONSEQUENCE OF THE BLOUSE
beautiful village for our home, feeling
come metal belts,
so beautiful and exbeen brought in by them.
pensive, yet adding such lustre to a velvet that the day had been well spent and
Early in October President McKinley di- blouse. Upon a French gilt foundation would remain a bright spot in memory as
rected the members of his cabinet to re- are set imitation jewels, finely cut steel, long as
We think
memory remained.
duce their Department estimates to Con- or squares and points of cats eye or some of Morrill’s
prosperity is due to
gress to ;\d economical basis.
This is a malachite, connected by flexible wire, having a live State Constable.
We hope
move in the right direction.
to see you later.
President the clasp outshining even the belt.
One of the Boys.
Cleveland urged upon Congress the necesTHE MOST STYLISH
sity of eeouomy, while at the same time the handkerchiefs have narrow hems edged
Stamp=Collecting.
estimates from the Treasury Department by real Valenciennes lace and hand-emThe
b other
collecting of postage-stamps, and
On
Departments were certainly ex- broidered sprays within the hem.
the preservation of the same as
curiosities,
in
this
basis
run
to
its
travagant.
action natu$35 apiece,
Congress
prices
up
after the issue of the
followed the estimates of the Depart- these last having an edge in scallops, began immediately
and the 1840 onements as the official utterances of the Adwith a large hand-embroidered design in Mulready envelopes,
Silver still

mark.
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ministiation, rather than the
of the president.
W ben

preachings

Plainer

completed,

1 bis “investment” was made abbut
thirty years ago, and how many iuvest-

an

•>

it

vaniages
d>

U

:

length

Getter?

of time could have
Wlien

lesn!ting from

ad

iii

the national

tlie construction

considered, the investment

part of the United States would
been a bad one if no part of the
pal or interest had been repaid. It

the

2iot
piiii

oable, however, that the Democratic

w<ii.r>

“sic
i‘

will continue to talk of
that has been perpetrated.

‘clary

a
i o
foreign

in

and finished

the

Wilson

expresses it as his
his annual report that
every

embassy should have a man
Dioi ‘Uglily familiar with the methods and
«:utics of the Department of
Agriculture
so- that he
can, when called upon by the
Department, make an intelligent report

styles

bauds between

have

rows

colored

by

inch wide

narrow

colored

of imitation lace,
in an embroidered;

penny black aud two-pence blue adhesives.
The first published notice of such collect-

ing is said

to

have appeared

The first government to follow the

ex-

until the growth of commerce, made
posfavorite, Murray A Lanman's Florida sible
by tlie railroad and ocean steamers,
so
far
from
is
water,
and the consequent increased domestic
losing prestige,
more

Homan scarfs of and foreign correspondence, caused most
of the other governments to introduce the
extremely fashionable, the same
system of prepayment by stamps
ones being used as
sashes, and the .early in the ’50s. As the number of difw ones tied below linen
or
ferent
collars,
stamps increased, more and more
in favor than ever.

all kinds
wide
nan-

are

folded twice around the neck and arranga flat bow at the front.
As a mat-

ed in
ter

of course

fringed

ends

are

essential.

V E J iO N A C L A KK E.

The Pension Rolls.

The first annual report of Commissioner
of Pensions H. Clay Evans to the Secretary
of the Interior has been made public. A
summary follows:
There was added to the rolls during the
year the number of 50,101 new pensioners
and
there were restored to the rolls 3,971
upon the agricultural conditions of the
who had been previously droppensioners
to
which
he is accredited.
country
The
ped, a total, of 54,072.
Secretary claims that he has great diffiDuring tiie same period the losses to
culty in obtaining specific and technical the roll were 31,960 by death, 1,074 by reinformation from most foreign consulates marriage of widows and mothers, 1,845
by legal limitation (minors), 2,683 for
when information is wanted
by the De- failure to claim pension for three years,
for
the
partment
benefit of the agricultur- and 3,560 for other
causes, an aggregate
ists of this country. All
foreign countries, of 41,122.
The whole number of pensioners on
lie says, have their representatives of
rolls June 30. 1897, was 970,014. The net
agriculture here to gain the benefit of gain the previous
year was 5,330. It will
the experiments conducted
by this Gov- thus be seen that the pension roll has not
to
show
ernment and tlie prominent
begun
any diminution. Seven
agricultur- yet
widows of revolutionary soldiers and nine
ists, and horticulturists
the
throughout
daughters of revolutionary soldiers are
* uiud states.
We, he says, are far be- still on the rolls. During the year 94,454
hind the nations of Europe in this
impor- certificates were issued, of which number
50,101 were original allowance and tiie
tant matter.
balance were reissues, increase, restorations, renewals, etc. Of this number 14,The Wiscasset and Quebec.
081 certificates of various classes were
held in this bureau until July 1, 1897,
I lit- iigiues of the business of the
Wiscasset and are
accordingly not credited to the
oi: Qweht
railroad for the year ending June
past fiscal year.
will he of interest just now when there
is
During the same period 70,234 claims cf
Sf much agitation
concerning further ex* various classes were disallowed.
The amount disbursed for pensions
tensions of the line, and are as follows:
the year was $139,799,242.12, and
Ones tamings, 319,177.28;
operating ex- during
the amount disbursed by treasury settlepenses, 320,900,44; leaving a deficit of 31,ment was $150,473.23,
a total of
$139,* 74,30.
The interest on the funded debt
439,717.35. This exceeds the amount
accrued is given at 30,523,50, and with the disbursed
during the fiscal year 1890, by
taxis made the total deficit from
operations the sum of $1,584,480.18.
during the year 38,340,42. The total deficit
The appropriation for the payment of
on
June 30, 1897, was 324,911823.
The perisions for the fiscal
year of 1897 was
passenger earnings were $7,830.41, freight,
$11,340,87. There was expended for main- only $140,000,000, the average annual
value of each pension at the close of the
tenance of ways and structures,
$7,349.00,
The average annual
maintenance of equipment, $1,773 79.
The year was $133.17.
total length of the road is43and 40-100 miles. value of each pension under the
general
The par value of the bonds
outstanding is law was $102.04 each, under the act of
$111.000, for which 3101,032.29 was realized; June 27, 1890, was $109.25. The
aggrestocks -$185,300, which were sold for
$178,100 gate annual value of all pensions at the
in cash.
close of the year was $129,795,438. There
were 44 original and 7
duplicate bounty
Not Snakes, but Spotted Frogs.
land claims admitted and 145 original
claims of this character rejected.
Wilson Haskell, of West Penobscot, a
man
not addicted to the use of alcholic
“1 was completely covered with sores.
liquors, relates the following wonderful Every limb in my body aclied. Had been
phenomenon: ‘‘A few days since in driving sick for five years. Doctors could do me no
from Bluehill to Orland, and at the foot of good. Most of my time was spent iu bed;
Burdock Blood
Mark’s hill, I encountered thousand of spot- was a complete wreck.
ted frogs, hopping at a rapid rate toward Bitters have completely cured me in three,
the east. The road was so filled that for a months." Mrs. Annie Zoepeu, Crookstown,
long distance I was obliged to drive my Minn.
horse at a walk to avoid driving over these
HOOD’S PILLS cure Liver Ids, BIB
jumpers. J.t seemed tome the whole valley
of Mark’s bill was full of them and there
lousness, Indigestion, Headache.
could not have been less than 40,000."
Easy to take, easy to operate. 25c.

persons became interested in obtaining
copies of the different varieties; but probably the most efficient agent in stimulat-7
ing curiosity, and eventually collecting,
was the
appearance of the triangular
Cape of Good Hope stamps in 1853. The
shape was so odd and the design so beautiful, that (judging by present prices) it

would seem as if almost every copy used
was saved. No one who collected
stamps
as curiosities was satisfied until he had
one
or more of these handsome
postal
labels.
As time went on, boys and girls became
interested in stamps, and a rivalry
began
as to who could make
up a collection of
the greatest number of varieties.
Many of
the boys could get a large number of the
stamps of one or more foreign countries,
and by trading these with one another
could increase their collections
materially.
The usual basis for such trading was
stamp
for stamp, and thus many rare
stamps
went into the hands of children who had
no idea as to their future value. Ur fortunately in those early days of philately the
custom was to paste dow n the stamp on
pages of old blank books, and very few
stamps'remain whole after one or two removals.
[Harper’s Round Table.
“The Silliest Swindle.”
That is what
dies’ Home
contests.

Cyrus Curtis, of the LaJournal, characterizes word

He

says

further:

“How any

publisher with a grain of common sense
iu his make-up can deliberately put such
stuff before his readers is beyond my comprehension. When I find a publication so
void of business management, I withdraw
my advertising patronage from it. A man
who will till his columns with swindle
advertising will swindle me if he gets a
chance, and I do not want anything to do
with him.”
Will

of

Charles

The will of Charles A.
offered for

probate

in

A.

Dana.

Dana,
Jamaica,

which was
L.

I.,

Nov.

Otli, shows that he left property
valued at between $1,000,000 and $1,250,000.
This, with the exception of his
stock in the Sun corporation, which is
held in trust for the widow’s benefit, is
bequeathed to his widow. The estate includes a beautiful piece of property on
the shore of Long Island sound, which
stands clear of any incumbrance and is
valued conservatively at $1,000,000.

“If taken into the head by the nostrils two
or three times a week,
Thomas’ Eclectrie
Oil will positively relieve the most offensive
case of catarrh.”
Kev. E. F. Craue, Dunkirk, N. Y.

soothing, healing effects of Dr. Wood’s
Norway Pine Syrup is felt almost instantly. There is no other cough medicine that
combines so many virtues. Sold by all
The

dealers.

The Glee Club will be enlarged
the foot ball season is ended.

now

that

Prof.
at

Harvey recently delivered a lecture
farmer’s institute in Brunswick.

a

Prot. Munson attended the Phi Delta
Theta convention at Brown University last
week.
The

ne.v

cinder track is

now

are

Miss Alice Pottle of Bangor has the resigned the position of cashier, the resignation

taking

effect Nov. 1st.

To the library has lately been added 200
volumes, among which are 14 volumes of
standard law literature, 32 volumes of Geiman literature, History of the French lan-

A

Folsom

Princeton, N. J., Nov. 10. Grover
Cleveland’s son is to be named Richard
Folsom Cleveland in honor of Mrs. Cleveland’s father.

The foundation for the new Q T. V. building has been completed, and without doubt
the work of construction will continue as
late as the weather will allow. It will be
situated south of the one now occupied by
the fraternity.

Largest package—greatest

economy. Made only
THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY,
St. Louis.
New York.
Boston.

Chicago.

nett, 1901; negative, Swain, ’99, Thenault,
1900. A majority decided the question in
favor of the negative.
With the increasing expense of this insti
tution, resulting from its rapid growth, and
at the same time raisiug the standard of
education, it has become necessary to charge
a tuition of $,'*0 per year, or $15 a term, in
addition to the $15 already charged for the
defraying of expenses for care, lighting and
heating of public buildings; except in short
winter courses, in which tuitiou is free.
Students who are advanced in their classes
are subject to the tuition charge without re-

SICK HEADACHE

absence. Students who are in attendance, but fail to gain advancement with
their classes, will be charged tuition for repeated work. Worthy students of Maine who
are in need of assistance may borrow from

Indigestion and Too Hearty Eating. A perfeet remedy for Dizziness, Kausea, Drowsiness, Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated

cured by these
Little Pills.
They also relieve Distress front DysDepsia,

Regulate
Small Pill.
Small Dose.
Small Price.

The loans will bear interest at
per annum and will be due, $30 a
year, beginning with first year after graduation, but may be paid earlier at the discreNo member of the
tion of the borrower.
faculty will be accepted as an endorser.

security.

of

where it is needed, does Angier’s Petroleum Emulsion. No symptom is more serious than a decline in weight. It is the
beginning of serious complications. Stop
this waste and restore yourself to vigorous health bv taking

j

Masters of

Amity Lodge, No. G, F. & A. M:
NATHAN P.

BE

AMCAER’S

F|

Guns and Ammunition.
A FEW

THINGS WE

KEEP

YOU NEED:

Petroleum

V Eli AGE.

Mr. Nathan P. Beverage, son of Robert
Beverage, was born in North Haven,
Maine, Sept. 28, 1843, where he lived until 18G9, carrying ou a mackerel fishing
business.
During the war of the Rebellion he served his country in the United
States navy, serving in the South Atlantic
Squadron, under Admiral John S. Worden, in the monitor Passaic, until the
In 18G9 lie moved his
close of the war.
family to Port Townsend, Washington, ou
Puget Sound, where he engaged in the
fishing business with his father-in-law,
Capt. James Frye, but at the end of a
year returned to Maine, living in Belfast a
year or two, thence coming to Camden.
Here he went to work for D. Knowlton A
Co., as a moulder, where he continued
for several years and then entered the
employ of the Knox Woolen Co., as loom
fixer.
In 1884 he removed to Oakland,
Maine, where he has been engaged as
moulder and as a carpenter and builder,
and where he now resides.
Mr. Beverage served Amity Lodge as
its thirty-fifth Master, being elected to
that office in January, 1877.
JOHN P.

EMULSION

Handled Axis, Wood Saws. Sair Hors
Weather Strips, (Hass an<! Patty. I,a

Tabs, Chants,
Sta atps. Meat

fungi.

retarding digestion.

instead of

Sold by all druggists.

60c.

A GOOD LINE OF

^

^Pocket Knives and Scissors.^A 5 lb.
Assortment

SCREWS, RIVETS, TACKS, ETC,,

For Blacksmith’s

Mugwump.

REPAIRS and ALTERATIONS

given to a small
are eminently re-

name

the lowest
All work in

who
spectable, but w ho are very much impressed with their own superiority, and who
imagine they have a monopoly of political
virtue. They are so sure that they are
better than their party, and than any
party, that they use most of their talents
in depreciating other people’s efforts.
They came into existence in England with
the reform bill movement (1800), as what
John Bright called “Adullamites.” They
deserted from the really progressive political party and joined the Tories to defeat
the extension of the suffrage. In this
country they came into existence in 1884
as deserters from the Republican party to
Cleveland. They deserted nominally for
personal reasons against Mr. Blaine, but
really to oppose protection. Since then
they have been conspicuous as fault finders
of everything constructive and American
and of everybody who showed any evidences of political or industrial success.
They are usually intelligent and active,
but seldom “the most helpful men in the
country.” They are constitutionally distrusters of human nature, and are nearly
always found on the negative side of all
really wholesome, flesh-aud-blood movements in public affairs. There are many
active, helpful pioneers in social reform
who sometimes ally themselves with Mugwump movements because of the indifference of the old parties, but such men
seldom possess the characteristic Mugwump traits.
[From Gunton’s Magaziue
for November.

as

the

handsomest, and others

are

invited

any druggist and get free a trial bottle
Kemp's Balsam for the Throat and Lungs, a
remedy that is guaranteed to cure and relieve all
call

prices consistent with honest work.
c harge of a practical furrier with
nineteen years’ experience.
OPSeml address for an illustrated catalogue.

H. S. B3R&.££5, Furrier,
3m30
Garcliner, Maine.

H. H. LAMSON,

Licensed Auctioneer.
P. O. ADDRESS,

and

tf7

FREEDOM,

M&iSIE.

TO LET.
The store

High street, now
pied by the American Express
pauy. Apply to
on

occu-

Com-

JOSEPH WILLIAMSON.
Do you

Hake

want

to

Honey?

Then go into the household specialty business.
You can make from $15 to $20 a week. Sells on
sight. We will furnish outfits—two articles—and
start you, on receipt of one dollar.
Household Specialty Co
50 School
4t44
Street, Boston, Mass.

WHEELS.
We have

quite

a

sets of

number

Consumption.

Coughs, Asthma, Bronchits
Trice 25c. and 50c.

tight

and hoary wheels irhirfi

will sell below cost to clear them ///>, ns we do not wish to
.1 great trade on trheeis can In obtained
carry them over.

we

now

while the lot lasts.

year and got a

We Carry lie

good

Many

took

advtmtag* of

this

a-

trade,

Monarch Mixed Paints.

GET OUR PRICES.
AH kinds of i
Hardware, j

Geo. A.

Bailey,

Belfast,
flaine.

BORN

SEPTEMBER,
18,
1841.
\\

*

!

The store in Johnson Block

Mayo & White.

Apply

FOR MORE THAN FIFTY-SIX YEARS IT HAS NEVER FAILED IN ITS
WEEKLY VISITS TO THE HOMES OF FARMERS AND
VILLAGERS THROUGHOUT THE UNITED STATES,
IT HAS faithful! y labored for their prosperity and happiness, I'o
the improvement of their business and home interests
for education, for the elevation of American manhood
d true womanhood.
IT HAS told at the fireside, interesting and instructive stories
the doings of the world, the nation and States.
IT HAS advised the farmer as to the most approved methods

o

cultivating
harvesting his crops, and the proper time
to convert them into the largest possible amount of
and

money.
IT HAS led in all matters pertaining to the welfare of farmers and
villagers, and for over half a century has held their con-

fidence

a

:d esteem.

It is the NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE, and we furnish it with the REPUBLICAN JOURNAL, one year for $2.00, cash in advance.
Address all orders to

TO LET.

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO., BELFAST, MAINE.

on

of

Chronic and Acute

shoeing Sleds.

at

THE HOMELIEST MAN IN BELFAST
As well

use and

WELLMAN.

Garments

to

30c.

|

ALL SIZES IRON and STEEL

Fine Seal

people

i

s

Boston.

Ship Chandlers, Ship Brokers,

group of

Choppers, Paisin

and $1.00.

Angler Chemical Co.,Allston District,

SAIL MAKERS,

Mugwump is the

I’ai/s of all kindTrays, Pat

Patter

to

Newton it. Lorn k Co..

the

Coal Sieves,

terns.

Hypophosphites.

cod-liver oil for all
superior
wasting diseases and the many serious
symptoms that accompany the same,
such as coughs, susceptibility to colds,
an inclination to contract diseases that
have their origin in poisonous bacilli or
It is pleasant to take, and aids
It is far

John 1\ Wellman, Esq., the tliirtyELY’S CREAM BALM Is a positive cure.
I sixth Master of Amity Lodge, was born in
Apply into the nostrils. It is quickly absorbed. 50
He re! Searsmont, Maine, Oct. 31, 1827.
cents at Drutreiste or by mail; samples 10c. by mail.
! ceived his school education in the district
ELY BROTHERS. 50 Warren St.. New York City.
school near Dyer’s Mills, in his native
town, never having any opportunities for
attending school after he was seventeen
Notwithstanding his limityears of age.
ed school privileges, he obtained a good
education and successfully taught twentythree terms of school in various towns in
tliis section.
He continued to make his
home in Searsmont until 1850, when lie
went to California, where he spent three
And^Successors to J. W. Frederick & Co., as
years in tlie mines, returning to his native
town in 1859, where, from 1801 to 1865,
he was four times elected a member of
the board of selectmen, and during the
same time
served three years on the
AND DEALERS IN
In 1807 he
board of School Committee.
of
the
removed to Camden and on July 20
Tents, Awnings, Cart Covers,
same year was
made a Master Mason.
he
was
in
his
Camden
During
sojourn
Duck, Cordage, Paints, etc.
elected chairman of the board of selectmen for
seven
successive years, from
1878 to 1885, served one term on the board Ha. 31 Front St ,
Belfast, Me.
of School Committee and was three times
elected a member of the board of Di- j
rectors of the Camden village schools.
Mr. Wellman was also for many years a
Trial Justice.
In June 1894 he returned once more to
Searsmont and was again elected a member of the board of selectmen of that
town, which position he still holds.
Mr. Wellman was first elected Master of
Amity Lodge in 1878, and was re-elected A
specialty, made to measure from selected skins.
in 1879.
For style, quality and fit they are unexcelled.
Defines

Whips,

MAKES FLESH

from the Camden
Past

Halters and

_

Amity Lodge.

following

sketches

Fur and Plush Robes,

Side, TORPID LIVER. They
the Bowels. Purely
Vegetable.

G per cent,

We take the

...EVERYTHING AT THE LOWEST PRICES...

Tongua

Pain in the

the University a sum sufficient to pay the tuitiou charges. Borrowers will be required to
give endorsed uotes, or other satisfactory

Herald’s

BAILEY’S^

Positively

bate for

of

Philadelphia.

imp™ HARDWARE

The debating society enjoyed a warm dis- |
on the question: Resolved, That the
military department is a benefit to the University. Affirmative, O. O. Stover, ’99, Ben-

Masters

by

|

cU'Sion

Past

POWDKR

Lenemy=

i®.

Compliment.

guage and literature.

WASHING

ggg Ppsurief^'
||ii,t&wGrsf

The Courier-Gazette is prepared to state
authoritatively that Col. Fogler will be a
candidate before the next House, a position
that his health in no wise interferes with.
The Colonel is probably as healthy a candidate as is likely to be in the field. We are
justified in calling the attention of the other
candidates to the fact that their busy circulation of statements not in accordance with
the facts is a method of campaigning that
Col. Fogler’s friends are going to resent
with emphasis. [Rockland Courier-Gazette.

very

DUST

PVjoinanfc d

it.”

finished and

spring’s prospects for training
encouraging.
next

GOLD

The friends of the numerous candidates
for the Speakership of the next Legislature
do not lose an opportunity to circulate the
report that Col. VV. H. Fogler of this city is
not to he a candidate for the position. This
is a sample of the paragrap s:
“Carl C. King of Caribou is in the field
for speaker of the next House and is seeking support throughout the State.His friends
argue that Mr. Fogler of Rockland will not
be in the race, as his health will not permit

President Harris was in Washington, D.
C., a few days last week.

in Punch in

1841.

butterflyjwings
ample of Great Britain was that of Brazil,
figure producing a novel effect; and turn- which issued the
large figure stamps in
from
this
to
that
of
ing
department
per1843. Other countries slowly followed,
is
noticeable that the old time
fumery, it

iave

is pi

*

that

»t

::wi!s

scallop

Valenciennes.

the sale of the Union
i‘:oi i:e Pailroad will have paid back to the
Government principal and interest at 0 per

l :iI;!|,'b

each

Col. Fogler for Speaker.

of Maine.

University

Nov.

now

occupied by

to

Belfast, Oct. 14, 1897.

C. O. POOR.

Write your name and adders on a postal card, Read II to Geo. W. Best, Tribune Office, New -York City,
and a sample copy of TIIK NKYV-YOBK WKKkLY Till BUNK will be mailed to you.

Quaint Cartago.

;

Droll Sights and Scenes In the Oldest City of (’ennui America. House-keeping A La Castellano.

Correspondence

t.-cial

of The

Journal.]

1:i'Alio, Costa Rica, Sept. 20, 1897.
our usual good
fortune we have

A

:i■ 1

home in this far corner—if

a

fortnight.

a

only

bit of

a

my readers who contemplate
in .Spanish
In all
America.

to

t*

here is

Right

ive’ing

old towns the hotels—if there are

m

dirty, vermin-infested,
!e

world,

about the worst in the

are

and worse

cuisine

there

with

ex-

attendance,

always unoccupied

are

houses

furnished and unfurnished, by
week or month, at a rental that seems

had,

compared to prices
Not that anybody

small

idly

cd States.

live,

what the carnation richness of
the Spanish blood in lips and
cheeks, but adds
new luster to the
brilliant eyes. Sad to
say, there are some mottled faces even

the

on

streets toward the sanctuaries; while the
militia, having dutifully attended

in the

mass

cathedral

on

arms

rent; but the owner thereof
a part of the year on
icienda, or traveling in Europe, or

in clean linen and made the cracked

ring

with the echo of

saluting
Host, spend
forenoon drilling on

in honor of the elevated

the remainder of the

spending

the

plaza. Here, as everywhere else in
Spanish-America, it is the fashion to perother lucky chance may place it ! form one’s
religious duty early, and then
larily at the disposal of a stranger j to assiduously divert ones self during the
in furnish satisfactory references—
remainder of the day.
Gambling and
through letters of introduction or cock-fighting is the order of the hour for
>i*d word of his Consul.
If you most of the male
population, and bulla
town but for a week, you had
lighting is patronized by both sexes
set up your own vine and fig-tree
wherever there is a plaza de torras; while
m than endure
semi-starvation in the
haughtiest dons and hidalgoes of the
ublic houses.
Servants abound, al- aristocracy, including the Government
r their •‘keep,'" and provisions are
and the Judiciary,—and, (oh, tell it not in
Should your Gath) sometimes the
ip and plentiful.”
clergy collect in

j

v

■

furnished,

much the better—

so

the club-houses to smoke and drink govingredients and indulge in games
of billiards, bacarat and vingt-un, for

i 11 doubtless find that many things
to Northern housekeeping appear
usable

unfurnished,

rent, buy
and

>.

borrow

or

a

you

substantial

a

few necessary
will do

picnic

out

skill

to'the

out

in

church.

In the

holiday

of

son

flirting

and visit some coffee-estates in the

evening,

the

garri-

attire to

music and

enjoy a short seamoonlight, dancing,

and whatever other amusements

apartments in

the

earthquake-cracked

inn

And then—presto! iu
may be attainable.
the twinkling of an eye everybody apparently falls into an enchanted slumber; the

roomy old mansion of a defunct
w hose family is
travelling abroad,

sunny streets are deserted, the shadowy
houses forsaken by all but ghosts, and

borhood,

we

were

bare

our

nge

-haunted,

house,”

as we

hi*ve the central
lrace
■

patronize la

son

'.nug tu remain a couple of weeks
in Cartago, in order to ascend

_<•

or

other games of chance and
in booths erected conveniently near

baud performs its best in front of the
Governor’s casa, and all the town turns

of the

experience.

<

considerations,

loteria and

may

ingenuity

Yankee

and make

st

ernment

“conspicuous by their

are

If

glad enough

silence

call it, is
elevat-

delight to
plaza, on

For

an

which rises with the

<»lcano.

to

slope

With the assistance of

reigns
the

in old

Cartago.

middle

and

lower

Thursdays
though less musical, owing
are

of

even

livelier than

—

a

classes

.’Sundays

to the ab-

Sleepier sence of band and bells. It is the market
rookery day of the district, when the plaza, that
delightful home—a beautiful blend- indispensable adjunct of all Spanish cities,
><>utliern sloth and Yankee energy, suddenly blossoms into surprising activity
>paiu and New England, whereiu and presents a vivid blending of the sharp
v drop of alloy in the pure gold of
contrasts of tropical life.
The market
pi ness is the thought that we are so plaza of Costa Rica’s former capital is
leave it.
Nothing gives one such shut off on one side by the massive white
se of dignity, especially after long
towers of the parochial church; on anmdagc, as the carrying of a house- other by substantial one-story houses,
and our dignity is lofty indeed if with projecting roofs and iron-barred
i by the size of the keys of (.’artago, casements; and fronted by the quartel and
urge enough to require the services
Governors audience-kali—the whole di•nule! For one of the best houses rectly overhung by the frowning
volcano,
c-ity we pay iu the coin of the Irazu, and shadowed by the clouds cul\
a
to *0.00 per ler ted around his forehead.
sum equivalent
Every ThursAmerican money: and the ser- day all the streets
leading into this plaza
it their own price, receive each
j are thronged with carts and oxen, mules
vales (ii~> cents) pel week, and a and mule teams, soldiers and
wandering
male and female, and
>, (*; cents) every day added, with
| miustreis, peddlers,
to “find Ihemseives’ in beans and
beggars innumerable ami of wretchedness
is.
i his is considered good wages I indescribable, mostly cripples whose distorted bones and gaping sores are their
'ag". and our servants are as upliftj
■nozo, (man servant) and a
we soon transformed the

■

their fellows

icucc as one

niisylviUiia
ioudike.

or

on

of sud-

account

who has “struck oil”
found

And

then

rich h ad in

a

the

joys

of

balmy morning,
has peered above

market in the

to

cfufe the
ids

that
in

a

and

sun

environ
the

rear

translate

(

|

unprofitable stock m trade.
The usual conglomeration <»i articles is
offered for sale on the plaza, piled up in
booths

nr

.spread

out

iu the sun.

rainbow-liued dress

There

goods, brought

over seas: gorgeous shawls woven in nearwith by Guatemala and gaud} zarapes of home
artago
to
bear
the ; manufacture: brigand-like jackets fairly
—

Anglicized bristling with superfluous buttons, and a
noof buying zapadilloes. and wonderful collection of ox-hide, hand
ites
and grauadillocs
and other made,
zapatoes (shoes) and sandals.
.fruits, and stri]>s and chunks and There are eocoanuts in ox-hide hampers,
of meat with no idea from what which bare-legged fellows have brought
ci
of bird, beast or reptile they on their backs many weary miles aud are
of cooking the latter over a ehar- glad to sell for accent apiece; and fruits
r

our

s

and concocting salads that would
Fpicurus himself green with envy,
igliing over the lack of butter and
and tea and similar Trifles; and of
"t,

ing tiie cost of generous living, a la
Pica, to equal less than a dollar a

of every variety that grow in the tropics,
with a few of the North, raised in the upland region.
There are Egyptian-like

jars
so

and water-bottles of dark red pottery,
quaint that we long to possess them

drinking-cups made of the shells
the party! Our Mouse, which we of the calabash-fruit, (a kind of
gourd)
to print iu the largest kind of carved with
surprising delicacy of touch
s, was built some three centuries
In other stalls
and richness of design.
and lias been thrice partially desEnglish calico may be found: also cutlery
by earthquakes. Though desti- and crockery. The United States con:
every “modern convenience,” and tributes little, beyond a few “notions”
over-ruu with lizards, centipedes
and plugs of Virginia tobacco.
Cartago
•ms.
it
has overbalancing herself furnishes excellent soft-hats, made
etc.,
which make us more in love with from
pita fibre, and a good deal of gold
ry day. In reality, however, we and
silver
filagree- work, in chains,
little to do with the house itself,
brooches, bracelets and small trinkets—
during the hours of darkness; by the most beautiful among the latter beAit reading, writing or “dreaming
ing tiny baskets, constructed with won>ppy hours away” iu the cool aud
derful nicety and filled with lustrous
Life never seems real
wy garden.
pearls from the Gulf of Nicova. Among
but as if we aud the sculptured the infinite
variety of fruits are blackberall;

and

>

upon the outer walls were iu an en•d slumber together, waiting for

ries, the first 1 have

seen

in

Cential

America; and potatoes, even more rare—
_• ty Prince Charming to come
along ready cooked and steaming hot,—not big■taken us.
Fancy the lagging hours ger than hickorynuts, but good as any
Hess summer-time spent in a hamIrishman could desire; and edible palmcurtained from the sleepy suntops resembling curly lettuce, which by
by the palms and pomegranates of a the way, make the most fragrant and de-

Ash court!

No wonder

feel ourselves
nary

throng

we

surrounded
of

some-

by an
the
dark-eyed
liidalgoes who

licious of salads.
Ill these Catholic countries the ladies

i

plainest clothes to church, and
cs
aud Castilian
their brightest and best to market and
here ami went to dust a century or
opera, bull fights and promenades—their
When evening breezes rustle
ago.
uncovered arms and shoulders protected
!-aves and
ripple the fountain, and
the airiest of sun-shades. Each seuora
by
agrance of violets and frangipanni is followed to market
by a female servant,
m overpowers the
senses, it requires who carries a basket on her
plump brown
'i letch of the
imagination to hear arm, or
a wooden tray on her head,
maybe
I cl ings in the air, to see the carven
The
to contain her mistress’ purchases.
*f the gargoyles assume new exprescountry women evidently believe in
with their interchange of reminis“beauty unadorned,” tire universal garb
s;or in the deepening twilight under of the
mestizas, (of mixed Indian and
•live trees of the old garden, to disSpanish blood), being a single, short,
aisli Ave Marias and muttered ex- scant
skirt, over a very low-necked,
ertions by San Juan Bautista, or San sleeveless chemise.
Squatted beliiud their serones of fruits
! ruth
compels the admission that the and vegetables, their wedges of goat’s- mense
circulation, exceeding 250,000 copies
■'tern aristocrats of ruined Cartago are milk cheese and cones of coarse brown
each issue, is in itself a telling testimonial
"oruewhat uninteresting set, hopelessly sugar, or double rows of bottles of guaraof its practical value ami intrinsic worth Our
at-elbows, down-at-heel and gone to do, (the unfermentcd juice of sugar-cane) subscribers will do well to read the andemuition bow-wows;” probably they expatiate upon the merits of their nouncement and avail themselves of an
opudored the more haughty, sullen and merchandise in shrill Iqit soft-voweled portunity to secure, at a trifling cost, a paper
less by remembrances of ancestral Castellano that wheedles the last penny which will return them a thousand per cent,
t'randour. It is difficult to tell how they out of your purse. The young women of on the investment in the useful hints and
to be obtained from its
perusal.
linage to exist, being far too proud to Costa Rica are decidedly handsome; of teachings
To alt we say, try Farm and Home a year,
"'"'k, though mostly poorer than Job’s the dark, piquant sort, with regular feaand you will never regret it.
'Weal turkey.
However, the bluest tures, clear, olive complexions, full,
•el of Old Castile is not
Wife: “What a sweet smile therein
singular in round figures and midnight eyes which on 1 he
the baby’s face, John!” The Husband:
,llis peculiarity, for in other
parts of the there is no describing. The exhilarating “Yes ; he’s probably dreaming that he’s keep'•orld broken-down
gentility has been air of this high altitude tones down some- i lg me awake.” fTit-Bits.
wear

their

Parlor Stoves \ Ranges

highest grade, none are ever exchanged for somefor they are the best
We can now show you a large and varied stock of the
famous Glenwood goods.
are

ttvng better,

OIL HEATING STOVES
give a nice, clean heat in many places where it is
not convenient to use coal or wood stoves.
WE HAVE THEM IN ALL SIZES.

LAMPS.

J

Mott's Nerverise

j

|

Hot

Water

Bottles,

SYRINGES, Etc.,

Biliousness

Is caused

by torpid

liver, which prevents digesfood to ferment and putrify in

A. A. HOWES&CO,

GEO. F. EAMES, M.D, D. D. S,

tion and permits
the stomach. Then follow dizziness, headache,

The Nose and* Throat.
No. !i40

Hood’s

Insomina,

nervousness,

and,

if not relieved, bilious fever
or blood poisoning.
Flood’s
Pills stimulate the stomach,
rouse the liver, cure headache, dizziness, constipation, etc. 25 cents. Sold by all druggists.
The only Pills to take with Ilood's Sarsaparilla.

Newbury Street,

(Near Corker

of

Fairfield

BOSTON,

St.)

MASS.

Hours 12 to 2.

Other hours

appointment only.
October, isat>.—ly45

by

SURETY BONDS

For

Administrators, Cashiers, Trustrees,

tractors,
8w44

at

Con-

reasonable rates.
FRED

ATWOOD, Agent.

—-

A

and

new

large stock of

BANQUET, RECEPTION, PARLOR. HALL and STAND LAMPS.
Fine

goods and

M. L.

at

pries that will

suit.

MITCHELL,

115 Higli Street,

Purely Vegetable

not

arc

Nye’s Estate will be sold.

The Famous “Ruck Shoals” Mansion, Near Asheville, will soon Change Hands.
“Buck Shoals,” the famous Bill Nye
among young girls, from a dread skin estate eight miles from this city, is soon
disease peculiar to tropical
an Asheville, N. C., corremountains, to sold, says
and not a few cases of the horrible
spondent of the Atlanta Journal. Mrs.
goitre; Clara F. Nye, the widow, is reduced albut beauty and shapeliness are
the
most to
penury, owing to her recent
1 he old women,
however, including those losses, and she now finds that the sale of
on the
sunny side of 40 years, are ex- the mansion is necessary to meet her actremely ugly; why, in this charming cli- tual demands for money. Mrs. Nye wants
One of the most encouraging features
it distinctly understood, however, that
of a cure made by S.S.S. (Swift’s Specific)
mate, females become octogenarians at she is not a
but amply able to
beggar,
is its permanency. Of all diseases, it is
an age which in northern
regions has only provide for herself and five children.
well known that those of the blood are
served to give color and
here
that
It
has
been rumored
Mrs. Nye
the most obstinate, and therefore the
diguity to per- lost
much money by the failure of the'
fected womenliood, is one of
most difficult to cure.
The medical
nature’s in- First
National bank of Asheville, which
in fact, have virtually adscrutable mysteries.
Perhaps it is as closed its doors on July 31st last. Mrs. profession,
mitted that a real, deepseated blood
much due to excessive
eating, smoking, Nye, on June 1, 1890, left her “Buck disease is beyond their skill.
from
ten
miles
on
little exercise and no
the
Shoals,”
here,
Of course, their admission is not made
thinking at all, as to French Broad river. Her widow’s weeds
the fact of very early
in so many words, but actions speak
maturity.
were fresh upon her.
She took with her
louder than words, and their inability to
Fannie Brigham Ward.
to Europe her two daughters and her
cure, after months and often years of
uiree sons, mai sue migni piace tne
gins
treatment, is sufficient evidence that disat school in Germany.
She knew then
eases of the blood cannot be cured by
Bits of News.
she was not rich, but she was sure she
doctors. Their mercurial mixtures, alwould
to
have
meet
her
money
always
Bulgaria has threatened to declare her
though taken faithfully, only cover up
needs.
the symptoms of the disease, inducing
independence of Turkey.
Two weeks ago she returned to her
the patient to feel that he is being cured;
A convention of cattlemen has been mountain house with
money she had borbut when he is sooner or later seized
called to meet in Denver in
January, 1899. rowed from relatives in Chicago. Every with stiff joints, pain in the bones, etc.,
dollar of
money she owned in the
the evidence of the doctor’s patchwork
During the last month Spain’s revenue world hadready
been swept away.
is conclusive. Such results cannot be exreturns have fallen off nearly
$8,000,000.
Mrs. Nye is a remarkably bright woman;
pected from the use of S. S. S. Being
she looks always on the sunny side, and
J. A. Briegel lias started from
purely vegetable, containing no harmChicago
is
for tiie Klondike on a bicycle.
inclined to be an optimist. She speaks
ful mineral ingredients, it is the only
without reserve of her financial condition.
blood remedy which acts on the true
Tlie sale of ilie Kansas Pacific Railroad To a
she
said:
reporter
principle of forcing the disease from
has been postponed until December 16th.
*‘I lost every dollar of ready money 1 the system, building up rather than
The Oxnards will erect an extensive- had by the failure of the First National
tearing down the health. No loss of
“The amount was $7,beet sugar factory at Hueneme, V entura bank,” she said.
hair, no stiff joints, no decrepit mercu000.
It was made up of the $3,000 inrial wrecks result from the use of S.S.S.
County, Calif.
surance on Mr. Nye’s life, the proceeds
The various railroad orders will soon of the sale of the
right to the publication
amalgamate into one grand and powerful of Mr. Nve’s book, which was sold after
his death, and such other cash as I had
organization.
The Southern Pacific’s Sunset Route to on hand after buying my tickets fur EuI took my family to Germany to
New Orleans has been reopened to traffic rope.
give my daughters every possible educaafter the yellow fever quarantine.
tional advantage.
I thought it could be
It. is said that every avenue iu the Yu- done cheaper there, everything considered.
kon district will be guarded by Canadian Five thousand dollars of the money was
to draw interest, the remainder lying subpolice and customs officers next spring.
to my cheek.
But that friends in
There are at least thirty tons of gold in ject
sent me
tlie Vatican, wortli in tiie neighborhood Chicago, knowing my condition,
! should not have been able to
of $20, 000,000 at the present price of the money,
i get home.”
un
wrought metal.
| “You nave met with other losses?”
Helen Gould, who is worth $25,000,000
“Yes,” answered Mrs. Nye. “My most
Five
in her own right, has entered the law serious loss was in New York city.
j
school of Columbia University, with the years before he died, Mr. Nye, as an inintention of qualifying herseif for admit- vestment, bought a flat house ou One
lie exhundred and Eighty-third street.
tance to the bar.
sX\Y AMi
«>'# Bat /IB//
c'iKinged for it property ou Staten Island, I
Mrs.
Celia Wallace of Chicago lias estimated to be worth
H. L. MYERS.
$15,000. The flat
offered to adopt Miss Jfvangelina Cisneros,
Mr. H. L. Myers,of loo Mulberry street,
There was
house was valued at $45,000.
the beautiful Cuban recently rescued from a
mortgage on it for $27,000, which Mr. Newark, N.J., made the mistake of reprison in Havana, and make her au heiress Nye assumed, and upon which he made lying upon remedies based upon mineral
!
to a fortune estimated at $500,000.
i yearly payments uutil he died.
ingredients, and for the hundreds of
It is reported from Washington that tlie
“These, together with the value of the dollars which he invested received only
in return. He says :
Carnegie and Bethlehem companies have j Staten Island property, amounted to about disappointment
•‘I was afflicted with a terrible blood
purchased the right to use tlie Krupp j $30,000. lu January or Febiuary last I
disease, which was in spots at first, but
This j was notified by the Lorillards of New
process in making armor plates.
afterwards spread all over my body.
would prevent the government using this York, who held the mortgage, that they
These soon broke out into sores, and it
unless payment could be
process in its own armor-plate factory if would foreclose
is easy to imagine the suffering I enmet.
I could not pay, and the property
it should establish one.
dured.
I had no one
went for the mortgage.
In order to save $5,000 express charges with whom to advise,” added Mrs.
Before I became convinced that
Nye,
on 84,000,000 worth of bonds which the
for the moment, helplessly, “or l might the doctors could do no good I had
executor of tlie Fair estate wished to
spent a hundred dollars, which was
have saved something from the wreck.”
transfer from New Yo.k to ,San Francisco,
really thrown away. I then tried vari“Have you no income from royalties on
ous patent medicines, but they did not
the papers were packed in three dress Mr.
Nye’s books?”
reach the disease. When I had finished
suit cases and sent across tlie continent as
“The revenue from that source is very
ordinary hand baggage in the care of two small, not exceeding $400 a year.” she my first bottle of S.S.S., I was greatly
men.
improved and was delighted with tha
“This is all paid by the Upanswered.
result. The large red splotches on my
The New York Chamber of Commerce pine >tts. publishers of the histories of the
chest began to grow paler and smaller,
The History
has adopted a resolution calling upon tlie United States and England.
and
before long disappeared entirely. 1
of
said
“was
never finishshe,
England.”
government to increase tlie artillery force
regained
my lost weight, became strongit have beer,
and
the
from
ed.
royalties
for protection of seacoast cities.
It was
er, and my appetite grea'lv improved.
small.
The
are the only
Lippincotts
very
suggested that 110 sea batteries and 4,000
I was soon entirely well, and my skin as
additional artillerymen would be sufficient publishers of Mr. Nye’s works who have
clear as a piece of glass.”
to provide
the safeguards considered made any returns, either to Mr. Nye himS.S.S. is a sure cure for all manner
self while he lived or to me since his
necessary.
of blood diseases, and disappointment
I sold the book outright since
death.
never results from its use.
It is
then, and the remittances from Lippineott
Franklin’s Lost Lead Mine.
cow constitute the sum total of
my income."
The proposed opening of lend mines at
Then she added, entirely cheerful, perTuber has revived the story of Franklin’s fectly hopeful:
r^nd one thousand dollars will be paid
“I have my home here, which is unin- nor proof that it contains a particle of
lost lead mine, somewhere in the mouncumbered.
Here 1 shall live until 1 can
mercury, potash, or other mineral. S.S.S.
tains west of Tuuk pond.
is sold by all druggists.
sell it. when 1 will buy a simple, inexpen^
Ten years ago quantities of lead were \ sive home.
Valuable books on blood and skin disI should like a few hoarders
found there by Stinson Hooper, who was this winter if 1 could rind those willing to eases will be mailed free to all who address Swift Specific Co., Atlanta, Ga.
hunting. A forest lire had swept ovei a live in this secluded spot. But I shall not
try to run a boarding house, as I doubt
the
of
nothcountry, leaving
large portion
1 whether t would be remunerative.
Mate ol
>laiii<N
ing but charred timber and in some places
“You can say,” said Mrs. Nye, in bidii had entirely burned the soil,
leaving ding good-by, “that 1 contemplate pub) ss.
ALDi
Taken
this
30th day of October,
nothing hut the bare ledge. The fire had lishing during the coming year a book of
A. I*. 1807, "ii execution dated* October 5th,
swept this section in springtime, so that j memories of Mr. Nye, which will include A. I>. 1807. issued on a judgment rendered by the
the tender blueberry hushes and clover ; much of 1 is personal correspondence and Supreme Judicial Conri. for the County of Waldo,
at the term thereof begun and held <»ii the third
that sprang up made it quite a feeding- I short extracts from his best
writings din- Tuesday of September, A. D. 1807. to wit, on the
Paul Potter, tlie first day of October, A. L>. 1897. in favor of 1C.
ground for deer in the autumn months. | ing Mr. Vye’s life.
of Northport, in said County, and
Mr. Hooper had killed a line buck deer dramatist, will aid me in the
literary part B. 171,WELL
JollN ,J. SHAW of Northport, in said
while on one of his trips,
lie was some- of this work.
He is now in Paris, and against for
County,
sixty
eight dollars and eighty-two
wliat exhausted from liis long tramp and h is a
play which he expects to bring out cents, debt or damage, and nine dollars and iiinesat down upon an old charred windfall. in Loudon the first of the
cents, cost of suit, and will he soid at
ty-three
Then
he
year.
public auction on the fourth day of December, A.
While seated there he began poking a tiat will return home and
my hook will be D. 1897. at two ..'clock in the afternoon, at the
surface of what lie supposed was a rock, l
as
as
of F. W. I’rown, Room 4, Masonic Temple,
"dice
prosecuted
speedily
possible."
without any thought of making a discovin Belfast, in sai : County, the following described
“Have you
engaged a publisher for real
estate
and til the right, title and interest
The gun barrel seemed to make the this book?”
ery.
which the said .h im J. Shaw has in and to the
surface of the stone shine, and lie began
‘T have not,” she answered.
And same, or had on the llrh day of June, A. D 1*97,
to examine it closer,
lie found it was ; with her two sous she started
at 1.20 o'clock in the afternoon the tune when the
up the hill,
was attached on the writ in the same suit,
lead, and began to cut it with his jack- | lined by golden-leafed hickories, toward same
to wit:
knife.
Then he noticed a seam in the
A certain lot or parcel of land situate in said
Cavalry church, where he who was a fun|
rock from which the metal had flowed lover
and a fun-maker lies—he who Northport, being the same set. off to John J.Sliaw
when the forest fire was raging. lie took sought to make sure of his wife’s and his by the commissioners appointed under the petiti"i of Mary C. Known on, for a full description
the ramrod from the old army rifle and children’s future.
of which reference is herein had t<> the return of
pried up a platter-like surface that would
These sons, Max and Jim, are manly said commissioners, recorded in the Registry of
Deeds of Waldo County in 1894, and being a porweigh two pounds or more. He followed fellows. Max is 14 years old, Jim 12 tion
of the land conveyed to Jones Shaw by Benjathe seam for a huudred teet or more, and
Max is strikingly like his father,
min Sliaw on the sixth day "1 May, A. D 1848,’by
years.
in several places found other spots where hut. he lias more hair on his head—“had bis deed of quitclaim of that date, to be recorded
Also one undivided halt of the
in said Registry.
the heated lead had melted and leaked when lie was
born,” as his father said. Shaw homestead,
so-called, in said Northport,
out.
The boy has clear blue eyes, a strong containing in the whole about fifty acres, and inSeveral of the easiest pieces to dislodge
the house and other buddings, and the
mouth, a thoughtful brow. The baby, cluding
wharves near said
as devised to John
he pried out aud started for the settleDouglas, is about 18 months old. Miss J. Shaw under thehomestead,
will of his mother, Ann K.
ment to make his find known,
intending Bessie Nye is 19 years old, Miss Winuie Shaw, by her will duly recorded in the Probate
to return with a party for his slaughtered
Office in said County, said premises being held by
IT years.
with Emma A. Gillispie.
deer, which iie left as a mark. But Mr.
“Buck Shoals” is a large, roomy house John J. Sliaw in common
Dated October 30, 1897.
Hooper did not return for the deer, or to with ample porch, towers and modern
3t44
SAMUEL G. NORTON. Sheriff.
show his lead mine.
lie had left the outlooks, situated upon a hill overlooking
specimens for public inspection in the the river. The lawn, made by cutting
corner store and told liis
story, when he the undergrowth from the native forest,
was taken sick, so could not act as
guide, is to-day overgrown with tall grass, and
lie gave to Franklin people the location
The great
everywhere are visible the evidences of
as near as lie could tell,
and, as one of neglect. It was in this house that the
remedy for
the prospecting party said, “lie would last decade of Bill
nervous prosNye’s life was passed.
not send us on any tomfool’s errand.”
It was the breath of these great mountration ard
Soon afterward Mr. Hooper died but tains that
all nervous
brought back health to him in
the story of liis hunting trip lived and
is
diseases
of the
and
certain
it
that
the hap1880-’ST,
still is held as truth by members of the
hours
in
his
existence
came
to him
piest
^gsasgsag*
generative orBEFORE AND AFTER USING.
party wlio followed his instructions.
here.
gans of either
Ninety-six acres of land surround
Many leading citizens of Franklin have the house, which, all in all. cost Nye sex* such as Nervous Prostration, Failing or
lost Manhood, Im potency, Nightly Emisprospected since then. All have found $25,000.
lead, but nol in paying quantities. One
sions, Youthful Errors, Mental w orry, exof tlie party says lie is full of confidence
cessive use of Tobacco or Opium, which
Sensationalism.
Sacreligeous
He
thinks
if
that
a mail could find
lead to Consumption and Insanity. $1.00
yet.
the spot where Stinson Hooper sat after I
Yellow journalism has done some darper box by mail; 6 boxes for $5.00.
1
that
there
would
he
a
real ! ing things, but none more daring than
shooting
deer,
MOTT’S CHEMICAL GIL Prop's, Cleveland, Ohio,
lead mine in Franklin.
[Ellsworth ! the publication of what purports to be a
FOR SALE BY K. It. MOODY.
Iyr38
American.
of
Pontius Pilate to the Emperor
report
details
of
a
inj! Tiberius, giving
personal
\n Important Annonuncement.
[ terview with Christ and of the circumstances attending
the crucfixion.
The
We desire to cull tile personal and itnuiedi| document in the ancient Latin is claimed
ate attention of each and every one of our ! t<*
have been discovered in the library of
readers to the exceptional terms upon which i the Vatican
A FULL LINE OF
by Rev. Dr. W. D. Mahan, an
we are prepared to offer that representative
English clergyman, but this is so wildly
journal of agriculture, Farm and Home, in improbable that it will require proof as
strong as holy writ before it will be beconnection witli this paper. Everywhere
lieved.
Either it is the most stupendous
throughout the country Farm and Home is
of the age or it is an
known and recognized as a journal of the literary discovery
abominable imposition.
[Portland Adhighest standard, ltssouud common sense, vertiser.
practical teaching, terse paragraphs, origiFOR SALfc BY
nality and pluck, have won for it a place at
tlie head of the agricultural press. Its im-
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to

•se

mainly

in this

>f the world ever built a house
he

known to

the good Lord knows how,
pleasures of memory,
j Deserted as Cartago usually appears,
there are two days in every week (Sunand Thursdays) when people shake
I days
off their enchanted stupor sufficiently to
j go to mass and to market.
Very early on
Sunday morning the cracked old bells
j prove to distraction the metal they were
made of, and keep up incessant clamor
until high noon.
Then, out of the apparently uninhabited houses, issue senoras
and senoritas in their graceful draperies,
the patricians with lace mantillas thrown
over their heads, the plebeians with cotton
rebosas, and glide through the sleepy

j
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I publication, Trt: Ukc m.n \x dot kma5 05 j full year lor only $2.00.
Lack of space forbids a description -a
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5 32
5 30
5 52
« 03
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tents

of Farm

am*

Hmti:, which

..)'«•

arc im.

for

itvariety and exeeltem-r. Prominent an
many departments may be mentn imd *.• farm
and burden. Market Reports, Fruit Culture. Plans
and Inventions, Hie Apiary, Taik^ with a Lawyer.
Around the tilobe, Live Stock and hairy. The Pouttry Yard, Question Box, The Veterinary, Plants
and Flowers, Fashions and Fumy Work, Household Features, etc.
Farm am* Homf. is published semi-monthly,
thus giving you 24 numbers a year, dm wh..le
making a volume t over 500 pages, teemim.

I

j!

tFlag station.

Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at$5.00
from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West am! Northwest via all routes, for sale by L. M. G hough.
GKO. F. EVANS,
Agent, Belfast.
I
General Manager.
i
F. K. Booth by, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
1807.
Portland, Sept. 24,

>

with all the latest and most ndi.il>
mb
m m >i
that experience ami science can supply \.. better
••

WINTER RATES
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State and territory in the l mot.
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inn.

vci".

tni»ei

million readers,

A 700 PAGE BOOK FREE.
Greiit Rednotion in Farow

.:
Immediately and sendim. 10 cents omi*
mailing expenses, making $2.10 In all, we will
semlChamber’s Popular F.nryrlopedlu.
mu;
This
7C0 pages and over 1,000 illustrationbac
Encyclopedia, which has never sold ;.,i
it
£1.00, is unsurpassed as a xvori: .-i
contains m* less than ‘J< .000 articles, an
viU i>.

BELFAST TO BOSTOX $2.25.

,•>-

Commencing nonday, Oct. 18, 1897.

found of flu-createsr

use

in

answere

!..

Tin

sands of

cpiestions that con>tant!y risedates, places, persons, mcim-ni -. -ia;

to

No

one at

all interested should

4-

iminrd
-i

n

vitlmT

m\ m
n
\ ti is
ho not delay <>r fail t<> talu
remarkably liberal oiler, which \u* male :■■*;• a
limited time only, by special ai ran*. *n n: with,
the publisher'. Remember,
semi both papers
m
a full year, including book, at tlu*\ci\
of £2.10.
.•

Fart; between Belfast and Boston

$3.00

to

reduced from

$2.25.

1

Fare between Searsport anti Boston reduced
from $3 10 to §2 30, and a proportionate reduction made in the price of through tickets between |
Boston and all landings on Penobscot river.
The price of rooms, accommodating two persons
each, will he reduced from $2.00 and §1.50 to
$1.50 anti §1.00 each.
Steamers Penobscot and City of Bangor will !
leave Belfast, alternately, for Boston, via Camden I
and Rockland, Mondays, Wednesdays, Thursdays
and Saturdays at (about.) 2.30 r. m.
For Bangor, via way-landings, Tuesdays. Thursdays, Fridays and Saturday at about 8.00 a. m.,
or upon arrival of steamer from Boston.

Address all orders

to

1

RETURNING TO BELFAST.
From Boston, via way landings, Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Fridays at 6 00 i*. w!
From Bangor, via wav-landings, Mondays, Wednesdays, Thursdays anil Saturdays at 11*00 a. m.
WILLIAM H. HILL, Gen’l Manager, Boston,
CHAS. E. JOHNSON, Agent, Belfast.

HOW TO MAKE MONEY!

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. CO.,
BlLKASl,

11 A

INK.

Offices for Kent.

I

The rooms over Mayo & White, High street, re
cently occupied by Miss Beverage, dressmaner
are

for

rent

with immediate

possession.

Enquire

of

POOR & SON.
Belfast, July 20, 1807.—80tf

Female

If you are out of employment and want a posi
tion, paying you from $50 to $100 monthly clear
above expenses by working regularly, or,'if you i
want to increase your present income from
$200 :
to $500 yearly, by working at odd times, write the i
GLOBE CO., 723 Chestnut St., I'hila., I’a., stating
To engage for coining seaWANTFIl
TT
age, whether married or single, last or present
son, experienced operators
employment, and you can secure a position with on W. & G. straw machine, fine work on ladies’
them by which you can mal e more money easier goods.
and faster than you ever made before in your life.
CANTON BROS., BIXBY & CO.,
0m44
4w44
Fox boro, Mass.

Help

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.
BELFAST, THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 18, 1897

The Churches.
The Thanksgiving services will be at the
Unitarian church, Thursday evening, Nov.
25th, at 7.30 o’clock; sermon by Rev. G. G.
Winslow.

PUBLISHED EVERY

THURSDAY

MORNING BY THE

f

NORTHPORT

J
to

Probate and Insolvency Courts.

NEWS.

Mr. Charles Bird left for Boston last week
take charge of a barge.

Just remember that it was Friday, Nov.
12th, when the first snow of the season arrived.

Cures!

Prove the merit of Hood's Sarsaparilla
postlive, perfect, permanent Cures.
Cures of scrofula in severest forms, like
goitre, swelled neck, running sores, hip
disease, sores in the eyes.
Cures Of Salt Rheum, with its intense itching
and burning, scald head, tetter, etc.
Cures of Boils, Pimples and all other eruptions due to impure blood.
Cures of Dyspepsia and other troubles where
a good stomach tonic was needed.
Cures of Rheumatism, where patients were un—

Meetings will be held in the Peoples’ Mission every evening this week, except Mon- j
Mr. Emery Brown returned to Rockland
day and Friday, at 7 o’clock ; also on Sunday ; Sunday. His visit was marred by the sud
All are welcome.
at 2.30 and 7 p. m.
CHARLES A. PILSBURY
den death of his father, Mr. Abram Brown.
Busine^Ma^ger.
Rev. J. M. Leighton will give the third of j
Miss Mary Grout of Rockland returned
his series of sermons on “Good Citizen- | home tins week from a visit to her friends.
THANKSGIVING PROCLAMATION,
ship,” at the Unitarian church next Sunday She was the guest of Mrs. R. F. Herrick the
liy the Governor,
forenoon; subject, “Religion and Manhood.” first of the week.
The time honored custom of recognizing and
A Sunday evening class was recently orMrs. William Hopkiu s left Monday for
thanks
tdraws
giving
Almighty God as the year
able to work or walk for weeks.
to a cli se, for His manifold mercies, was institutganized among the young people of the Uni- Baltimore to join her husband, who is capCures of Catarrh by expelling the impurities
ed m Plymouth Colony by the Puritans in the
tarian society. Meetings are held Sunday tain of the sch. Star of the Sea. She will acwhich cause and sustain the disease.
early settlement of our country. The present year
lias brought to the people < f Maine a fair degree
evenings at G o’clock in the church parlors. company him to Galveston, Texas.
Cures of Nervousness by properly toning and
of prosperity, and though the harvest has been
The subject of the meeting of the Baptist
feeding the nerves upon pure blood.
less bountiful than usual, we have moved onward
Mrs. Rose Patterson will leave Saturday
in libei ry and peace. We have been signally preCures of That Tired Feeling by restoring
Y. P. S. C. E. next Sunday at 6 p. m. will
for Boston, where she will reside for the
served from great calamities and pestilence and
strength. Send for book of cures by
be: Gratitude: to whom? for what? how
have very much for which to be truly thankful. In
future, as her husband has concluded to setgrateful recognition of our indebtedness to, and shown? Luke 17:1119. Leader, Miss Maud
the
that
Giver
of
these
has
tle there. This is the third family
blessings,
dependence upon
E. Mathews.
and also conforming to the Proclamation of the
left this place within less than three months
President of the United States, I, Llewelly n Powwas
a
solo
Miss
very
original
Haney’s
ers, Governor of the State of Maine, do hereby
to become residents of Massachusetts.
designate and set apart, with the advice and con- creditable musical composition, and is the
Mrs. Abram Brown and her sons, Emery
sent of the Council,
second piece she has composed. It was renand Hudson, wish to extend their heart felt
Thursday, the 25thday of November, A D. 1897, dered in tine
style. At the close of the progratitude to those friends who so kindly
as a day of thanksgiving and prayer.
And I do
gram the young people took possession of
To C. I. TTood & Co., Proprietors, Lowell, Mass.
earnestly request all the citizens of our State to
contributed flowers at the funeral of the
an
hour
the
amd
retrain on that day from any unnecessary labor
very pleasantvestry
speDt
husband and father, and to others who tenare the best after-dinner
and with heartfelt gratitude render thanks'to God
etc.
ly in games, sociability,
for His care and goodness to us as a people. And
llOOCl S rMlIS pills, aid digestion. 25c.
dered their assistance ; also to the members
especially 1 w.-ulu enjoin those who have abundThe Methodist Sunday s jhool is organizof Excelsior Lodge of F. & A. M. who so
ance to give substantial evidence of their thankfulness by remembering, on this day, the poor and
ing a “home department,” through which kindly attended in a body to pay their reunfortunate.
ODituary.
in
auy person who desires may keep along
Given at the Executive Chamber at Augusta,
spects to h.'tu we so sadly miss and mourn.
Bible study with the classes in the Sunday
this fifth day of November, in the year of our
The annual supper given by the ladies of
Lord eighteen hundred and ninety-seven, and
Joseph H. Wilson, a well known citizen
not able to attend the school.
the Independence of the United Stales of school, though
the Cove W. C. T. U. at El well’s hall last of Salem, Mass., died at his home in that
A system of visitation of the “shut-ins” has
America the one hundred and tweutv-second.
Saturday evening was a charming social city Nov. 1st at the age of 66 years. He was
LLEWELLYN POWERS.
been organized, and they are enrolled as
P> the Governor.
feature. Besides the members many invit- a son of the late Hon. John Wilson and
iJYia n lioviu Secretary of State.
members of the school, and entitled to all
ed guests were present, who enjoyed the oc- Mary Tinkham Wilson. His father was one
its privileges.
casion very much. The supper was all that of the early promoters of the growth of BelFood Fairs are all the rage now, but
Services at the Universalist church next could be desired and all who have ever enwhat the average mortal desires is fair
fast, and one whose name stands high among
Sunday will be as follows: Morning worship joyed the hospitalities of this Union know the
food.
enterprising men of our early history
with sermon at 10.45, followed by Sunday that is the truth, the whole truth and nothHe served iu Congress from 1813 to 1815, and
school. Young people’s meeting at six o’clock,
ing but the truth. The post-prandial exer- from 1817 to 1819, aud was a colleague and
The President of the United States and !
led by Miss Eva Crowley, Topic, “The Par- cises were highly enjoyable and entertainthe G.-veriior of Maine agree that Thanks- j
personal friend of Daniel Webster. Joseph
At
able of the Talents and what it Means.”
ing. The following toasts were proposed H. Wilson was the last of a family of six
giving day should be observed Nov. 25th. the morning service the following anthems
and responded to in a very pleasing and efchildren, four girls and two boys. Three of
The death-knell of the turkey has sound- will be
sung: “Cantate Domini,” Danks; fective manner: ;‘The W. C. T. U., what it
the sisters married lawyers. Hannah mared
“O Lord most Holy,” Truette.
aims to do, and what it has done,” was reried Hon. A. G. Jewett of. Belfast, at one time
The topic of the mid-week meeting at the sponded to by Miss E. F. Miller of North
U.S. Minister to France; Sarah married LawN ov the New York World has underwill Searsmont, the President of^ the Waldo
taken the job of banishing college foot Xorth Church this, Thursday, evening
yer Daniel Jewett of St. Louis; and Mary
next
manner
“Social
The
services
In
Falsehoods.”
Union.
a
Fail as a brutal sport.
The chances are be,
County
very pleasing
married Lawyer William Crosby of Bangor.
that it will hardly succeed in its under- Sunday will be as follows: Rev. Goweu C. she explained its aims and objects and what Jane never married. John M. married Eliza
taking. [Boston Herald.
Wilson of the Bible Society of Maine will it has accomplished, to the satisfaction of all. A. Townsend aud lived on the farm on LinNot unless it can devise a “sport’* more preach at 10:45 a. m ; Sunday School at 12 m. To ‘‘Cold Water, Man’s best Beverage,” colnville avenue now
occupied by Albert
Brutal than foot ball; and that does not Meeting of the C. E. Society atG.15 p. m. A Mrs. Frank Orcutt responded briefly, but Wilson, a nephew of the deceased.
He
“Gratitude:
to
whom?
She spoke of the great leaves two other
Thanksgiving topic,
very effectively.
eem possible.
nephews and one niece in
for what ? how shown ?” Luke 17 : 11-10.
At blessing water is to the world, its usefulness
Belfast, Joseph B. and Jefferson F. Wilson,
7.15 p. m., the pastor will preach iu the and its importance in the affairs of life, and and Mrs. Annie
Wilson Ellis. Two of ins
The New York World claims that while
church, his theme being Neal Dow and the urged all to drink it in preference to any nephews are
t belt* lias been 11 fatal accidents in football
lawyers in the west, ami one,
other beverage. “Neal Dow, our Prohibi- H. W.
since lsb4, the number of fatal accidents Prohibitory Law.
Harris, is a physician in Augusta,
ii. oil ei sports in the same time has been:
The services at the Methodist Episcopal tion Leader,” was very ably responded to Me. Mr. Wilson attended the
public schools
>w iminiiig
l.:,50, boating bsti, hunting church
Sunday, Nov. 21st, will be as fol- by Mr. F. A. Dickey, who spoke in high in Belfast aud early iu life learned the tini, bnyeiing 204. horseback
riding boo, lows: Sermon
by Rev. O. 11. Fernald, D. D., praise of the departed leader, who had so smith’s trade with the late S. 8. Hersey
i- <T. iii ing 22. base ball t». tennis 4, golf 2.
of Searsport at 10 43 a. m ; Sunday school at 1 nobly championed the cause of temperance.
After leaving Belfast he served as private de1! is hale to se, how anyone could get
He thought it would be very hard to find tective in several cities for various firms and
12 m.; Junior League meeting at 3 30 p. m.;
killed playing golf >r tennis.
another
leader
who
could
so
successfully individuals,but at the time he was taken sick
Epworth League meeting at G, leader, Miss
We believe the World’s statistics reMilly Sanborn; topic, “The Foes of the lead the way as did the mau whom to-day was working at his trade in Salem. He was
gaiding foot ball casualties are far from
Church,” Epli. 0:10-12. A large attendance the friends of prohibition so sadly miss. To a man of kind disposition, very strong iu
accurate.
Judging from the newspaper is desired. Song and prayer service at 7. ‘‘Our Children,” Mrs. Ada Brier responded his
friendships, speaking evil of no one, and
reports we should say that the percentage The meetings during the week will be as in a very felicitous manner.
She urged iu
every possible way lending a helping
of fatalities in foot ball is fully equal to follows: Prayer meeting, Tuesday evening every parent to be careful that their chilhand to those in affliction or distress. He
dren received early training, that their
that of any war, ancient or modern.
at 7.13; class meeting, Thursday evening at
married Eliza Pepper Varney, who most
minds might more quickly receive the im7.15.
tenderly and kindly cared for him during
Services at the Baptist church next Sun- pressions of the necessity of living temper- his long and trying illness. He was stricken
The Boston Evening Record for some
ate lives.
On the whole it was a very inter- with
time has been calling attention to the fact day will consist of morning and eveniug
paralysis three years ago. He was a
esting and instructive evening, and all member of N. E. O. P. and A. O. U. W. and
with
the
The
worship
preaching
by
pastor.
that the present control of the Democratic
subject of the morning sermon will be, “The seemed more than glad to be present; and was held in high esteem by the officers aud
1 arty, with its Henry George movement
Unanswerable Argument of a Christian although the next annual gathering seemed members as evinced by their watchful aud
in New York, its Thos. Riley movement
Life,” 2 Cor. 5: 12. The eveniug sermon so distant, everyone hoped that it would be kind care during his long illness. His many
in Boston, and its general dogged deter- will be
This friends have this comfort in their sorrow:
upon “The Choice Young Man,” 1 their good fortune to be present.
mination to drive all the old leaders out,
Sam. 9:2. A cordial invitation is extended LTuion seems to be prospering finely. Under He died au
honest, upright man, loved aud
is based, not upon free silver, but upon a to all. The music will b<? as follows: Morn- its retiring president, Mrs. Annie Batchelrespected by all who knew him.
socialistic propaganda.
The free silver ing—Thanksgiving anthem, Burche; solo, der, the Union has grown in members, and
issue is dead.
With it no party can carry selected. Evening—anthem, Ye shall dwell great interest has been taken by all to make
Mrs. Abbie Roberts died at her home iu
tiie « ouutry, but the socialistic movement in the land, Stainer, chorus; selection, The it more and more an agency for good in our
Lawrence,
Mass., Nov. 15th, after an illness
and
it
is
town,
hoped that everybody who is
is very much alive, and the men who are Holy City, Geibel, chorus.
interested in the cause of temperance re- of several weeks, aged about 82 years. Mrs.
A
attended
church rally was held
largely
now really running the Democratic masses,
form will become a member. By so doing Roberts was born iu Morrill and was one of
at the Methodist vestry Wednesday afteralthough they may not as yet have comwill strengthen the Union, thereby in- thirteen children of the late Matthew and
they
noon and evening, Nov. 10th.
In the afterMerriam. She married Cyrus Robplete control of the Democratic “macreasing the power of its members to ac- Abigail
noon the older members of the church and
erts of Brooks and lived with him in Brooks,
chine,' are distinctly socialistic. There
the work for which the society
complish
were
remembered.
Carrisociety
specially
Knox and Searsmont, aud moved to Massais abundant evidence that the Record’s
was instituted.
ages were sent for many of the infirm and
chusetts about twenty-five years ago. Her
view of the situation is the correct one.
The
very sudden death Tuesday morning,
aged, and an excellent supper was prepared
husband and three sisters survive her.
The
especially for them. Another supper was Nov. 9tli, of Mr. Abram Brown caused a sisters are Mrs. Jane Rice of Thomaston,
The advice of London Punch to those served at G o'clock for all
of
sadness
to
rest
the
gloom
deep
and
was
peoupon
ages,
parMrs. Susan Jackson of Rockland and Mrs.
contemplating, marriage was, “Don’t;” taken of by a large number. After supper ple of Saturday Cove. So unexpectedly Mary Ann Sayward of Thorndike. She was
and it the same advice should be given to a literary and musical program was given* came the announcement that it seemed alan aunt of Mrs. Tileston Wadlin of Belfast.
those w ho intend going to Alaska it would every number of which received a well de- most incredible. Only the Saturda> before Mrs.
Roberts aud her husband visited Waldo
he was at the Cove and spent the day at the
no doubt meer with like
disregard. As to served encore. The program was as follows:
county last summer, and their mauy friends
of his son Emery, called at the store,
home
Piano
Miss
Cleora
solo,
original,
Haney.
the manner of going, pe'haps something
wherever they have lived and upon whom
Miss Myrtle Mitchell. was weighed, and remarked that he felt firstRecitation,
To put Vocal solo,
they called have pleasant recollections of
Mr. Emery White.
may be said that will be heeded.
rate.
He was very much pleased when a
them. Mrs. Roberts was a faithful ami conDialogue, “Mistaken Identity.”
iiom
sluo to £b00 in an old fishing
Miss Ethel Savery. gentleman remarked that he looked as sistent member of
Song,
the Baptist church, and
schooner for a voyage arc und the Horn is
Master Percy Clifford. young and robust as his sons. Monday he
Recitation,
her good deeds will be kindly remembered
Miss Isabell Ginn. went over his wood lot to select a
reckless and extravagant.
The perils of Vocal solo,
place
Remarks, Messrs. M. C. Hill, C. F. Ginn and to
by many, especially those who have been in
the voyage are as great, as any old seafarchop. Tuesday morning he arose as
Rev. G. G. Winslow.
trouble or iu need. The funeral was held at
er w ill tell you.
The start must be made Sunflower song.
usual, but complained of a pain in his
her late home iu Lawrence, Wednesday
Mr. Emery White.
Solo,
stomach. He went out into the kitchen,
•soon
if you hope to reach Alaska next
Blackboard talk,
Mrs. Mary Whitmore.
afternoon, aud the interment will be in that
remained
a short time, but concluded he
season,
The vessel will be worth nothing Remarks on the Home Department of the
city.
Warm
Miss Milly Grout. would go and lie down awhile.
when she reaches the Pacific coast, as by Sunday school,
baths were applied and everything done to
next spring there will he-an over
supply
A Good Time.
Wilson Carter, formerly of Belfast, died at
Wednesday evening, Nov. relieve him. He was somewhat easier when
of navigation, and small sailing craft will
his home in Camden Nov. 11th, after a long
10th, a very pleasant party, consisting of his wife noticed a
in his coungreat
change
be at a discount when they come in com- Mr. aud Mrs. Henry B. Cunningham, Mr.
He was born in Penobscot in 1825
tenance and notified her son that she thought illness.
and was a sou of the late Josiah and Doropetition with the big steamers that will and Mrs. M. R. Knowlton, Mr. and Mrs. his father was
dying. They returned to
compete for the Alaska business. If you John Stevenson, Mr. and Mrs. Walter H. him at once, but it was plainly apparent that thy (Roberts) Carter. When he was 12
have employment now you must give up West, Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Fraser, Mrs. Flora the end was very near and as the aged wife years old his parents moved to Montville,
Dodge, Miss Susie Cunningham, Mr. Elisha and her son bent down to catch the
six months’ earnings, imperil your life,
whisper where he lived until he was 21. He then
Sherman of Belfast, Mr. Dustin Cunning- of a last
farewell the loved husband and went to Searsport and learned the ship caraud expend from £:}00 to £000 in reaching
ham of Natick, Mass., Mr. and Mrs. Wilson father
had crossed the river and reached the penter’s trade. He worked there a few years
a point on the Pacific coast to which
you Patterson of Waldo,
gathered at the home of shore of the summer land. Mr. Brow'n was and then came to Belfast where he lived uncan go in live or six days next spring at a
Mr. and Mrs. Ned Ellis of South Brooks.
the fourth son and sixth child of a family of til 10 years ago w'hen he went to Camden.
cost of £70 and possibly less.
So, as it is After all had arrived and recovered some- twelve children of
the late Richard and Five years ago he married Marietta, daughno use to say don’t, our advice is to wait.
what from the shaking up resulting from
Susan Brown, of whom but three now sur- ter of Frank P. Eastman, formerly of Beltheir long drive they were ushered into the vive. Mr. Brown
first viewed the light at fast, who survives him. He leaves four
dining room by their hostess and invited to North Haven, June 13, 1816. Thus at the brothers: John of Iola, Kansas: Marcus F.
Rev. Myra Kingsbury 111.
take seats at a table groaning under its time of his
demise he had reached the vener- of Lockridge, Iowa; Capt. George R. and
The many friends of the Rev. Myra Kings- weight of good things. Some of the party able age of 8.1 years, 4 mouths and 26
days. Everett S. of Belfast. He was made a
bury w ill be grieved to learn of her serious tried manfully to help the table out and re- For many yefc.rs he followed the vocation of mason in Phoenix Lodge nearly 40 years ago
illness.
Fram a private letter recently re- lieve it of its weight, but bad to acknowl- a fisherman with good results.
Thirty-nine and was an active member of the fraternity.
edge defeat, and the wishful looks jast at years ago he came here, and
ceived from her, the following extract is
bought a farm He was industrious, of kind disposition, and
that table after nature refused to be crowd- that is
taken:
now known as the Benner
place. in all respects a good citizen. The funeral
ed any more spoke volumes to the credit of
“The doors are closing more and more to
After a long residence there he sold out and was held Sunday at his late residence. Amity
the preparer of the feast.
After supper
the earthly mansion of God’s great house,
bought the Witherly place, where with his Lodge of Masons of Camden attended in a
and opening wider and wider to some of the those who felt able selected partners and
son Hudson and
family he resided until he body with mourning badges but did not hold
more
and
more
“other mansions,”
glorious
themselves
in
the
dance.
enjoyed
mazy
beautiful. I may live, if loving prayers can
obeyed the call to come up higher. By hard Masonic services.
stay God’s messenger, for little while; for Uncle Joe was as young as any and enjoyed toil and strict economy he secured for himin my behalf the dear friends have offered
every part of the visit, especially a certain self and
family a beautiful and productive
Miss Susan Walker died of consumption
many and fervent ones.”
greeting he received early in the evening. farm that is second to none in
town, at her home at East Northport, Nov. 11th,
We take the following from the Cliristiau
The party decided that in the future those where he
of
speut the evening
life after a long illness. She was a daughter of
Leader of Nov. lltli:
greetings must be in private, as they make in the companionship of his beloved
wife, Eliza and the late George B. Walker, and
Sheshequin.—Many eyes are now center- those who
get left feel-ahem! At a late who for fifty-nine years had shared all his
ing -upon this old historic place, noted in
was born in East Northport, where she has
the earl\ days as the Mecca of the Univer- hour the party broke up, agreeing that the joys and his sorrows. Here so
delightfully always lived. Her mother, two brothers,
salis: Church in this vicinity, for here lies affair was the best yet, and that they will
situated amid his children and grandchil- John and
George, and one sister, Mrs. Henry
upon a bed of extreme pain and weakness,
dren he was at peace with all the world.
all go again.
our gifted and consecrated sister, Rev. Myra
L. Lord, survive her. The funeral was held
As a citizen he was highly esteemed, and
Kingsbury. Many hearts reach longingly
none knew him but to respect him.
Embossed in Gold.
Several at her late home Sunday afternoon. There
and prayerfully that way, but still she sufyears ago he became a member of the Bapwas a large attendance of mourning relafers, anil all the time the end seems drawtist
church
and
was
a constant
athere,
and
famous
To
inreproduce
buy
paintings
ing nigh. That one so valuable to our
tendant at the services until his hearing be- tives and friends, the deceased having the
an expenditure that could hardly be
volves
of
should
aud
in
the
be
Church
life,
prime
came so impaired that it was
very hard for love and respect of all who ever met her.
taken down seems a strange Providence, borne unless, as in the case of The Youth’s
him to hear what was said. Nevertheless The services were conducted by Rev. J. M.
and those who know her must cling to the Companion, the enterprise is sustained by
of more than five hundred his zeal for the church he loved never falterLeighton, and the interment was in Brown’s
vestige of hope that yet may he hers for re- the approval
The
thousand subscribers.
companion ed and he was strong in the faith to the end. Corner
covery. She is w atched over day and night
Cemetery.
The
funeral
was held Thursday
Calendar
for
a
series
of
Souvenir
afternoon,
1898,
by the most patient of mothers and her near
Nov.
and was largely attended. Rev.
friends, and her distant friends are alive to charming figure-pieces, faithfully copied in G. E. 11th,
Tufts
of
Belfast
officiated, and in well
colors and embossed in gold, is recognized
Rev. Cushman E. Harden, missionary of
her condition and stand ready to give symrichest and most costly exam- chosen words paid a deserved tribute to the
pathy aud assistance. The sweetness and as one of theform
of art. Yet every new sub- deceased. He spoke of his long and useful the Lincoln Association, died very suddenly
ples of this
the sunshine of Miss Kingsbury’s spirit lias
him that Monday morning at Appletou. The funeral
life, and of the consolation it
it
passed into many hearts and even into cor- scriber receives without additional charge. he had found his Savior and gave
trust- will be held at
Appleton to-day, Thursday.
porations, for we read in one of the Troy Moreover, the paper is sent free to new sub- ed in His love and had foundimplicitly
a safe refuge at
week from the time the subAn obituary will be given next week.
papers:—Among the reminders of good will scribers every
the
time
of
his
death.
He
had
been an honand sympathetic wishes were a box of cut scription is received until January, 1898,
ored member for more than a quarter of a
flowers, received last Thursday by Rev. and then for a full year to January, 1891).
The popular price of The Companion, century of Excelsior Lodge, F. & A. M.,
Myra Kingsbury, Sheshequin, who is passing
Extension of Railroad to Pittsfield.
$1 75 a year, and the character of its con- and the members of the order attended in a
through a dangerous illness.
tents, make it a paper for every household. body and conducted the funeral services. It
Pittsfield, Me Nov. 15. It is underExceptional attractions are promised for was a most fitting honor to one who had
Practical Knowledge Demanded.
been a faithful, honorable and beloved stood that work will begin to-morrow on the
the fifty-two numbers to be issued during
1898. The Rt. Hon. W. E. Gladstone, the craftsman. Not only the members of Excel- extension of the Wiscasset & Quebec railroad
TLe acquisition of practical knowledge is Hon. Thomas B. Reed, Rudyard Kipling, sior lodge, but every citizen, friend and from Burnham to Pittsfield, and trains are
demanded—in addition to the memorizing Lillian Nordica, John Burroughs, W. I). neighbor extend their special condolence promised to Pittsfield in six weeks. A large
of text books in our High and Grammar
crew of men and horses from this vicinity
Howells and Max O’Rell are prominent in and sympathy to the afflicted family.
schools. More manual training work, more the long list of eminent contributors named “Silent for once the restless hive of
are already engaged and more will be added
labor,
nature study, more frequent introduction of
The completion of
as they can be obtained.
in The Companion’s announcement, which
Save the low funeral tread,
tiie praetial matters of life—these are all
will be sent free to any one addressing
Or voice of craftsman whispering to his this road to Pittsfield means much to bussidemanded. But where are the teachers?
as a complete line will probably mateThe Youth’s Companion,
ness,
neighbor
\Hailowell Regester.
205 Columbus Ave, Boston, Mass.
The good deeds of the dead.”
rially lessen transportation charges.

Republican

Journal Pub. Co.
}

SPECIAL EXPLOITATION

The following is an abstract of the busiof the Probate and Insolvency Courts
for Waldo county, Nov. term, 1897:
Estate of John A. Smedburg, Unity; decree of insolvency issued; Reuel M. Berry
and Joseph P. Libby appointed commission-

ness

.OF.

ers.

Flexible Moulded Corsets,

Estate of Simon Cilley, Brooks; license to
sell personal estate issued.
Estate of Clifton Curtis, Jr., minor, Searsport; resignation of H. G. Curtis, as guardian accepted; Clifton Curtis appointed

guardian;

account

i

presented.

Estate of James H. Brown, Belfast; letters
of administration issued to Wm. P. Thompson.

Estate of Alonzo J. Harriman, Belfast;
letters of administration issued to Fred A.
Harriman.
Estate of Isaac H. Sherman, Belfast; letters testamentary issued to Sarah C. Sherman.

Estate of Hannah Conant, Wiuterport;
letters testamentary issued to Chas. M. Conant.

Estate of Trueworthy P. Perkius, Frankfort; letters testamentary issued to D. K.
Drake.
Estate of Bohan P. Field, Belfast; letters
testamentary issued to Chas. H. Field.
Estate of Mary A. Cottrell, Belfast; letters
testamentary issued to Christopher Y. Cottrell.
Estate of Aaron P. McFarland, minor,
Montville; additional guardian bond filed.
Estate of Annie Childs, non compos, Liberty, first account of guardian allowed.
Estate of James L. Twitchell, Montville;
account of distribution allowed.
Estate of Mary J. Pierce, Prospect; first
account of executor allowed.
Estate of Frank W. Rice, Stockton Springs ;
first and final account of administrator allowed.
Estate of Henry H. Cook, Liberty; first
ami final account of administrator allowed.
Estate of Robert G. Campbell, Winterport: second account of executor allowed.
Estate of Nathan A. Cates, Unity; first
account of administratrix allowed.
Estate of William Turner, Montville ; second account of administrator allowed.
Estate of Albert A. Moody, Belmont; first
account of administrator allowed.
Estate of Benjamin I. Hatch, Islesboro;
first and final account of administrator allowed.
Estate of Gorham Clough, Unity; inventory returned.
Estate of Sarah W. Newell, Searsmont,
inventory returned.
Estate of George Amos Nichols, Searsport; inventory returned; petition for allow-

Hood’s
Sarsaparilla

ance

GENUINE
JACKSON FAVORITE
WAIST.
advise every lady who esteems the
of elegant dress a study, to
at our corset department and learn wh e
ease, comfort andgraoe can be embodiei
a corset, when properly selected ami titt.We have arranged to secure the ser\
*>f the manufacturer's special titter, Ml*"*
RICH AKI)S(>>‘, who will exploit the 1
of Flexibone Moulded Corsets
We

pointineuts

MONDA Y,

TUESDAY, and

FLEXIBONE

WEDNESDAY

NOVEMBER 22, 23 and2

nOULDED.

AI

presented.

Estate of Francis Whitmore, Belfast ; inventory returned.
Estate of Charles L. Wardwell, Winterport: inventory returned.
Estate of Horatio N. Woodcock, Searsmont; inventory returned.
Estate of Mary Mitchell, Unity; inventory
returned.
Estate of Clement \V. Lane, Winterport ;
inventory returned.
Estate of James Page, Jackson; petition
presented for license to sell real estate.
Estate of John M. Wellington, Liberty;
second and tinal account of administrator

Buy the Storm King Ulster
-SOLD ONLY BYi

HARRY W.CLARK.

Mayo, adminsitrator.

Estate of Sarah E. Meader, Belmont; petition presented for appointment of X. B. Allen wood, administrator.
Estate of Ferdinand E. Sawyer, Kunx;
will presented, Saliua J. Sawyer named executrix.
Estate of Frank F. Frye, Moutville; will
presented, Joseph K. Mears uamed executor.
Estate of Emma B. Googiugs, Searsuiont;
will presented, Oscar A. Googings, named
executor.
Estate of Sarah A. Alexander, Belfast;
will presented, Amelia S. Cates named exe-

^.THE BARGAIN CLOTHIER.
Made from all wool Irish frieze, triple weight, shoulders
and sleeves lined with rubber making an absolutely wind
ls
and waterproof garment. The price, it I ^
00
coat
for
such
a
good
great wonderment

►
►

cutrix; petition presented for appointment
Willis A. Cates, executor, the executrix
named in the will being dead.
Estate of George B. Ordway, Swanville;
will presented; Maria A. Ordway named
executrix.
Estate of Ellen M. Fowler, Unity; will
presented; Reuel M. Berry, uamed execu-

HARRY W. CLARK,

of

Bargain Clothier and Tailor,

The

tor.

INSOLVENCY

83 Main St., Belfast.

COURT.

Estate of Augustus J. Tobey, Palermo;
Jonathan Bartlett appointed assignee.
Estate of Wellington R. Boody, Brooks;
2d meeting held aud oath taken.
Estate of Joseph A. Roberts Brooks; second meeting held and oath taken.
Estate of William Gould, Brooks; petition
for discharge tiled.
Estate of John W. Small, Swanville; 2d
meeting appointed.
Estate of Wendell S. Reynolds, Brooks;
2d meeting appointed.
Estate of Edmund A. Hussey, Unity; 2d

SAVE MONEY
...I4Y

and Periodicals.

Silver-an<u Plated Ware

November number of The Maine Central Magazine is a Farm Number, and the
illustrations include a view of the farm
borne of Hon. R. W, Ellis in Embdeu.
The

With this issue the Pioneer enters upon
forty-first year of its existence, enjoying
the best of health, the largest circulation,
and an advertising patronage that .any publisher might be proud of. Here’s hoping
that we will be around to help celebrate the
Pioneer’s eightieth anniversary [Aroostook
Pioneer.

151 Y1M5

Watches, Clocks,

meeting appointed.

Papers

Q[

liood

Definition.

I am told that a fanner is a man who
makes his money in the country and blows
it in when lie comes to town.
An agriculturalist is one who makes his money in
town and blows it in in the country.
[ The
Philistine.

“Just as
Good
as

Scott’s

and
is

cheaper,"

a

Deposits Solicited
July 21. 1S9I.
S59.IS0.29
Dec 13,095.
* 1 OO.S3S. I 7.

2s, I SHI.
*30,353.09
July II. ISII5.

Feb.

statement sometimes

BAND BENEFIT,

Wight

street

store

SUPPER,

car-

WIGH T.

paying charges.
Belfast, Nov. 17, 1897.—1G

on

the

’Q.

if

the

Comptrolf

1II

The BKLFAST ISAM) will give
Kntertainment

$33,000

an

deposit boxes for

Safe

$n

in the
<>ur

Uellast

Opera House,

am

Thursday Evening, NOV. 18
at <> p. m.,

by the full

followed by
band and

a

concert

dances.

vault

new

is

rent at

$5, $5, $<>,50

>ear.

a

uiioipialed m Eastern M.
in security against t

lUNEXCELLED

and

Supper

S5<>

OKl'Osl rs SOUC1 I I

DANCES.

burglary in the

Those

privilege
vault.

uountrx.

rentimr boxes can have the exclns
id taking their boxes to and from

E. H. DURGIN, M. D.

ADMISSION 50c. ‘“^'iin^inn.en, Fitting of Glasses and Diseases of

In

car

notice.

lots

Seed

of

at short

supplied
any part
potatoes constantly on hand by

or

car

h. C. PITCHER,
Hansfield Block, foot of Main St.,
3n4l

Belfast.

Horse Stock for Sale.

SHAWL FOUND.
shawl has been found
owner can have the same by

to

■SURPLUS,

9,1897.— 45tf.

A

,

CAPITAL STOCK, $l50,0()(i

CONCERT,

Swift & Paul’s.

JOSEPH F

#

the

Eye

and Ear

Office

a

hoursjuntil If

Prom 12.30 to

3

unit

Specially.
a.

m.

7 to 8 p

m.

free from

one-seated

riages for $1.00, and tw seated carriages for
$1.50; twenty five cents extra for collecting the

lielf >st, Nov.

|^_
UcC.l

I

Aroostook Potatoes.

NOTICE.
on

5. I SB5.
*S3,9:s,S3

March

Established in

He sure you pet SCOTT’S Emulsion.
See
that the man and fish are on the wrapper.
and
50c.
$1.00, all drupgists.
SCOTT & BOWNE, Chenvsts. New York.

repository

1«9I.

DEPOSITS in the INTEREST DEPARTMENT payable on demand. draw mt- rust pavahV
month draw iii!<-:u>t tr■ tu
ary 1st and July 1st. Deposits during the lirst three days of
of that month. This department offers tti'ie/i printer scotrit >; to depositors than Savings H:i n k
much as every deposit is a twin to Mir h ink. and all deposit' in our Rank are /•/■/ mt. ,~j
,v,
amount of our Capital Stock.
This Rank beintr the latest established Rank in Waldo <\.nntv. nr vault lias all the latest uni
ments in Eire an 1 Burglar-Proof work, thereby oiferimr tr<cr
to dep
r. rs In
bank in this county.
We have SAKE DEPOSIT BOXES at #3, *5 anil $S per year. All
b >\es are
with
tipplocks, so they may be taken to and from the Bank if desired.
1M.

using some untried prepa-

dust and dirt, where I will

Her.

BI9.lsO.3B
July 14, I'9#.
*172,093.10

figures are taken from our sworn\*tatements
Currency, Washington, on the at>ove\<lates.

of the

ration. The substitution
\ of something said to be
“just as good’' for a standard preparation twentyfive years on the market,
should not be permitted by
the intelligent purchaser.

!

FRANK R. WIGGIN, Cashier

8183,869.99

of Cod-Liver Oil with Hypophosphites of Lime and Soda as the
standard, and the purchaser who
desires to procure the “ standard ”
because he knows it has been of
untold benefit, should not for one
instant think of taking the risk of

a

KNOWLTON, President.

INDIVIDUAL
DEPOSITS:

Scott's
Emulsion

I have

A

L

These

made by the druggist when Scott’s
Emulsion Is called for. This shows
that the druggists themselves regard

*

i

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK
*123,OSS.5S

sell It much

we

_

H. J. LOCKE & SON.

the

A

c

OF

_—.A. D. CHASE & SON

presented.

Estate of Julia A. Warren, Belfast, first
account of administrator presented.
Estate of Mary E. Gilmore, Monroe; petition presented for appointment of A. iI.

STORK

THE

street.

The

proving property and
F. S. BRICK.

1 wish to close out all my horse stock, 10 head,
including dam of Wilkesmont, 2 20 1-4. Nelsonee,
4 years, 2.20 1-4, colts from one to four years old,
high bred and promising. Anv reasonable oiler
WM.C. MARSHALL.
accepted.
Belfast, Nov. 1(5, 1807.—4G

SEARS I’OKT,
Tk

lephonk

MAINE,

Connection.

DR. W. L.
%

^•Veterinary

j:tit

WEST,
Surgeon.*^

Graduate and Medalist
Ontario Veterinary College.
Ofllee and

Pharmacy

at

Belfast

Livery to.

Residence and Hospital 17 < otigress street.
Office

Telephone 8-3.

Res idenee

Telephone U-’

j

THE NEWS OF BELFAST.

Mayo & White are closing out their retail
fruit and confectionary business and will
devote their energies to the bottiing and
wholesale trade.

Constable Mears spilled 40 dozen
of lager beer at tbe jail yesterday.

•Mate
i.-s

and Otis,” written by Rev. C. H.
,s, will be one of tbe features of the
ng Universalist fair.

Me
\\

Guns * and * Ammunition

Don’t forget the band benefit at the BelOpera House, this, Thursday, evening.
Supper, concert and dance, all for 50 cents.
Supper at 0 p. m.

ed

will make
WyfE this
week

■

special discount on shot guns
NOW is your time to buy, as we
will save you
money- Come and see for yourself.

-»

Cur

were turned over to the sheriff and the beer
Tree Circle, King’s Daughters, will ] ordered destroyed.
with their treasurer, Mrs. W. B. DecThe winter term of the Eastern State NorMonday evening, Nov. 22d. All are j mal school atCastine will begin Dec. 14th,inted.
stead of the date named in the catalogue. The
preliminary meeting in the iuterest of attendance this term has been the largest of
Alliance sewing school for girls was held any fall term since the school was establishhe Common Council room Nov. 13th. ed, and the entering class the largest.

prices

a

are from

$4.50 up.

..<•

j

school will begin next Saturday afterat the same place, with Miss Lillian
teacher.

Clark Camp, Sons of Veterans, will
Thanksgiving ball in Odd Fellows’

a

j

Nov. 25th. Lieut. W. S. Hobbs will
tnager, with the following aids: W. W.
O. J. Dickey, W. J. Clifford, J. W.
eton of Belfast and C. W. Poor of Au-

:

* PRICES NEVER BETTER BEFORE. &

Revolvers,Rifles,Cartridges, Loaded Shells

The stock of Charles O’Conuell, clothing
dealer, 81 Main street, has been attached
for a merchandise bill by Chenery & Co. of
Portland. Mr. O’Connell has filed a petition in insolvency, which dissolves the attachment, and he will endeavor to effect a
compromise with his creditors.
closed.

Street and Stable Blankets,
Fur and Plush Robes,

His store is

Some Pumpkins. H. W. Clark closed his
on the big pumpkins Nov. 13th. John
W. Prescott of South Montville was the
winner, bringing in one that weighed 82
pounds. Very large pumpkins were also
brought in by J. W. Bradford of Knox, R.
M. Brown of Swanville, and by a man who
neglected to leave his name.

SOHETHINO
1L
I 1 li xvl YOI
I ULI

contest

dn

J.

Carter's sceuic

Mail,”

Fast

was

production,
presented at Belfast

House Nov. 15th. The audience was
Die sceuic effects were very realistic,
'he company labored under some difthe scenery being too

account of

i.

the stage.
H. A. Babbidge arrived from Rockland
Ibyal Chop tea, a mixture of Formo- Nov. 15tli, with his pile driver to repair
d Ooioong, artist..-ally blended, was
th«- wharf of F. G, White Co.
He will re•> l here
by Mr. Cyrus C. Hills, two build the portion which was broken down
last summer by a vessel running into it, and
years ago, and at once became very
u\
Here and elsewhere in tbe State strengthen other portions wherever needed.
It is put
irge and increasing sale.
Capt. R. S. Davis of Camden was in town
Winslow, Kami A' Watson, Boston, a short time
Monday on his way from Bansold in Belfast by Ginn & Field,
He has bought the
ger to North Haven.
\ Paul and 1.. T. Shaies.
schooner Thomas J. Beckett of Bucksport,
a; stockholders meetings of the Petit ! which is to he ballasted
and beached at Fox
Land Co. and the Petit Mauan Land i Island
Thoroughfare for use as a breakwaindustrial Co. were, held in this city ! ter, boat landing, etc. The Beckett was built
U'.ii
The. first named company in-! at Snow hill, Md., in 1847, and is a craft of
1 a delegate as to casting its v< te in
7o tons.
Capt. Davis is doing an extensive
r meeting.
The Petit Mauan Land job at the Thoroughfare,
preparing a bath1 ustria. Co. instrimted its directors to
ing place and other conveniences for sumwith the Interuatiouai Trust Co. in re- ! mer visitors.

A

what

and

can

Co
t<

s

be done with the Land and
pfo|>erty held in trust hv

report at

a

Woonoick is
any ship news is through The Journal, and
w, ng for his annual exhibit and sale of
I hate to miss a number.A subscriber
hit mgs and water colors, which will |
in Waldo county sends $2.10, and writes: “I
:!»■ last of this month
:n his studio in
should be very glad of Farm and Home and
His collection
wings Bank building.
"f the Encyclopedia, both of wbicli I look
work done during his European
upon as jo'cseuts, as your paper is well worth
nd gome very tine marine views from
the price.
I stopped The Journal because 1
s
made at Matiuieus the past season,
had a poor lit, but found I was poorer with•^standing his absence during a part out it than without tbe
money it cost.”
year Mr. Woodcock has disposed of
The
First
Snow
The
first snow of the
a
number of paintings, which have
season came Friday morning, Nov. 12th.
It
to all parts of the country,
had rained heavily during the latter part of
ms ani>4Boats. The cat boat Inca has
the night and the ground was very wet, but
auied out. in Dyer’s yard and will have
the snow, which began falling about dayk»*el and a centreboard before she is
light, came so thick and fast that everything
bed in the spring.... Webster is getoutdoors was soon covered with a mantle of
iit carlines and other material for a new
white. The snow continued to fall during
and deck for Dr.
Atwood’s sloop
the day, and snow slides from the roofs were
OW....A. A. Roix has stripped the
frequent and heavy. There was no afterand she will lay at the Jennette’s noon
session of the city schools. The record
iu
the
harbor
this
winter.
ng
upper
of Mr. L. H. Murch showed 4 inches of snow
Coombs will keep the sloop Eagle
fell, with a precipitation, including the rain
.r this winter and she will be moored at
fall of the previous night, of 1.29 inches. A
•v.
.If you are thinking of building a
few sleighs and sleds wore out Saturday
boat- or remodeling an old one you
Exhibition.

Mr. H

I

morning.

subscribe for The Rudder, a monthly j
('hat. Free postal delivery iu Belfast cost
i/.iiie, published at 55 Dey street, New |
it S2 a year.
It gives designs and j the government last year S2.fi23.77_B. F.
tig plans for all kinds of craft....The
Brown, who recently sold his livery business
■1

Snooze, the property of Prof. 1. P. j in Belfast, will conduct a similar business in
kins.ui of Cambridge, a summer resident ; Bangor.... Swift & Paul had celery, lettuce
rtbeast Harbor, was stolen from her | and cucumbers Nov. 13th-Small mackerel
Last week are being caught in the weirs at Oceanviile,
Jigs at that place Sept. 5th.
as found at. East Machias in possession
j Deer Isle-Supper, concert and dance at
.an to whom the thief had sold her.! the Belfast Opera House this
eveuiug. Fifty
after travels under assumed names, cents pays for all-W. H. Bray has put in
’hat of Martin Patterson most often, a private telephone line between E. F.
:s
reported to have stolen a horse and Bramhall’s market and residence_A key
He has escaped cap- with a tag marked “\Y.” has been lost. Tbe
go and a bicycle.
t

J

has far.
Society.
known as A. E. Clark Camp, Ladies’
society, was instituted in Sons of VetHall, Main street. Nov. lltli. The
•tmerit Officers, who officiated were
Lose G. White, President ; Mrs. Rosa
••kite, Treasurer, both of Waldoboro.
The followare 24 charter members.
ers were elected: President,Mrs. W.
0 fiord; Vice President, Mrs. W. H.
A

ik>' Aid

new

organ iza-

■

Trustees, Mrs. Etta Dodge, Miss
Erskine, Miss Kate Robinson; ChapMrs, Rosa Wise; Treasurer, Mrs. A. C.
i,an; Guide, Mrs. U. G. Hussey; Ass’t
Mrs. Ellen F. Rowe; Inside Guard,
Etta Dodge; Outside Guard, Mrs. W.
'fiord ; Secretary, Miss Isa Hall; Judge
ate, Orrin J. Dickey; Advisory CounG. Hussey, W. W. Shaw, W. S.
Allen Webber, W. J. Clifford. The
p meets Wednesday evenings in Sons of
rds

.•rails’

;

Hall.

Game.

G.

of Belmont
dle

arrived

W.,

C., and W. D.
and Albert Knight of KinA.

home last week

from

a

s hunting at Sebois Lake.
They made
•■■ip from Belmont, to the Lake by earaml camped at the Grey Ledge Bog,
d. They were in camp one week and
eight deer—all that the law allows,
were 4 bucks, 1 large doe, 2 yearand one spring roe. They were also
j
essftil in taking other game and fish, j
t including 20 pickerel aggregating JO
is in weight, 7 partridges and 1 mink,
h er were brought home and corned for

finder will confer a favor by leaving it at
the post office-Seh. Lottie arrived Nov
Idtli with a good fare of fresh fish_Geo.
W. Burkett has bought the Josiali L. Hall
house on Miller street and is to give it a

thorough renovation. It will be fitted
first class style, for rent.

up iu

Steamer Notes. Tbe Boston & Bangor
steamers were somewhat disarranged
in
their trips by the storm of Nov. 12th. The

City

INCrCLF53■choppers,

a

a

JONES, j

in

of

as

hardware.

SUCCESSOR TO

60 Main

St.,
Belfast, Me.

J. H & J. W, JONES,

WILL CONTINUE HIS

The Belfast Band will give a sapper, concert and dance at tlie Opera House
this,
Thursday, evening. Sapper will be served
from 6 to 8 p. m. Following is the concert
program :
Overture, Summer Night’s Dream,
Suppe
O. A. Stevens
Cavatina, solo for baritone,
Grand Selection, from the Serenade,
Victor Herbert
Wedding March,
Mendelssohn
Dying Poet,
Gottschalk
Song of the Voyagers,
Paderewski
Indian War Dance,
Bellstadt

KID CLOVE SALE
ONE WEEK LONGER.
Those

Mousquetaire

Length, at d?
•P

|

1

Kid

Gloves, 12=Button

•vfvfy surprise

our

patrons.
_J---

Chaplain John H. Lozier of the 37th U. S.
Infantry gave his entertainment entitled,
Your Mother's Apron Strings,” at the
Methodist vestry Tuesday evening, Nov.
10th. The chaplain has a fine voice and his
entertainment consists of an original work,
part lecture and part song, and abounding
in wit, humor and
pathos, combined iu a

WE SHALL OPEN THIS WEEK

2

Bales Manufacturers’

Samples of

All Wool Carpet Remnants,

I

calculated to hold the attention of
all hearers. The central
thought of the entainment is the reverence that all should
manner

pay to woman, aud especially to one’s
mother.

GREAT^_

1 Case Gent’s Wool Fleeced Shirts

own

and Drawers at 50c.

North Belfast.

Rev. Geo. B. Hatch of
Berkley, Cal., paid his brothers, W. G.
Hatch aud W. S. Hatch, a short visit last
week. lie was accompanied by his
son,
Mellea Hatch,of Chelsea, Mass. Mr. Hatch
was a member of the
Bay, (Cal.,) Conference
of Congregational churches which
recently
met in council at
Chicago to consider the
ministerial standing of Dr. C. O. Brown.
He has been in California
nearly rive years
aud is much pleased with the
country and
its rapid development in his section_Mr.
Moses W. Hurd, recently
mail

1 Case White and Colored
50c. per pair.
200 Ladies' Flannelette

Blankets,

Wrappers from $t.2o to $2.75,

appointed

between Head of the Tide and
Citypoint, has entered upon his duties.
carrier

CHASE & DOAK
WILL CLOSE OUT TIIEIR ENTIRE STOCK OF

Musical Instruments

ONCE

Imported Cornet, worth $15 00. will sell for

$8 00

Accordeons 75c to $5.00
EOT”On 11 mid See tliese Gooods.^JJ

25 MAIN STREET,

The W. C. T. Alliance will meet with Mrs.
E. P. Alexander Friday afternoon, Nov. 19th,
at 2 p.

in.

There will he a Thanksgiving ball at Silver
Harvest Grange Hall, Widdo, Thanksgiving
eve., Nov. 24tli. The music will be by
Poland’s orchestra, and the door directors
will be Al. Kellar aud George Hartshorn. A

thanksgiving supper will be served.
Helping Hand Circle of King’s Daughters
will hold their sale of fancy articles in
the Baptist Vestry Monday Nov. 22nd, followed by a public supper and entertainment,
including Mr. C. B. Eaton with his Gramophone. The public are cordially invited.
Admission 25 cts. Supper at 0 p. m.
Off for Klondike
The schooner Abbie
M. Deering sailed from Lynn, Mass., Nov.
10th for Klondike, via Nova Scotia. This is
party of which J. Austin Clough, formerly of this city, is a member. The start will
he made from a British port in order to avoid
the

legal complications

when

they

arrive

at

their destination, which is in British territory. The schooner was built in Kenuebntik in 1883 and is of 90 tons. Her hailing
port, according to the “blue book,” is Gloucester, Mass. She was out in the storm of
last week, but arrived safely at. Westport,
N. S., Nov. 15th.
East

Belfast.

A

society

called

Co.

the

Kingsbury Aid met with Miss Lizzie Kelley
the evening of Nov. 10th.About twenty were
present. .The snow storm Friday brought out
quite a number of sleighs. As soon as the
first Hakes appeared people began getting
out their sleighs, and by the time two inches
had fallen they were quite numerous on the
streets_The Christian Endeavors will

Fred W. Plaisted of Augusta, Grand King,
made an official visitation to Corinthian
Royal Royal Arch Chapter at its regular
convocation Nov. 15th.
He addressed the

Chapter

m a

freshments

very

were

interesting

manner.

Re-

served.

Associated

Charities. A preliminary
meeting in the interest of associated
charities was held at the- office of the Superintendent of schools Tuesday evening,
Nov. 10th.
As some of the churches and
charitable societies were not represented it
was thought best to
postpone organizing
until all can have a voice in the matter.
This meeting adjourned to Friday evening,
Nov. ldtli, at 7 o'clock, at which time it is
hoped a full committee from each society will
be present.
The

Wanderer Returns.
Fritz, the
handsome St. Bernard dog whose
home is at the Brooks house, disappeared
from his accustomed haunts November nth,
and as he is not a dog that is given to fol-

large

and

his absence caused apprehis fate. In a day or two,
however, he was reported to have been seen
about the premises of H. H. Sides on Belmont avenue, and later at other places in
that vicinity. He could not be approached
by any one, and appeared to have lost his
bearings. Several searching parties went
out but without success. One day John W.
Knight tracked the dog on foot for seven
miles in the direction of Belmont corner, but
did not overtake him. On another occasion
Mr. C. W. Wescott saw the dog and called
him.
Fritz turned his head and looked for
a moment and then dashed
off into the
wToods. Sunday morning about 8 o’clock
Fritz returned home accompanied by a
strange dog, who immediately took his departure. Evidently Fritz had falleu in writh
his companion and on explaining his predicament the latter had piloted the St. Bernard to his home, where it hardly need be
said he was warmly welcomed. The dog
had lost flesh and was quite lame as the result of his unseasonable outing.
as

forthe same firm for Boston_Sell. J. H.
G. Perkins arrived Nov. 13th from Portland
with corn from Portland_Sell. Marcellus
arrived Nov. liith from Searsportto load liay

“Blue Jeans.” This popular realastic play
be presented at the Belfast Opera
House Friday evening, Nov. 19th. From the
opening scene, where Jacob Tutewiler, the
work at his bench, to
the climax in the third act, in which a saw
mill is represented ill full blast, the people

village cobbler,

is at

10c. per vard.

;

Odd Fellows’

United States vs tliesehooner Damon,
by
ordered the defendant defaulted and the
vessel will he sold to pay a penality of $600
for lying in the harbor of New Bedford
three nights, Sept. 3, 4 and .i, without dis-

Block,

the

BELFAST.

ft

V/

playing any signal light. Tile law imposes
penalty of $200 a night for such omission.
The Damon is owned by S. G. Haskell of
Deer Isle, is a craft of 158 tons, and was
built ai Waldohoro in 1856.... Sch. Fairy
Forest arrived Nov. Kith from Portland,
where Capt. Smitli sold a cargo of herring.
He will probably haul up his vessel_Capt.
Geo. F. Ryan in going aboard his vessel,
sell. James Holmes, about a week ago, slipped and fell, cracking his knee cap. Capt.
Frank Ryan is in command of the Holmes
and arrived at Boston Monday.
a

OUR CLOTHES

People

Possess an indescribable SOMETHING which stamps them as
“high-class.” It is the result
of Tailoring Art—applied by
tailoring brains to the best
*
tailoring materials.

ali Round About
Proof Conies from
Primrose Hill.

Talking

are

Us.

*

Our broad invitation is—
Come and see.
No obligation

This

How it

spreads.
keep a good thing down.
good things are imitated?
Better the article, more imitators.
Fortunately the people have a safeguard.

Can’t

i

Ever notice how

l’raise can’t be imitated.
And true praise takes root and spreads.
Claim is one thing, proof another.
Claim is what the manufacturer says,
Proof is what the people say.
Belfast

people say
Kidney Pills cure sick kidneys,
Cure all kidney ills.
Hundreds of citizens testity to this.
Here is a case in point:
Mr. C. H. Chamberlain of High street, over on
Promrose Hill, says: "1 have had kidney complaint for years, in fact my back never was very
strong. It has troubled me more lately than it
has for some time with pain across the bank just
over the kidneys, particularly noticeable in the
morning for an hour or two just after I got up.
1 am quite a heavy man, and if 1 stood on my feet

to

buy.

WILLIAM A. CLARK,“

Doau’s

for any
and
a

THIS WEEK
are

WE

length

of time my hack would feel tired
at my work, getting in and out of
often and riding over rough roads,

LADIES’ FELT LACE,

Then

sore.

carriage

so

does not help a lame back. If I caught cold it
always settled in my back and then a weakness of
the kidney secretions was apparent, very annoying day or night. 1 used plasters, more or less,
but they only helped the pain when on. I saw
Doan’s Kidney Pills advertised and I got a box at
Kilgore A Wilson’s drug store and used them. I
am on my second box now.
They are doing me
good. My back ieels much stronger. The pain is
much rc'ieved and I am less annoyed with the

giving exceptionally

good value* in warm goods.
Among a few of the. choicest,
bargains are

with a combination fait and leather sole, just the thing

TO MAKE ROOM F-OK A BEAUTIFUL
L.INE OF HOLIDAY (FOODS I WILL

SELL FOR NINE DAYS, BECiINNINU

Thursday,

Nov. 11,

handily and witli as
for a warm house shoe.
great seeming familiarity with their respecUsual price 7Ac., we
tive trades as if they had worked at them all
are selling them for.,.
their lives. The stage settings are studiously accurate in every detail, and the fictitiousness of canvas and paint is largely replaced
Beaver Congress
by the real articles to be represented. The
and Lace,
saw mill scene is a turuing point in the plot,
I have received benefit in
kidney secretions
hut it is not a scene arouud which a play has every way by using 1)< an’s Kidney Pills and I can
'••r
use.Several local sportsmen
been written. The events of the previous recommend them to my friends.”
Doan’s Kidney Pills are sold for 50 cents per
ilcd the idea that a moose had been
acts lead up to it naturally, and while it enbox, for sale by all dealers; sent by mail on ren Belmont and Belfast, as published in
hances the interest in the performance, the
ceipt of price by Foster-Mil burn Co., Buffalo, V
•nt issue of The Journal, saying that
play is not dependent on it for its success. V.. sole agents for the United States.
THESE ARE ALL THE LATEST
It is managed by real machinery, shafting
Cray must have mistaken a large deer
Remember tlie name, DOAN’S, and take no sub“
“
.t is known to be in the vicinity for a
and belts, and three large circular saws in stitute.
“
FALL STYLES, AND WILL BE
port that the new steamer Lincoln had been vertisement and read what he has to say of rapid revolution. The company is wellMr. Gray is an experienced hunter
se.
SOLD AT THESE PRICES FOR
Belfast Opera House,
chartered to run between Boston and Ma- the tailoring art.Ladies, misses and selected and well balanced, all
says he saw the animal plainly, not
contributing
“
“
“
chias
is
not
wool
soles
at
8
first
lambs
correct.
She
will
children’s
take
9 DAYS AND NO LONGER.
the place
re than 30 yards distant, and could not
quality
generously to the success of the piece. The
19
of the Kennebec on or about the 20th of this cents per pair, 2 pairs for 15 cents, 3 pairs
e mistaken a deer for a moose,
music on the stage includes good selections
especially j
for 20 cents, all colors at the Francis shoe by a male quintette and a variety of political THE PLAY THAT
he had a good view of the animal’s face. month, making three trips per week, runHAS MADE ALL AMERICA
ning up the river uutil ice prevents, after store, Telegraph building-Mrs.Wm. Innes and other numbers by the “Rising Sun
G. W. Morse also informs us that he
TALK.
is as almost impossible musiwhich she will make two trips per week be- publishes a card of thanks-Wm. C. Mar- Roarers.” This
'.v about that time moose tracks near his
cal aggregation and must be seen as well as
Arthur's Greatest Success
Joseph
me in Belmont.
The animal was heading tween Bath, Wiscasset, Boothbay aud Bos- shall wishes to close out all his horse stock liea rd in order to be appreciated.
and offers 10 head for sale, including some
rth.
Mr. Morse is a deer hunter of long ton.The Castine towed out the schooner
“WILL NEVER
How’s This !
r
j HI
xperience and knows the tracks of moose City of Augusta and took two large monu- very desirable ones-A farm and timber
K I II N
WEAR OUT.-'
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any
Masonic Temple,
33 Main Street,
land in Lincolnville for sale by Win. C. Mar- I
ments to Islesboro for Harrison, Wood &
d deer perfectly.... W. F. Clark of Boston
r
—N. V. Herald.
■
case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hail’s
||
rived in Belfast Nov. 13th, on his way Co. Nov. 16th-The tug Somers N. Smith shall, Belfast. See advt. for particulars.... Catarrh Cure.
BELFAST, MAINE.
BELFAST, MAINE.
towed H. B. Babbidge’s pile driver from F. S. Brick advertises a shawl found on the
me from a hunting trip, and spent SunF. J. CHENEY & CO.,Props., Toledo, O.
owner
can
have
by provWe, the undersigned, have known F. J. Cheney
witb friends here. Re had one large Rockland to Belfast Nov. 15th_The Cas- street, which the
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦< ♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
Y
k which he carried with him to Boston. tine is booked to take the place of the Goving property and paying charges-Harry for the last 15 years, and believe him perfectly
Teaches the
T <* animal was swimming across Tunk ernor Bod well on the Rockland and Viual- W. Clark, 83 Main street, sells the Storm honorable in all business transaotions^nd finanELLIS SYSTEM
I
:
haven route, Nov. 19th aud 20th, and for a King ulster, made from all wrool Irish freize, cially able to carry out any obligations made by
id and Mr. Clark was in a canoe at a disThe
A
ScenProduction.
Original
FOR SALK.
Stupendous
their firm.
* nee of 100
*
Actual Business
yards when he shot him. The number of excursion trips from Brookville, wind proof and waterproof-Chase & Doak, | West &
ery and Kffccls. A Orcat Company. The
1 oiler for sale at a bargain 213 acres of land it*
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Truax,
®
will
Main
close
out
..and..
their
Castine and Islesboro, in the near future.... jewelers,
•nd is 40 miles northwest of Olamon.
street,
Mr.
Lincolnville. extending from Pitcher's Pond near
The Hislng Sun. Koarers
Barbecue.
Kin.nan & Marvin, Wholesale Drug!
(
Kendall’s Mill to Duck Trap stream, ineluiling the
The steamer which it was said had been se- stock of musical instruments at once. Make Walding,
1 MeCobb
irk and his party made 35 miles by team
ISAAC PITMAN
Band. The (ireat Saw Mill.
This land
farm, so-called, and buildings.
gists, Toledo, O.
♦
SYSTEM
a note of it-B. C. Diusmore is offering
d 5 miles on foot. They found deer quite cured to take the place of the New Brunson it a large quantity of sapling pine, spruce,
has
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting
j
“Blue Jeans” popularity is due to the high
T of Phonography—the nest system ever He- J oak and other
growth and oithin a mile ot Pitchntiful... Four deer were killed Saturday, j wick has failed to appear and it is uncertain bargains this week in ladies’ beaver Con- directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of standard of the production and excellent cast. T vised. Fine rooms, modern improvements, J
er's mill. Will sell the whole or part also stumpBoston Herald. Nov. 12.
X best teachers. SEND FOK (ATALOOIE.
W M. C. M AKS 1 ALL.
gress and lace shoes; also felt sole slippers
v. 13tli, near the shore oi Walker pond, I as to when one will be placed on the route,
he system. Price, 75c. per bottle. Sold by all
J age.
misses
and
Kelfast, Nov. lb, 18D7.—4b
for
children.
an<l
35
cents.
if
at
all.
Prices
4w44
ladies,
!
75, 50,
♦♦♦»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
brooks ville.
i Druggists. Testimonials free.
<

go

about their duties

$12.50,

GEO. W. BURKETT,

A.
M.
Carter's for
Boston_Capt.
Herbert Cobh of Bucksport has resigned the
command of the Annie R. Lewis_Judge
Aldrieli in the United States District Court
at Boston, in the bill of information brought
at

to

will

to

Capes.

.

worth 12g cents, shall close at onh

ever

lowing strangers

hensions

$3,50

1 CASE OF SPLENDID OUTINGS,

was
probably the tirst cargo of
shipped to Belfast by vessel. She
afterwards loaded a different quality of liay

Mrs. Edward Wiggin of Maine lias been
elected Flora of the National Grange.

$3.00.

Our assortment is now complete, and we are show#
ing a good line at VERY LOW PRICES.
#

This

liay

BELFAST.

to

Ladies’ Jackets

gusta towed into the harbor Noy. lotli and
sailed for the Kennebec to load ice for Baltimore-Sch. Fannie & E.lith arrived Nov
13th from Fort Point with a full cargo of
hay,
which was discharged here, for F. G. White

Violins worth from $3 00 to $15 00, at HALF PRICE.

$1.25

Fur Collarettes from

16th,
fur Fernaiiiiina, light. She
shipped aseeond
mate and three men here. They are Frank
Larrabee second mate, Samuel White, Oakes
Aldus and Al. Staples-Sell.
City of Au-

Haynes Celebrated Guitar, price $10, reduced to $7.75
1

Feather Boas from

Itkms. Schs. Henry
Wliitney
ami Winslow Morse put into Belfast
Nov.
lltli on account of the
approaching storm.
They were lumber laden, Bangor for Boston.
-Sch. James Holmes sailed Nov. lltli for
Boston, with hay from F. G. White.Sell.
Harriet Rogers loaded hay and coal at F. G.
White’s for Seal Harbor Nov. 13th.The
sch. Jacob Reed towed out. Nov.
hound
©hipping

!

Bangor came through all right as have their sociable at the union school house
Rockland, where she arrived Friday Thanksgiving afternoon and evening. All
morning on time. The passage was rough, are invited to attend-Mrs. Mary A. Nickthe wind blowing a gale from the southeast erson visited her sou James A. Nickerson
with rain. Just before reaching Rockland Sunday.Percy Brock had one of his
the wind changed to northeast and snow be- Huger nails pulled off last week by getting
it caught under the ring of a hay press.
gan falling. The change of wind made it so
rough that a landing could not be made at
New Advertisements. Attention is callthe wharf in Rockland, and fhe steamer was ed to the announcement of the special exanchored iu the harbor until 11 15, when the ploitation of flexible moulded corsets at the
wind changed to northwest. The steamer ar- store of A. D. Chase & Son, Nov. 22d, 23d
rived at Belfast at 3 p. m. and left Baneror and 24th. The manufacturers’ special fitter
on her return trip
Saturday afternoon at 1 will be present, and no doubt the store will
o’clock.
The Penobscot left Rockland be thronged_They are closing out their
Thursday night as usual, hut meeting the line of pant cloths at Starrett’s, and are
head wind and gale was obliged to put into offering some very fine goods at less than
Portland, where she remained until Friday half their actual value. But two prices on
at 6.30 p. m., arriving in Boston at 3 a. m. the whole lot, 25c and 33c.
Also bargains
Saturday. She left Boston at 5. p. in. and in capes and jackets at H.A. Starrett’s, Main
arrived in Belfast Sunday morning about street_Swift & Paul have Thanksgiving
9.30-Capt. Edward Hopkins of Camden supplies, including new dried fruits of all
and his brother, Capt. John Hopkins of kinds, nuts, confectionery, and the finest
Boston, have bought the tug boat Jessie canned goods, pickles and preserves. Call
of Rockland. They have had her
thorough- at their store, Masonic Temple, and see for
ly repaired and painted and will use her in yourselves_J. W. Jones, successor to J.
Boston harbor for bridge towing_The
H. & J. W. Jones, GO Main street, is making
steamer Frank Jones will be withdrawn
a special discount on shot guns this week,
from the Portland and Maehiasport route and makes low
prices on revolvers, rifles,
for the season of 1897, making her last
trip cartridges, loaded shells, etc. He also has
eastward, leaving Portlaud, Dec. 21st, and street ami stable blankets, fur and plush
westward, leaving Maehiasport, Dec. 23d. robes, sleighs, a great variety of useful
Resumption of this service in March, 1898, household articles, and everything in hardof which due notice will be given_The re- ware_See W. A. Clark’s illustrated adfar

COME AND GET PRICES.

a

a

everything

Appreciate The Journal. A western
subscriber who has missed some numbers of
The Journal and writes to have an addition
to the address, says: “The only way I
get.

special stockholders

Saw Horses, Axes, Lanterns, Meat
Raisin Seeders, Tubs, Coal Hods,Sieves

NFFna«Wood Saws,

WE AIM TO PLEASE.

JLW.

PlfiHC
DuCIUli3.

New and Fancy Line of Scissors and all Kind of Knives.

f.>r

-:m'

GEORGE W. BURKETT'

An orange
plant with 10 good sized
oranges, one nearly ripe, is growing in a pot
in the window of A. D. Chase’s dr*
goods
store.
The plant is 2 years old, and was
raised from a slip by Mrs. C. F. Cobbett.

AT WHOLESALE AHD RETAIL.

j

Progress Chautauqua Circle was organizat the home of Mrs. Mary Whitmore
•f unclaimed letters remaining in the Monday evening.
Meetings are held every
11i* h for week ending Nov. 13, 1897 : 1 Monday evening. All who are interested
C trk, Mrs. Martha Crowley,
are invited to join.
A hearing was held in the Police Court
isions have been granted as follows:
i«-,
Steplison Colson, Vinalhaveu; Nov. 13th on the liquors recently seized at
.-mental, .lames H. Kneeland, Sears- the Commonwealth Hotel. The hard liquors

F.

The Belfast W. C. T. U. has changed its
hour of meeting Thursday afternoons to 2
o’clock.

fast

Children's Aid Society acknowledges
<vt*ipt of So from the Willing Workers
a«■ City district of Camden.

as

Dr. E. L Stevens spent Sunday in Lewiston.

as

LADIES’

69,

Ladies' Felt Sole Slippers, 42c.
Misses'

FRIDAY,JMOV.
II

Child's

39c.
33c.

B. C. D1NSM0RE,

DWIGHT P. PALMER,

BANGOR
BUSINESS
I COLLEGE

FARM AND TIMBER LAND

|J

■

JEANS.

V

\

“Can’ttell. Perhaps she wouldn’t have
taken me. What I ought to have done
And Only One for Mine Host of the lastlne
was to marry her in the first place.”
House. Toni Sounders Tells His Heart Story
By this time the lamps were lighted,
and the sun was fast asleep behind Belfast
to Several of His Guests.
i
hills. Uncle Tom reached over the desk
It is a mistake to suppose that landand pulled out the checker board. Five
lord James F. Moses of the Robinson minutes latter he was in the king row, in
house, Bucksport, Me., is the original ot spite of all the doctor could do. [Boston
Globe.
old Jed Prouty.
One (Jirl in the World.

a

brought
coloring,

year or two after Dick Golden
out his play with local Bucksport
several

colloquial

Literary

out

their

ed in

one

zine

bundle.

Liberally paraphrased, Moses said that
Jed Prouty was a beer-begotten, lowdown, impossible hayseed nightmare, and
Dick Golden

any part of a man
and should hereafter go under the name 1

of Dora

was

Wiley’s

worked hard

to

j

not

husband.

As far as he was

concerned,

for

December

will be

a

he had

make the Robinson house

Mr. Gilbert Parker’s

new

story is

to

be

■

j

j

—

|

[Emily Huntington

of Various
Sheep.

Breeds

of

Register

of

Why, “baby mine,”

Deep

TIIK MERINO.

This breed is

Abner

Coburn, M L Park,

Hong Kong

at

widely disseminated breeds known. Sept 27 for New York.
A G Ropes, David Rivers, sailed from San
It was imported into this country in 1802,
Francisco Oct 15 for Liverpool.
and its value for the production of a nice
A J Fuller, C M Nichols, at New York.
Daniel Rarnes, O C Arpe, arrived at New
quality of wool has led to its becoming
York Nov 5, from Boston to load for Hong
introduced into nearly all sections of the
Kong.
The Rambouillets were lirst
imported into this country from France
in 1801.
They are a branch of the MeriTheir wool, however, was found to
nos.
be coarser in liber than the Merinos, and
they are not thought to be as hardy.
The Merino is generally described as a
small-boned sheep of medium size and
compact in form, with somewhat light
The weight of the
shoulders and chest.
ewes will average from sixty to seventy
pounds. They are remarkable for the
large amount of every fine wool which

country.

they yield.

OXFORD

DOWN'S.

comparatively new breed, and
was produced by a course of cross-breedof
Cotswolds and Hampshires, with
ing
This is

a

Southdown
occasional mixture of
The breed was produced about
blood.
seventy years ago in the county of Oxford, England, from which it takes its
An English authority says that
name.
“The Oxford Downs should have a nice,
dark color, the poll well covered with
wool, adorned with a top-knot on the
forehead; a good tleece of wool, thick on
the skin, but not too curly; a well-formed
barrel, on short, dark legs (not gray nor
spotted,) with good, firm mutton.”
The Oxford Down is decidedly the
largest of all the Down breeds, cuts more
wool and of a longer staple.

an

so

cthdowns.

very old breed of sheep, and
it was originated in England among the
clialkly hills and downs, commonly called
.South Downs, from which the breed derives its name.
They have a close, set
lleece of fine wool, their faces and legs
are of a dusky brown color, their necks
slightly arched, their limbs short, with
broad and compact body.
They will
subsist on light pasturage, but of course
will thrive best when well fed, mature
very early, and are hardy and prolific,
On acoften producing two at a birth.
count of the early maturity of the lambs
they have become a very popular breed
for the production of early lambs.
This is

a

SII

ROPSIIIRES.

The Shropshire partakes of the general
characteristics of the Southdown, although it is considerably heavier in lleece
and body. It is called the most prolific
of all breeds.

This is one of the largest of the English
and has become the most popular
of the long-wooled class in the United
It is a very old breed. The CotsStates.
wold and the Leicesters are so nearly alike
in external appearance as to be often mistaken for each other.
The Cotswolds are
larger and usually have considerable wool
upon the forehead, while the Leicesters
have but little, being nearly bare-faced.
They have not appeared to thrive in certain sections of the State, as well as some
of the Down breeds, although we have
seen them in perfection
in the fine grazing sections of Aroostook county.

breeds,

DOWNS.

This is an old and well established
breed, somewhat resembling the Southdown in appearance, but being very much
larger. They have a good constitution,
are hardy, and possess an aptitude to fatten with a smaller amount of feed than
some other breeds.
They mature early
and are good wool bearers, the average
w eight of the fleece being from five to six
pounds. Like all the Down breeds, the
Hampshires herd well and a larger flock
can be kept together than the long-wooled
varities, while they are valuable for crossing with the native sheep and grades of
our

country.
A

Gift

to

Colby.

Watekville, Nov. 11.—This morning
Dr. Butler of Colby announced to the Associated Press, that a gifu of $5,000 has
been received from a friend for the Colby
endowment fund.
This sum makes a total of $40,000 raised
towards the $50,000 necessary to be subscribed before January 1, 1898, in order to
take advantage ot the $10,000 offer of the
American Baptist Education; 1 Society.
Funds are also coming in for the
chemical buildings and the woman’s dormitory.
It will be announced this evening, that
Edgar B. Putman, 1901 of Colby, of Danforth, Me., has been awarded the Colby
entrance prize of $50 for superior excellence in preparation for admission to col-

lege.

_

An American

Tramp

Y'ork.
W

J

Roteh, Sewall

Lancaster, sailed
for San Francisco;

C

from New Y'ork June 19
spoken July 29, lat 9 N, Ion 24 W.

Steamer.

Tlie Bath Iron Works closed a contract
Nov. 11th for building a steam cargo
steamer for a firm of New York city. The
dimensions of the steamer are: Length
303 feet; breadth, 42 feet; depth, 25 feet;
dead weight capacity, 3818 tons. She will
have triple expansion engines of 3100
horse power capable of driving her at 10
knots. The steamer will be completed next
May and will compete with the English
tramps. It will be the first vessel of the
kind to be built in America.

Foggy.
Gen. Mgr. W. P. Ford Fogg of the
Wiscasset & Quebec says that the contractors were only “bluffing” when they
stated that the road would be extended
Mr.
to WTaterville instead of Pittsfield.
Fogg ought to know the meaning of the
word
“bluff” if anyone does.
[Bath
Times.

Smoke

“World’s

Nov 3 for Baltimore.

Nickels, Amos Dow, sailed from
Lucy
Hong Kong Oct 21 for New York.
Mabel I Meyers, C N Meyers, arrived at
Pernambuco Oct* 31 from Buenos Ayers, to
load for New York.
Matauzas, sailed from New York Nov «>

Fair.”

s

:

aud an no wee complaints.
A Sure, Safe, Q-iiek ( ure for these
troubles is

t

I

|
j

Penobscot, E G Parker, sailed from New
York Aug 0 for Lyttleton and Dunedin;
spoken Sept 29, lat 4 N, Ion 2G W.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, sailed from
New York Oct 4 for Martinique; spoken Oct

11, lat 34 20, Ion 03 50.
Rose lunis, Melvin Coleord, arrived at
Barbadoes Sept 27 from Santos.
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, sailed from

Hong Kong Aug 0 for Rajaug.
St Lucie, J T Erskine, at Port Spain Oct

New Y'ork.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Griffin, arrived
at Boston Oct 10 from Rosario.
Willard Mudgett, A C Coleord, at New
Y'ork for Port Elizabeth.

13 for

|

the

ghastly
con-

[

stares

]

PROGRAMS,
PAMPHLETS,

!
E

face who nee^

£
£
£

£

£

\

1

in

one

!

3
3
3

FEED,

Keeps

1

explain frequently

It

j

Dealers in tlie finest

L 0 d, IS

I”

The

specialty.

STATE OF MAINE.
COl'KT OK INSOLVENT!.
Belfast, Nov. it', 185)7.
In the ease of WILLIAM GOCLL.) of Brooks, in
said County, Insolvent Debtor,
are hereby notified that the said W illiam
1
Gould, Insolvent Debtor as aforesaid, :ialiled in said Court for said County of Waldo, petition for a discharge from all his debts provided
under the Insolvent Law of said State of Maine,
and for a certificate thereof; and that a hearing
upon the same is ordered to be had at Probate
Court Boom in Belfast, in said County of Waldo,
on Wednesday, the loth day of December, A. I)
185*7, at two o’clock in the afternoon, when ami
where you may atttend and show cause, if any
you have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
Attest; < HAS. P. HAZELT1NH.
2w46
Register of said Court.

TRUE’S
■o

TEMPLE,

clubbing
arrangements with the New York Weekly

Tribune. Under the terms of our contract
with that paper it can only he sent free to
those who pay their subscription to The
Journal one year in advance. It is not sent
unless requested by the subscriber. The
date will not correspond with the date on
The Journal slip, but each subscriber entitled to the Weekly Tribune will receive it
for a full year from the time the first number is received. The Tribune is printed,
published and mailed in New Y’ork, and not
from this office.
Fop Over Fifty fears.
An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for
over fifty years by millions of mothers for
their children while teething, with perfect
success.
It soothes the child, softens the
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
Is pleasis the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
ant to the taste. Sold by druggists in every
part of the world. Twenty-five cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
take no other kind.
Itch on human, mange on horses, dogs and
stock, cured in 30 minutes by Woolford’s
Sanitary Lotion. This never fails. Sold by
A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Belfast, Me

a

SUBSCRIBE
■£•

SEND FOR FREE CATALOGUE.

Fine farm in

Ground, 135

bargain.

Northport,

acres

two

miles from

land, nice buildings, large

orchards, 350 bids, apples last year.
never

Good

soil,

failing water. Will be sold very low and

on

40tf

easy terms.

M. C. HILL,
39 Miller St., Belfast.

T!

ft

1

A

rOr
V/A SmP
k/iilv1

A

STEAM BOILER
25 H. P., with

about

all connections

com-

plete, has been but little used by Bel
fast Coliseum Co. Call on
ASA r. RIGGS or
N.’F. HUSTON,
Belfast, May 6,1897.—18tf

PILES!

PILES!

PILES!

Dr. Williams’ Indian l’ile Ointment will cure
Blind, Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles. It
absorbes the tumors, allays the itching at once,
Dr. Wilacts as a poultice, gives instant relief.
liams’ Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for
Piles and Itching of the private parts, and nothing else. Every box is guaranteed. Sold by druggists, sent by mail, for 50c. and $1.00 per box
WILLIAMS’ M’F’O CO., Prop’s, Cleveland, Ohio
for sale by R. H. Moody.
Iy38
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1

in

..

to

know

that

we

t

AX EC C TORS’ NOTICE. The
hseriber here
n
give notice that he has >een duly ai
:
ot the last wil; and testament
I fust
BOHAN 1*. HUP. late t
>

All pei-a
in the County of AVa'.io, ieceaset!
u-having demands agains? the estate

ceased are desired tc present the same c*r
tlenient, and all indebted thereto are requested
make payment immediately.
CHAS. H. FIELD.
Belfast, Nov. 0, is.*..
s.

sell Ten’s

mi!
ADMINISTRATOR'S N«>TICE. The -u
hereby gives notice that he has been b
ajq>ointeil Administrator of the estate of
JAMES H. BROWN, late <d Belfo-t.
in the County of Waldo, deceased, uni _iv en tend
1

■.

I\

All persons having oeman-i
of sain deceased ate desired
for sett iemeut. and all imlebtc
thereto are requested to make pavnient inime.i
WILLIAM I', t HOMI’Si > N
at ely.
Belfast, Nov. 'J. 1SP7.

as

the law directs.

against the
present the

EOR^^^^

estate
same

The
DM INI STB ATO ICS NoTICf
notice that lie Du.- he.
pointed Administrator of the estate oi

P

4

A hereby gives

tin 1 y

c

ALON/OJ. HABBIMAN. late of Belfast,
u l..n
in the County of Waldo, d- ceased ,ami
the law directs. All person* having b-mai
of
are
le-imo
estate
said
deceased
against the
present the same f*u -enlemeu;. .mb ad i: icld.
me
thereto am requested to make pn\im-n:
FBED A. flABKIMAN.
atcly.
W’aterville, Nov. ». IHH7.

PROBATE NOTICES.

|

At a Probate Court held at Bel fast, wit bin and for
the Countv of Waldo, on the second Tuesdav of
November, A. D. 185*7.
m. meadeb, son of sabah e.
MEADEB, late of Belmont, in said County
I or Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
I pray ing that administration of the estate of said
deceased may be granted to .V B. Atleuwood.

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing
copy of this
order to he published three weeks su- cessi vel\ in
the Republican Journal primed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of December next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the prayer of said petitioner should not be
granted.
A

true

copy.

GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Attest:
Chas. p. Hazkltixk, Register.

I

as

L X ECCToR’S NbTiri:. Tin >ubn
gives notice that he h i-been «I;:Iv «.
ed Executors of the last will and testau,
.I0HN ST<)KE1.1., lair of AN interpol..

Herbert

Camp

-itrt

I

Address FRANK L. GRAY„ PORTLAND, ME. \

Great

<

Executoi

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

GRAY’S B u^sYn^TsS COLLEGE
and School of Shorthand and Typewriting.
TAUGHT TO DO BY DOING.
DRY THEORY DISCARDED.

!.

;1.

pers
County of Waldo, deceased A
said
having demands against the estate
ceased art desired to present tin- same Cu
iiii-nt, and all indebted thereto are requested
make |>avment immediatel
SABAH C. SHEBM AN
Belfast, Nov. it, 1 H‘J7.

FOSTER, AVERY & CO..
516 Congress St., Portland.
The Besse Syndicate Clot hers and Outfitters,
3w44*
Operators of 27 Stores.

Perfect Blood Purifier.
It.expels all waste and poisonous matter,
leaving the blood rich and pure. 35 cents.
Ask your druggist for it.
Dr. J1F1TltDE & CO., Auburn, JI».

seems

our

People of Maine

ELIXIR

l/(j

on

in the

Woonsocket Rubber Boots, first quality. $1.8U
Ladies' Goodyear Glove Rubbers, all Styles, 39c.

highlyefficaclous in expelling worms from the

system make it

last.

EXEC

WANTED.

properties that render

vvmo.

ALIM» SS.

rTBlX S noth E. The- d- Tiber
gives notice that she has h- cn duly a| poo
ed Executrix of the last wnl aiai ii-'ian
ISAAC H SHU MAX lute -I I1.T.H.

yor

BELFAST, MAINE.

wonderful

I.

-ci

-..

WALDO S8.

STREET ENTRANCE,

same

mi
d

\
i.
I 1
•■! Cl.il 1
III.NBA
BUS. «.
1H‘.»7
i■
CCRTIS, Jr ..f Sear-p- rt. 11.
presented his first an-1 fin;ti .»< •••an ot
ship tor allowance.
Ordered, That notice therco! be given. t
weeks successi el
jointed in Belfast, in said ouo; v.; not a' jmi:■
l'r.«'■
interested may attenu at
held at Belfast, on the second I«mher next, and show cans,- it my
hey n.
the said account should m-i he allowed
CEO. h. JOH NSON .1
A true copy
Attest
( has. V. Ha/.fi r* ! Bcgi- c;

ltf

TELFPHCNE 4-2.

Fire, Lite™ Accident insurance,
53tf

if

1

select from.

HA SON 1C

■

33, 33, 37 Front St., Relf'ast, Me,

James Pattee & Son,
:

>

^

STORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.

nOKRIS BEIFELH & CO., New York.
to

•:

<■

<

abundance.

styles

■

j

V»

Agent for the Cloak Firm of

150

!-t

o

j
j

ijuaiity ,'of

Anthracite and

Millinery Department.
a

M.)isl„

•..<

Dry and Fancy Goods,
in

«'

his -ecomi and lina account o*
j said e-tate ?. allowance,
Gci.
Ordered, That notice there..; i■
Ml
tin* ib-pul Ic .u .bmn
weeks .-lireessiy ely
printed in I'.el la.-:. in -aid < .*, nt'
j
,*:. p
interested may attend at a FroC,;,. «
1
held at Belfast, on •In* second Tne-i i.n
I
u
a r.
!.*.*> !i:
| her next, ami -In yy cause,
c.
I the said a-c.*i;nt should not
<,
i. L. JOB NS» ».V J i:m_u
A true copy.
\m. -r
I
M
lb
-I.
CMAS. P. il \/M I

at

Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, sailed from
Boston Oct 17 for Savannah.
John C Smith, Kneeland, sailed from
Brunswick, Ga, Oct 0 for New York.
Lester A
Lewis, Kimball, arrived at
Bangor from Perth Amboy Nov 7.
Lucia Porter, Farrow, arrived at Bangor
Nov 2 from Perth Amboy.
Mary A Hall, Haskell, sailed from New
Y'ork Nov 10 for Philadelphia.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, sailed from Portland Nov 10 for Rio Janeiro.
II W Hopkins, Hichborn, arrived at Port
Tampa Nov 7 from St Lucia.
Sallie rOn, W H West, sailed from Pernambuco Nov 8 for Barbadoes.
Tofa, A S Wilson, arrived at Demerara
Oct 14 for New Y'ork.
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, sailed from
Portland Oct 8 for Port Spain.
Tribune.

Inil>oi*t<*i*9* oi Salt.

Blacksmith

Holiday Goods

I.l't iCS

S'.i7.

I estate ot JOHN M WKt.LING I'oN.
i erty, jn said County. deceased, nay inj,

r<
oim nn: at

.A FINE STOCK OF.

Ladies’ Hoots and Shoes

purporting Lobi-im-

yy ill and testament ot K.Vl.MA B.GoOGIN
>ate <*! Searsmor.t, in said ( ounty of Wabb
ceased, hay u.g been | resented foi probate
Ordered, That notice be given to all person
terested by causing a copy of this order t<« be ;
lished three yveeks sarcs.-n ely in t fie Kepe.
Journal, printed at Bella.-!. t hat they may >;,■
at a Probate Court, to be held at Bella-'
and lor said ( ounty. on the second hiom.y
t the clock bet
December next, at ten
and -how rail-.-, llany they ha e. y\ by :lu■
should not lie pl oy ed. apnro\ ed and a I!
<«111». K. JOHNSON, J
i_.
A true copy. Attest:
CMA- P. H.VZEl I M- lb !~b

WALI

SEEDS and

minute. 1

BROOKS VILLAUK, MAIN K,

at

Bellast, witluu unc
the second Tuesday

<

Marcellus J. Dow

New Y'ork Nov 1 from Boston.

all

CO.j

GRAI&,

cure

ceitain instrument,

\

JOBBKKS OK

by druppists.

at
on

a

il

I SWAM k SIBLEY

AND

I At Probate Court held
County of Waldo,
j the
November, A.D. 1897.

...THE...

OF

It’s so simple to pet rid of a couph or
throat tremble by Hale’s Honey of Morehound and Tar.' Acts like mapic. Sold

Drops

of

December next
.t ten of the dock betore hound show cause, if any they have, why the
should not be proved, approved and alioyyed.
GKO. K. JOHNSON. I
A true copy
Attest:
( mas. i‘. Hazeltine. Kegiste!

|

And all kinds of Legal Printing
neatly and promptly done. 7t(

cold.

Pike’s Toothache

to b.- the laFRANK F. i KYI C

purporting

<

[ HALES
[ HONEY

a

a

!

■
►

in

[ lects

BILL HEADS,
LETTER HEADS,

certain instrument,
will and testament

Montville, iu said County of Wuluo,
having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to ail pel sons ;i
terested by causing a copy of this ordei
be ]
lished three weeks sucre-sively in rlie Kepi ! i■
Journal, printed at Bellast, that they im.y upi
at a Probate Court, to he held at Beifa.-i. w
and for said County, on the second Tuesday

CARDS,

terror

man

MAIN

necessary to

A

of

:

Iotsumption

SCHOONERS.

Gilkey, arrived

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within anil
the County of Waldo on the second Tuesday
November, A. I). 1897.

POSTERS,

OFFICE

and

♦

EZZZZZl

Sizes, ?:c. andnfle. bottles.

►
►

j

\

Opera House Block, Belfast, Me. j
Two

Hazeltine, Register.
■■

JOB PRINTER,

(PEfcRY DAVIS’.)
Vsetl Internally and Externally.

Attest
(Has. p.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and ft
the County of W aldo. on the second Tuesday
November, A. D. 1897.
4 certain instrument, purporting to be the laA will ami testament o! F.LI.KN W LOW I.KIi
late of Cnity. iu said ( ounty of Waldo, decease.'
having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons in
terested by causing a copy of this order to b<
published three weeks successively iu the Repul
lican Journal, printed at Belfast, that t)-v m..
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Bellas!
within and b r said County, on the second I ties
day of December next, at ten of the lock bebc-.
noon, and show cause, it any they have, why t!
same should not be proved, approved non
cwGEO. K. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
( has. p. Hazeltine,
Register.

GEO. W. BURGESS,

4^

WJIiRHCEA, DYSENTERY,

for Havana.

The Journal

A true copy.

GROCERIES.

28 for Honolulu.
Evie Reed, A T "Whittier, arrived at New
I York Oct ir> from Cape Town via Barbadoes.
Harvard, Coleord, arrived at Philadelphia
Nov 1 from Iquique and Juuin.
Herbert Black. W H Blanchard, sailed
from Boston Aug 22 for Buenos Ayres.
lolani, McClure, sailed from Hong Kong

R

4 certain instrument, purporting :<
be the !ail will and testament ot (i h< MiG L lb oKbW.W
late of Swanville, in said ( ounty ot Waldo,
ceased, having been presented lor probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons in
terested by causing a copy of this order to •>.
published three weeks suer. ,-sively iu the Kepu
lican Journal, printed at Belfast that they m
appear at a Probate Court, to he Held at Bcltawithin and for said County, on the second Tm-.
day of December next, at ten of the clock heb.ee
noon, and show cause if any they aa\e. why il
same should nof be proved, appro\ed and ailoyye.t
GEO. I-:. JOHNSON, Judge.

TOBACCOS

BARKS.

Alice Reed, Alanson Ford, arrived at New
York Oct■ 31 from Rio Janeiro.
C P Dixon. N F Gilkey, arrived at I * < r t
Elizabeth, Oct 2»> from New Yor
Edward May, sailed from New York Aug

Georgia Gilkey, W

in

,,

fully known;
calmly—

»J» ej. S>-4> «>

of said deceased.

At a Probate C ourt held at Belfast, within and L
the County of Waldo, on t Ire second J ue-day
November, A. D. 1897.

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦

port in distress.
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, arrived
at New York Oct 1C from Iliola via Delaware Breakwater.
Emily Reed, D C Nichols, from Hiogo July
22 for New York, returned to Hiogo 23d
with loss of topgallant yard, and sld. prior
to 25th.
Gov Robie, Nichols, at Hong Kong Sept 27
for New Y'ork.
Henry B Hyde, Scribner, sailed from New
York Aug 5 for San Francisco: spoken Aug
24, lat 35 N, Ion 43 W.
Josephus, P R Gilkey, sailed from Manila
Nov 2 for New Y’ork.
Mary L Cushing, J N Pendleton, sailed
from Honolulu July 28 for New Y'ork.
May Flint, E D P Nichols, at New Y'ork
for Hiogo.
Puritan, A. N Blanchard, sailed from San
Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
Reaper, O C Young, arrived at New Y'ork
Nov 2 from Honolulu.
R R Thomas, C G Nichols, sailed from
New Y'ork Aug 28 for Hong Kong; spoken
Sept 19, lat 32, Ion 52.
Sachem, Sow all Nichols, sailed from New
Y’ork June 29 for Hong Kong.
l

A

COTSWOLDS.

II AMP SPIRE

Sutton, E L Carver, sailed from New
York Sept 1 for Yokohama.
El Capitau, A L Carver, from Baltimore
April 1 for San Francisco, sailed from Montevideo Sept 21, and has returned to that

I

yet equalled—

every taste suited

are

*>"*

|
|

flavor

a

estate

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice t>
all persons interested by causing a copy of thi
order to be published three weeks successiv ely u
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, ilia'
they m ty appear at a Probate Court, to be lie hi
Belfast, within and for said County, on the secom
Tuesday of December next, at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, if any they have, vvl.
tlie prayer of said petitioners should not be grant
ed.
GKO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Clias. P. Hazh.i'im;, Register.

l

E B

S D Carletou, Amsbury, at Slianghae Sept
24 from Singapore.
ft Nicholas, C F Carver, arrived at. San
Francisco Oct 5 from Karluk.
State of Maine, H G Curtis, at New' Y'ork
for Hong Kong.
Til lie E Star buck, Eben Curtis, arrived at
Honolulu Oct 23 from Newcastle.
Wm H Mary, Amsbury, cleared from
New Y'ork Nov 10, for Y'okahama.
Wm 11 Conner, Frank l Pendleton, arrived
at Manila Oct 20 from Shanghai for New

has

never

of course;

We did it ail so
We managed it with grace—
We’re weighed our darling baby,
Most precious of her race.
[Rev. W. W. Morlow in the Interior.

of the most ancient

one

pounds

pipeful—

every

B-L

Well, well! At length it’s over—
The deed at last is done;
We’ve weighed the precious burden,

8HIFS.

and

in

But do not keep me longer,
She’s growing, you must know ;
1 want the precious figures
Before this hour shall go;
—And now she frets and wiggles,
'Tis hard the lines to trace;
But we must weigh the baby,
The dearest of her race.

Her

sonal

I
;

And this I must attend to,
Or suffer grim remorse ;
That tale of pounds so. precious
Time never must erase—
So we’re going to weigh the baby,
The plumpest of her race.

Vessels.^

Water

Solid Comfort

is

ounce

P. NICHOLS, widow of GEORGE
AMOS NICHOLS, late of Searsport, in said
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a
petition praying for an allowance out of the per

DELPHIXE

But do you ask—What baby ?

publish

Descriptions

At a Probate Court Held at Belfast, within am;
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of November, A. D. 1897.

—That’s it—shall I raise it?—
I’ll keep a steady hold—
Alas! again she’s squirming,
And tears and frowns deface,
But we’re bound to weigh the baby,
The choicest of her race.

I feel it my duty to write and tell you that
A
I am better than 1 have been for four years.
ComI used Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
box of
pound, one package of Sanative Wash, one
Liver Pills, and can say that I am perfectly cured. 'H'
“Doctorsdidnothelpmeany. I should have been ^B
^
in my grave by this time if it had not been for your
medicine, it was a godsend to me. I was troubled with
excessive menstruation, which caused womb trouble, /m
”
>
and I was obliged to remain in bed for six weeks. Mrs.
to
me.
was
recommended
and,
Pinkham's medicine
if ter using-it a short time, was troubled no more with flooding-, j. also had severe
pain in my kidneys. This, also, I have no more. I shall always recommend the
Compound, for it has cured me. and it will cure others. Iwould like to have you
this letter.” (In such cases the dry form of Compound should be used.)

decent, respectable hotel, which should called “The Battle of the Strong.” It is
afford congenial entertainment for well- to appear as a serial in the Atlantic Monthdressed, self-respecting men: and to make ly, the first installment in the number of
It will be remembered
1898.
him responsible for such a burlesque upon January,
that the Atlantic printed Mr. Parker’s
good manners w as outrageous—“outrage- successful “Seats of the Mighty.” With
ous, sir,”
Mr. F. Hopkinson Smith’s serial Caleb
Alter running on in tins style tor a
West, now running, and Mrs. Wiggin’s
time, Mr. Moses would turn about and Penelope’s
Progress, the Atlantic is now,
look at the mirror until his visitors went
and promises to be. particularly rich in
away.
liction.
As there is u<> other hotel within 18 good
miles of his, humorous travelers have
W. Clark Russel, who has written the
learned that it is not wise to spring the most masterly stories of the sea ever pubJed Prouty idea in Bucksport, and so the lished, is not a native of Britain, as is
play has fewer admirers in that town than generally believed, but was born in New
in any other village in New England.
York City in the old Carleton House in
If a seeker for truth wants to find any- the year 1844.
He was educated in Winthing like a counterpart of old .led in chester, England, and at the age of fourMaine lie must come to the Castine house, teen years w ent to sea as a midshipman in
iu the village where gentle-souled old Tom Duncan Dunbar’s service, and sawr eight
Saunders lias sat behind the rail for the years of that life in China, India and
past half century, telling stories, retailing Australia before he settled down on shore
cigars and raking in money with a Yan- and gave to the world such books as the
kee thrift that would have made a million- Wreck of the Grosvenor, A Sailor’s Sweetaire in any large city of the world.
heart, and others, which delight not only
As it is, he is a frugal and chaste bach*
the general reader but “old salts,” too.
elor, 80 years of age, and owns a thouThe Ladies’ Home Journal has secured
sand dollars' worth of property for every
what promises to be the great magazine
year lie has lived.
feature of 1898. It is entitled “The Inner
For more than 50 years people who
of a Cabinet Member's Wife.”
knew him best wondered why he had al- Experiences
In a series of letters written by the wife
He had been askways lived a bachelor.
of a Cabinet member to her sister at home,
ed about it in a roundabout w ay dozens of
are
detailed her actual experiences in
times, but never gave any satisfactory
answer.
In summer time, when visitors Washington, frankly and freely given.
The letters were written without auy inare here,
he is too busy to talk about
tention of publication.
They give inti
himself, and as soon as they are gone mate
peeps behind the curtain of high
checker playing comes in to put a stop to
official and social life. They are absolutepersonal reminiscences.
After half a century of wondering the ly fearless, they study Washington life
under the searchlight as it has never been
people did not know a thing more about before
presented. The President and the
old Tom than they did at first, and nearly
highest officials of the land, with the
everybody put him down as a confirmed most
brilliant men and women of the
woman hater,
until one evening, about
are seen in the most, familiar
two weeks ago w hen the bottom dropped Capital,
As these are all actual experiences
way.
out of the w hole secret.
the name of the writer is withheld.
The
Tom was sitting in an armchair beside
letters will doubtless excite much shrewd
the office stove.
At his riglA were the
by readers and study of internal
village doctor, a drummer and a retired guessing
evidence to discover the secret. The “Exshipmaster, who had come in to smoke
which will be beautifully illusand play checkers.
To the left were a periences,”
begin in the December number aud
traveling agent for something and the trated,
will continue for several mouths.
w iter.
Over near the window a girl was
trimming the evening lamps and getting
Considering the importance of his work
ready to light up.
and the hardship he endured in pursuit of
Outside the red-eyed sun was putting it, there has been
singularly little written
himself to bed in a h-t <>f fiery blankets. about the
young {Swedish explorer; Dr.
Tom hail just hired a new boy about the swn Hedin. A few months
ago he comhotel, who served in double rapacity of pleted a
journey of three years and seven“ft -nt" and “boots.”
This boy Jim was teen months in the most inaccessible and
lately imported from Penobscot, which is least known parts of Asia. He traversed
|
not a suinme? resort town, and therefore i mountain
passes nearly fifteen thousand !
not a
upturned to any tunes younger than ! feet
in a temperature of nearly forty I
high,
tlioM* >un<! in Oospel Hymns, No. <>.
degrees below zero; he explored and meas- l
A- >•!:; w
musical, he soon picked up ured a large lake nine him Ired feet deep :he I
sevei o
melodies which had. come down climbed
ncaily to the top of au unexploied
11 "ii. 15>.-!.-n during t lit- summer, and went 1 mountain
twenty-five thousand feet high;
ahum the house .singing them at all times. | he traversed the
unexplored Takla-Makan
I’his nigl
while old Tom and his guests ! Desert, and in
doing so went nine days
h**id
Quaker* meeting around the stove, without water, losing all but two of his
Jim came from the stable roaring out.
companions and coming off himself with
Tline is mdy one girl in the world for me-e, the merest spark of life. Certainly here is
.me
has
Oniy
a heroic story,
girl
my syuipa-thee.
scarcely equaled in the
Tori took his hands from his face and annals of travel and exploration; and it
has
thus
far practically untold. But
listened, cocking his old ear to one side
gone
like a chickadee.
Mr. R. II. Sherard has prepared a full
“True, true, every word of it.” said account of Dr. Hedin and his discoveries,
Tom, is the boy helped to place the lamps and adventures, based largely on conversain their brackets and sang louder than tions with him, and it will be published
in McClure’s Magazine for December,
ever.
•*What’s true?” asked the doctor.
along with numerous illustrations from
‘‘What Jim is a-singing. Queer, ain't sketches and photographs made by Dr.
Hedin himself during bis journey.
it, how things come up?”
“W hat has come up to you now?”
“Nothing. 1 was thinking how strange
Sea=Weed and Amber.
things come about in the world—that’s
all.
I’ve been saying what that song says
The main source of the amber supply is
nearlv all my life, and I didn’t know a
word of it until this summer.
It seems the sea-coast of the Baltic Ocean.
It is
as if the w hole song was
mine—belonged fossil gum, originally the exudation of a
to me; ii fits my case so well.
I was in
species of conifer now extinct. This grew
love once myself.”
No? 1 never heard of it, though they in luxuriant profusion hundreds of thousaid you had a secret somewhere.
Tell sands of years ago on the marshy coasts
us about it.’’
of northern Europe, when the climate was
“I here 8 n<> secret to it at all,
just much warmer than it is to*
The
day.
plain facts, which 1 ain’t ashamed of. If
it will do you any good to know what a natural history of amber is thus explainblamed fool I've been I’d as soon tell as ed.
The immense forests of amber pine
not.”
underwent their natural downfall and deOf course, everybody said it would do
good, and when the old man had been cay. The resin of the wood accumulated
persuaded for a time he put his elbow on in large quantities in bogs and ponds and
in the soil of the forest.
Where the coast
tiie arm of his chair and said:
was slowly
"I liked the girls as well as
sinking, the sea by-and-by
any of the
young fellows in my day. There was one covered the land, and the amber, which
< arrie
Marks, who lived over on the had been gradually hardening, was at last
But in
road to Blue IIill—that 1 knew I loved, deposited at the ocean bottom.
and felt pretty sure she loved me, too.
I higher regions the pine continued to flourwas 20 years old, and
She was ish, and so amber would still continue to
poor,
be washed dow n to the shore, and depositabout my age and her folks were
pretty
ed in the later formed green saud, and the
well to do.
“If we got married then she would have still later formed stratum of lignite or
to work hard, so 1 said to myself.
I brown coal.
The gum became fossilized by its long
would keep a lookout for her and not ask
her to marry me until I was worth $5,000. burial underground. More than two hunPretty soon I had an offer to go to South dred specimens of extinct life, animal and
Carolina and get out hard pine ship tim- vegetable, have been found embedded in
amber specimens, including insects, repber.
•it was a good job so 1 went, I stayed tiles, plants, leaves, shells, fruit, etc.,
there tw o years and made nearly $10,000. which had been caught in the liquid gum
Some
When I reached Castiue with my money I and entombed there for all time.
did not stop anywhere, but hired a horse of these specimens are so curiously beautiand drove over to set* my girl. At the ful as to be almost priceless, and one Enghouse they told me her father and mother lish collector has a cabinet of them which
had died and she had married an Orland is valued at IT00,000. One piece embalms
a lizard
about eight inches long, a little
farmer.
“That was p *tty tough, but after think- jewelled monster perfect in its form and
ing it over I said it would do no harm to coloring, wdiich has no like in anything
Indeed, in many instances
go up and see her. I drove up there the existing now.
science is able solely through this medium
next day. They were awful poor.
She
to study details of animal life which
liad one of her husband’s red flannel
undershirts on instead of a waist when j perished from the earth many hundred
There are liies
she came to the door, and was dreadfully j thousand of years ago.
flustered to see me. Of course 1 didn’t I preserved with wings poised as if for
tell her what I came home for—not a word flight, where the prismatic sheen glowing
of it. 1 told her I had made some money, | through the yellow sepulchre is as brilliant
and asked her to take $20 of it for old as if they were floating alive in the sunshine.
times’ sake.
[Harper’s Round Table.
After that I gave her children $100 each
as they came along, then helped the family
In Port.
in other ways. When the boys got big
enough to go to work I found jobs for “Sailor!” we cried, “tell us where lies thy
port!”
them, and gave them a little money now And still
came back the answer, clear and
and then. They are all doing pretty well
strong;
now, cutting stone and quarrying. Some “I kuowr not
where, yet I am homeward
of her girls worked for me in the hotel
bound.
until they got married. I’ve tried to be a This is His sea; its pulses rise and fall
friend to the whole family.”
As His breath moves them, and its currents
set
“Where is the man now who married
the girl you loved, uncle Tom?” asked Steady and deep, to bear me where He will.”
So hesailed on; and once, where stars were
the drummer.
large
“The poor cuss is dead.”
And luminous, through changeful purple
“Why don’t you go and marry the
mists,
widow?”
Rocked by slow waves that bore him from
“Lord of love you, man, she died 10 years
our sight,
before ho did. Hard work and poverty And calm with peace that lay too deep for
smiles,
and bringing up children soon wore her
He drifted gently to a palm-girt shore,
out, poor critter.”
And knew, at last, where God’s fair islands
“If he had died first would you have
lie.
married her.”
Miller.
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Vegetable Compound?
Mrs. Edwin Ehrig, 413 Church St., Bethlehem, Pa.,

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively n,
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast,that
they may appear at a Probate Court to be held
at Belfast within and for said County, on the
second Tuesday of December next, at ten of the
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
have, wify the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

She doesn’t seem to like it,
She’s going to rebel;
—Ha, ha! see here, my lady,
Don’t fear your weight to tell;
’Tis time enough when older
To falsify the case—
But now we’ll weigh the baby,
The proudest of her race.

turns to water).
If your gums
If you become anemic, there is no knowing what will happen.
are
and the inside of your lips and inside your eyelids look pale in color, you
not build
in a dangerous way and must stop that drain on your powers. Why
like Lydia E. Pinkham's
up on a generous, uplifting tonic,

narrative

by General Lew. Wallace, entitled
Wooing of Malkatoon;” articles on
“TheQueen’s Jubilee,” by Richard Harding Davis, and on “George William Curtis
at Concord,” by George Willis Cooke, and
an interesting
array of fiction, including
stories by Owen Wister, Mary Hartwell
Catkerwood, Mary Tracy Earle, and Wil-

ALICE

Now put in the pillow,
As soft as eider down,
And place her gently on it,
And tuck the covers round ;
Is everything just ready ?
Do you have her just in place?
For we’re going to weigh the baby,
The sweetest of her race.

mis points
of generation,
nay, in five hundred—has perfectly healthy organs
seem
to the stern necessity of helping one's self just as soon as the life powers
to be on the wane.
Excessive menstruation is a sign of physical weakness and want of tone
anemia (blood
in the uterine organs. It saps the strength away and produces

poem
•‘The

PAGE, Administratrix of the estate ..r
JAMES PAGE, late of Jackson, in said Com,
ty of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petite u
praying that she may be licensed to sell at private
sale and convey the whole of the real estate of saei
deceased.

—

weak spot in women is somewhere in the uterine system. The uterine organs have less resistance to disease than the vital organs; that's
why they give out the soonest.
Not more than one woman in a hundred—

Notes.

to early
Monthly a series
of articles which are likely to become the
classic descriptions of, first, Great Government Reservations, second, The Yellowstone Park, third, The Yosemite Park,
and fourth, The Sequoia Parks.
Among the contents of Harper’s Maga-

desk, and, sticking
hands, said:
“Mr. Prouty, I am glad to see you.”
For answer they received tire largest lot
of assorted invective epithets ever deliveroffice

and

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and fo
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
November, A. I). 1897.

Baby.

at once the steelyards,
And get the basket, quick ;
Wrap her up in flannels,
The warmest you can pick ;
Ah! take care, my lady,
Don’t twist up f our face—
For we’re going to weigh the baby,
The youngest of her race.

Everybody comes into this world with a predisposition to disease of some particular tissue;
^ in other words, everybody has a weak spot.
In ninety-nine cases out of a hundred the

Mr. John Muir will contribute
j numbers
of the Atlantic

drummers

tilled with the importance of their discovery, sauntered up to Moses as he sat behiud the

News

the

Bring
About the Cause of Anemia.

|

For

Weighing

A TALK WITH MKS. PINKHAM

•.

j

>.|

A I j
in the County of Waldo, deceased.
a;I -ai
m-.-cahaving demands a gainst the
cd are desired to present the same for set;lemeu.
and all indebted thereto are requested t«. make
pavment immediatelv.
HENRY T. SANBORN
1S‘J7.
Bangor, Nov.

NOTICE.
The subscnbei ! « r«■!<\
J
gives notice that he has been huh app'unte<!
Executor of the last will and testament and
codicil of

IjlXECl'TOR’S
HANNAH

CONA NT, late of \\

interport.

in the County "I Waldo, deceased. All personAt a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
having demands against the estate <d -aid 'weea*
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of j ed are desired t«»
present the same for settlement,
November, A. D. 1897.
and all indebted thereto are requested t<> make
SARGENT, brother of MARY E. GIL- payment immediately.
CHARLES M. CON VNT
MORE, late of Monroe, in said County of
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
Wiuterport. Nov. b. 18b7.
Asher
H.
of
that
said
Monroe
may
praying
Mayo
be appointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased.
Ordered, That said petitioner give notice to all
Ask your Grocer to-day to show you a package
persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively of GRAIN
O, the new food drink that takes the
in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast,
place of coffee. The children may drink it withthat they may appear at a Probate Court, to be
held at Belfast within ami for said County, on out injury as well as the adult. All who try it.
the second Tuesday of December next, at ten of like
it. GRAIN-O has that rich seal brown ol
tthe clock before noon, and show cause, if any
they have, why the prayer of said petitioner Mocha or Java, but it is made from pure grains,
should not be granted.
and the most delieate stomach receives it without
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
distress. 1 4 the price of coffee ami 25 cents per
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
package. Sold by all grocers.

CHARLES

TRY GRAIN-0!

TRY GRAIN 0 !

E

in Vineyard sound and adjacent waters.
From 1887 to 1890, inclusive, the number
of eggs collected was 17,821,000.
ennuis Steps Necessary to Prevent Extinction
From the eggs collected up to 1889 the
I'nlled Stales Fish Commissioners
„i Kish.
average production of fry was about 54
,all Attention to the Subject In Their Annual
per cent.
Report.
In 1894 lobster propagation was underStates
fish
commissioners
United
taken at Gloucester, and a collection of
that unless some determined steps 10.000. 000 eggs was made there.
During the fiscal year 1896 the number
taken to protect the lobsters, that
of eggs taken by the fish commission was
s
of fish will be extinct within a
105.188.000, the resulting fry liberated
•oars.
t apt. Ilarry l’roctor of the
numbering 97,579,000, or about 93 per
ft
police, who has charge of the cent.; and in 1897 the collections amountation of “short lobster” fishermen, ed to 150,000,000 eggs, of which 135,000,i\ concurs in this statement, says
000, or 90 per cent, were hatched.
Collections are made from Woods’ Hole
S.LStou
Herald, and amends it by
and Gloucester by steam launches and
that these steps should he taken
n-c in order to
protect the lobster sailing vessels. The steam lauuches visit
the near points three or four times a
lies of Massachusetts,
week to obtain egg-bearing lobsters. The
he present law is good theoretically,
vessels collect at more distant points in
weak from a practical point of view,”
Connecticut and Maine. Local agents at
“It seems to me that it ought
-aid.
Boston and Plymouth and Kittery Point,
amended so that one of two things
result—either that there shall be a Me., also collect egg-bearing lobsters,
which are held in live-boxes until the
Months' ‘close season,' just as there
Nova Scotia, or that the traps shall agent has a sufficient number to make a
On the arrival of the vessel or
•ustructed so that the small lobsters
trip.
launch at the station the lobsters are
be able to escape.
transferred to tanks supplied with runnr present law provides that each
>;er shall be 10 1-2
inches in length,
ning water, and held until the spawninposes a penalty of $5 for each lob- taker is ready to strip the eggs.
It has been the policy of the commistaken under that length.
It is diffision to liberate the fry as soon after
to detect the violators of the law,
ver.
They are tricky and it is only hatching as possible. They are taken
spectiug some one and watching him out in ordinary 10-gallon transportation
♦
.deuce can be obtained.
cans, about 200,000* being placed in a can
lie latest trick in the business is to for short shipments and 125,000 for long
the boat and break off the tails of shipments, and liberated in the vicinity
>!. as fast as they are taken from the of the grounds from which the adult lobsWhen this is impractiThen the meat is extracted and ters were taken.
to the different summer hotels.
In cable, they are liberated in Vineyard
w tli an outgoing
way the lobster fisherman can keep sound and Buzzard’s bay
tide, so as to insure their wide distribuyes “peeled” for miles around, so
tion.
The question t o the transportation
:’ is almost impossible to get near
to him to detect him.
When you of lobster fry any giv at distance is still an
unsettled one, as in but few instances lias
•ifr that two out of every three lobauglu are under the statutory size, it been attempted to ship them by rail,
and
then the trips were comparatively
an icadiiN see that the depredations
in', to an immense total.
short, namely, from Woods’ Hole to Cold
Springs Harbor, N. V. ; from Woods’
m
prosecutions seem to have little Hole to iToviueetown and Plymouth, and
The
in lessening the number of violators from Gloucester to Kittery Point.
law.
During the past season we shipments from Woods’ Hole have all
been very successful, and there seems lituses enough to make a total of nearu.oOO in tines, yet the business stems tle doubt that the young lobsters will
light along. In some instances the stand transportation for 24 hours with excellent results.
1.1 oi > are let off before the grand jury
The average size of lobsters caught for
-count
of their poverty, hut this
market is now much less than it was in
Dist
\tty. White was so irnpressi• ithe number of
violations of the the earlier dn\s of the fishery, and their
1 it In- asked for full judgment in
average weight is probably not over two
A lobster
nine inches long
case.
pounds.
\«-v:i >cotia they nave a
lose seaweighs, "ii an average, 1 1-6 pounds; a
in 1-2 ile■ li lobster, 1 5 4 pounds; a 12-inch
six months.
1 have no doubt that
!
*
.]io>ii ion to establish a similai sea- lobster, 2 pounds, and a 15-inch lobster,
5 pounds, while a lobster 20 inches
.no would meet with ;« lively protest
j1 4 to
Lobsters
many fishermen who depend for long weighs 20 pounds or more.
'iving "ii the lobster catch »f the ! weighing as much as 15 or 20 pounds are
uud. On the other hand, however. : uncommon, and those weighing over 20
iiiiiu t i*e summer season that the ! Pounds are very rare.
Up to a recent
date the largest lobster of authenticated
si
no in near shore for t be purIn 1S97,
•t
o;
oiling and to shed their shells, j v eight was about 25 pounds.
h *wever, Three lobsters, each weighing
t ho\ are shedding their shells they
semi-dormant state and ate easily over 2,0 pounds, were taken off Sandy
Hook. N. J., the weight of the largest
The fishermen take advantage
is and lessen the
number each year. ! being 2,2, pounds. The male lobster weighs
o
time will come when we will not mere than the female lobster of the same
any 1--hsters, just, as the report of | length, the difference in 11 iucli lobsters,
uamission states, unless some efTort. for instance, being about a quarter of a
ado to change existing conditions. | pound.
|
estahiishment of a ‘close season*
d proteet the lobsters in that critical |
Thanksgiving Proclamation.
when they are breeding and shedding |
shells, and would thus enable the j
Hj (he President of ihe United Stales:
To

Protect

the

Lobster.

1

to

propagate.

The fishermen realize that the catch
>uiiig smaller and would be glad to
omlitions changed.
Fully two-thirds
cm would like to have the laws obeyhut the greed of the other third keeps
n constantly
violating the law in this

remembrance of God's goodness to
during the past year, which has been
abundant, “let us offer unto Him our

In
us

i

II

s»*

thanksgiving and pay

our

vows

to the

Most High.”
Under his watchful provithe con; deuce industry has prospered,
ditions of labor have been improved, the
j rewards of the
ect.
husbandman have been inNow, if the slats of the lobster pots i creased, and the comforts of our homes
]daced about two inches apart it multiplied. His mighty hand has preservd.d he impossible to catch short lobi ed peace and protected the nation. Res. because the little fellows would slip
for law and order has been strengthween the slats.
1 think this would spect
ened, love of free institutions cherished,
me solution of
the difficulty—to inand all sections of our beloved country
dy statute that the slats of cages shall
brought into closer bonds of fraternal revo inches or an inch and three-quarand generous co-operation.
For
1 gard
ip;ut, so that the short lobsters can- these
great benefits it is our duty to praise
held, because 1 do not believe the the Lord in a
spirit of humility and
*'stion of a 'close season’ would he j
i gratitude, and to offer up to Him our
dar.”
i

most earnest

supplications.

1
That we may ackowledge our obligations
treating this subject, the report of as a
people to Him who has so graciously
nited Mates fish commissioners says: j
us the blessings of free goveru!
ie
ibstei is the most important crus- granted
rnont and material prosperity, I. William
u "i the United States.
It is the ob- j!
McKinley, President of the United States,
■i a special fishery, carried on with
do hereby designate and set apart Thurso traps, in
all the coast States from
the 'Sjtli day of November, for na■a-a re noiiliward,
and also in Nova day,
tional thanksgiving and prayer, which all
a.
New limnswick, Prince Edward
of the people are invited to observe with
In
d. tymb.-r and Newfoundland.
service in their rewimie the fishery is more im- appropriate religious
of worship.
On this day
ir.i
than in any other State, tlie spective places
of rejoicing and domestic reunion let our
is the principal fishery product.
prayers ascend to the giver of every good
»2 ovei
',500 persons were engaged :md
perfect gift for the continuance of IIis
is fishery in the United States; the
love and favor to us, that our hearts may
mi invested was about ><>50,000, and
he filled with charity and good will, and
atch amounted to 25.725,000 pounds,
that we may be ever worthy of Ilis beuei it > 1.002,000.
In 1880 the yield
ficient concern.
•mt little smaller (20,240,000 pounds,)
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set
'lie market value was much less, hemy hand and caused the seal of the Unitrn ly 8488,000.
ed States to be affixed.
Done at the city
t ween
1880 and 1892-the New Engof Washington this twenty-ninth day of
lobster catch decreased over 7,000,October, in the year of our Lord one
pounds, or 23 per cent., while the thousand
eight hundred and ninty-seven,
increased over 8200,000, or 25 per
and of the independence of the United
For a number of years this fishery
States the one hundred and twenty-second.
ted the anomaly of a diminishing
William McKinley.
and an augmented catch, owing to
By the President:
core active prosecution of the husiJohn Sherman,
: hut. the decline in the yield has for
Secretary of State.
<* time been
unchecked, notwitlistandthe employment of more apparatus
An Annual Burden.
the prolongation of the fishing seaAt this time of the year a great many peoWith a singular disregard for their
welfare, many fishermen have con- ple take on their shoulders a burden which
until spring, a burden that you
illy violated the State laws for the they carry as
well he without, and so escape
might just
•etion of small, immature lobsters
months of self indicted trouble anti
females bearing eggs.
Only the rigid something worse. We refer to theperhaps
usual
rcemeut of restrictive measures by
“Fall colds and coughs” that by some are
Mates and the extensive artificial pro- believed to be as necessary as the coming of
ition of the lobster can ward off the the first winter mouths. Why not make
notion which threatens this valuable this winter an exception and get through it
without such an affliction. There is a rem,•
■ry.
kuown everywhere, Angier’s Petroleum
egg-bearing lobsters were not liable edy
with Hypohosphites of Lime ami
■struction by man, artificial propaga- Emulsion,
Soda, which is especially adapted for anyone
would hardly be necessary.
Not- who is
susceptible to coughs, colds, bron>tauding the enactment laws prohib- chitis or any throat or lung trouble. It will
the sale of “berried” lobsters, the keep you from such ills and it will cure you
of them when they are once contracted, if
i'-nt sacrifice of such lobsters, with
do not wait until they become too firmeggs, and of many immature lob- you
lias seriously reduced tlie lobster ly seated. Your druggist or your doctor will
tell you about Angier’s Petroleum Emuland rendered active and stringent
sion, and you will find that it lias all the
ires
imperative.
By the present virtues of cod-liver oil, without any of its
><ls millions of lobster eggs are an- disagreeable features, for unlike cod-liver
v
taken and hatched that would lie ! oil it is almost tasteless, and where it differs
and the females producing them, j still more is that it is a great digestion promoter and not a regular “stomach upsetter.”
uting to several thousands, are lib- I Just
try this means of passing a winter uuj
by such disagreeable, to say
>i
to lss.-j
experiments bad been |; interrupted
notiiing of what may prove to be dangerous,
icted at various points looking to ; troubles. You will find
This lityou can.
itliciiil propagation of the lobster, j tie bit of advice may be worth a great deal
lily practical attempts of this nature to you, if you will but heed it, and it will
cost you but very little to find out how valin us to those made by the fish com■mu
were by means of
“parking,” uale it is.
is, holding in large, naturally iuclosCriehaven Chit-Chat.
isins, lobsters that had been injured,
shelled ones, and those below marH. D. Crie has returned from a trip to
able size.
Occasionally female lobs- Bangor and through the country selling
with spawn were placed in the same Star Brand.codfish, of which Crie Bros, are
One of these parks was es- the preparers_H. L. Woodcock of Belfast
insures.
mlished in Massachusetts in 1S72, but is here on a gunning trip. He is the guest
■
afterward abandoned; another was of H. D. Crie.Edward Erickson, who has
been fishing here the past two years, went
on the coast of Maine about
f ablisbed
to Portland Sunday on Str. Carrie & Mildred
a
It was soon demonstrated, howen route for Norway, where he intends to
1, that the results from inclosures of
spend the winter with his people.Peter
is character, so far as the rearing of the
Mitchell has launched his new boat-Her■sters from the young were concerned,
man Simpson has given up the lobster busiild not be sufficient to materially afness and will go to Bueksport to live.Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Simpson have gone to Ruckt the
general supply.
sport to visit relatives.Capt. Edward
lie completion ot tlie new marine laoJordan lias finished his fishing season here
mtory and hatchery at Woods’ Hole in and went to Ills home in Camden last w'eek.
with its complete system of salt wa.Capt. Thomas Ames has gone to Owl’s
circulation, permitted the coinmence- Head to spent the winter with his sou Henry.
nt of experiments in artificial hatching
.Capt. Albert Hall of this place has made
'< a
large scale, which had not been prac- the school a present of a very nice organ and
ul theretofore, although small quanti- A1 mon Davis has presented it with an eleof lobster eggs, as well as those of gant flag. [Rockland Courier-Gazette.
ln r crustaceans, had been successfully
'lied.
lu 1881) the experiments had
Auyone who suffers from that terrible
plague, Itching Piles, will appreciate the
"gressqd so successfully that several immediate
relief and perm went cure that
iliion eggs were collected and hatched
co?nes through the use of Doan’s Ointment.
Woods’ Hole, the fry being deposited It never
fails.

j

■

■

>

■

■

Stockings when taken off should not be
thrown on the floor, but hung up.
A little bag of quicklime put among
steel articles will prevent their rusting.

for men is,
the shoe of
r sense,
Dol- I
t. fars and cents,
and brains
?and sensei
> can’t produce,
a better shoe
for the price.1
t. Comfort
!
:

Mice abhor camphor, and will not visit
or closets in which it is kept.

drawers

t, the shoe

quali ty

and make
desire to have.
ture

is I
of (

On1y

—

1

—

highest.

A.

M.

Rely

as

good

a

polish

as

of
in I
the |

regular

manner.

All fruit looks nicer on delicate, light
china.
A few leaves in the fruit dish add
wonderfully to the effect upon the eyes,
and the eyes coax the appetite when
nothing else will.

Obituary.
Enoch B. Hill, a prominent citizen and
long time resident of Bucksport, died suddenly Tuesday, night, Nov. 9th, at his resi-

Scraps of soap may be placed in a
Mr. Hill came
dence on School street.
home Tuesday evening in his usual health. double boiler, allowed to become soft,
and then moulded into any desired shape.
About 8 o’clock he complained of pains
If it does not melt readily, pour a little
across his stomach and before a physician
could be summoned he had passed away. water on it while heating.
Enoch B. Hill was born in Sullivan and at
Marble statuary may be cleaned by a
the time of his death was 09 years of age.
solution made by boiling one-fourth
He was the son of Nahum and Hannah
pound pearlash for two hours iu two
Hill.
When a young man he moved to
quarts of water, lay it on the marble for
Bucksport and engaged in business with twenty-four hours; then wash it oil.
Later
his brother, the late N. T. Hill.
The white of a raw egg is the most
they dissolved partnership and Mr. Hill
entered the furniture business on Main satisfactory of pastes, and is better than
street, in which he continued up to the any prepared mucilage or paste one can
About ten years ago buy.
time of his death.
Papers to be put over tumblers of
he married Miss Sarah Winslow of Dexter, j jelly and jam will buhl very securely and
Of the immediate { be air-tight if dipped in the white of an
who survives him.
family there are left one brother and four eggsisters, Win. W. Hill of East Sullivan,
Bedrooms should be well ventilated and
Mrs. A. II. Genn of Bucksport, Mrs.
aired every morning after they
Ephraim Harding of Auburndale, Mass., carefully
( anopies are graceful and
are vacated.
Mrs. D. L. Emery of Boston and Mrs.
to a bed, but
The stately looking accessories
Chas.
Campbell of Cherryficld.
heavy draperies should be avoided iu the
funeral was held Friday at L' o’clock.
sick room, and windows should be kept
No one
open a little the night through.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla is prepared by experi- can
keep a clear healthy complexion by
enced pharmacists who know precisely the
breathing impure air.
nature and quality of all ingredients used.
A soft cloth wet with milk and rubbed
“Mamma, why do you whip no ?” “It is
Veil. Mam- over boots and shoes three or four times
because 1 love you, Bobbie.”
a
month will improve the appearance of
ma, I wish you wouldn't love me so much.”
the leather and help to keep it soft and
[Brooklyn Life.
thus make it last longer.
An Opporlunliy You \ow Have
A
of testing the curative effects of Ely’s Cream
practical housewife recommends
Balm, the most positive Cure tor Catarrh keeping attic windows closed instead of
known.
Ask your druggist for a 10-cent
A garret freely aired will attract
open.
trial size or seud 10 cents, we will mail it.
and harbor moths; iu the moth season,
Full size 50 cents.
therefore, the windows should be kept
ELY BROS., ”>(» Warren St., N. Y. City.
My son was afllieted with catarrh. I in- closed. There will be no musty smell in
duced him to try Ely’s Cream Balm ami the a room so hot and dry.
disagreeable catarrhal smell all left him. He I
A wash that will remove the oily apappears as well as any one. J. C. Olinstead,
Areola, 111.
pearance of the skin consists of a teaHard Luck. “I see here in the paper that spoonful of tincture of benzoin added to
fifteen teaspoonfuls of soft water, shaksome feller has a corner in wheat,” said Mrs.
Put this on the face
Beau pod. “Gosh!" replied Farmer Beaupod. ing thoroughly.
“Sorry fer him. I lied a whole field, and with a small sponge or bit of old linen
wisht I’d lied more.” [Philadelphia North rag, and let it dry on.
It leaves a dainty
American.
fragrance much resembling mignonette
Awful Experience with Heart I>is- j or heliotrope.
ease.—That l>r. Agnew’s Cure for the Heart
works like magic, and cures is proven by |
Spectacles and eye-glasses should be
the testimony of Mr. L. J. Law, Toronto, kept perfectly clean and clear, otherwise
Can.
“1 was so sorely troubled with heart the
A
eyes will be strained and injured.
disease that I was unable for 18 months to I famous
optician says glasses and spectacles
lie down in bed lest I smother. After taking
should be placed in a washbowl and soakone dose of Dr. Aguew’s Heart Cure, I reTheu they should
tired and slept soundly.
I used one bottle ed in warm water.
be washed with soap and rubbed with a
and the trouble has not returned.—5.
soft nail brush.
Polish them with tooth
Mother : “Johnny, I see your little brother
and give them a final rub with
has the smaller apple. Did you give him powder
I
his choice,
as
suggested?” Johnny: tissue paper. A few drops of ammonia
“Yes’rn. I told him he could have his choice, may be added to the water in which the
the little one or none, and he took the little glasses are soaked.
one.” [Tit-Bits.
Fly specks may be removed from picIs Catarrh Your Life’s Cloud?—Emiture frames in the following way: Put a
nent nose and throat specialists in daily
little spirits of wine in a saucer, add a
practice highly recommend Dr. Agnew’s
Catarrhal Powder, as safe, sure, permanent, few drops of sal ammoniac, shake or stir
painless and harmless, in all cases of Cold the mixture well, then apply with a small,
in
the Head, Tonsilitis, Hoarseness, and soft camel’s-hair brush; five minutes later
Catarrh. It gives relief in 10 minutes, and rinse with a larger brush dipped in soft
banished the disease like magic.—(>.
Let the frames dry without wipwater.
First Passenger: “Would you—ah—lend ing, in an airy place or near the fire, to
me your spectacles a moment, please?” Secavoid staining the gilding.
When cleanond Passenger: “Certainly,sir.” First Pas- ing bronze statuettes, chandeliers and
senger: “Ah—thank you ; now, as you can- lamps with this
preparation, rinse oti
not see to read your paper, would you mind
with lukewarm water, then polish the
me
have
it, please?” [Tit-Bits.
letting
bronze softly with leather or an old silk
Piles Cured in 3 to G Nights.—One
rag.

Barnum. Chronicle Building San
Pacific Coast Agent of the
Crescent Route, and formerly

Francisco,

Steamers for Alaska.

Philadelphia, Nov. IX. The most
important project yet launched for the
A Perilous Comparison. “Todd, your wife Alaskan gold fields was consummated
lias a voice like velvet.” “Gracious! Don’t here
yesterday, when the Yukon Company
talk so loud. If she should hear that, I
would have to get her a lot of gowns to of Seattle, Wash., executed a contract
match it.” [Chicago Record.
with the Roach Shipbuilding Company at
Pill-Dosed.—With nauseous, big purgers,
Chester, Pa., for two 5000-ton steamships
prejudices people against pills generally.
Dr. Aguew’s Liver Pills are revolutionizing to ply between Seattle, Wash., and St.
the pill demand—They’re so pleasant and Michaels, Alaska, to connect at the latter
out a rival. Thousands of testimonials if
you want evidence. 85 cents.—7.

small and so is
the price—10 cents for 40 doses. Biliousness,
Sick
Headache,
Constipation dispelled.
Work like a charm.—8.
easy to

take—The doses

are

NATHAN F.

the 4th

on

point with the fleet of 12 Y'uknn River

steamers now being built by Moran Bros,
at Seattle.
The ships to be built by the Roaches
“It’s real mean!” the young woman ex- will be the largest and most complete
her
mother
matter?
the
“What’s
claimed.
American steamships on the Pacific coast.
inquired. “Before I married Herbert I made They will be 418 feet long and 27 feet
bim promise to pass every evening at borne
deep, and will have a carrying capacity of
with me, and now lie says he is sorry he
tons and 1,000 passengers.
All of
can’t take me to the theatre without break- 4,200
the passengers have berth accommodaing his word.” [Tit-Bits.
tions.
The ships are designed to make a
Rebel In Six Hours.
speed of lti knots an hour, and it is claimed that they will be the fastest on the PaDistressing Kidney and Bladder disease
They will cost $1,000,000 and
relieved in six hours by “New Great South cific coast.
It is a great surprise on work on them is being pushed night and
American Cure.”
in
reaccount of its exceeding promptness
day to have them ready for the opening of
lieving pain in bladder, kidneys and hack, navigation in the spring.
Relieves retention of
in male or female.
Andrew F. Burleigh of Seattle, the
If you want
water almost immediately.
President of the company, on Monday
is the remedy.
this
cure
and
relief
quick
the contract with Moran Bros, at
1
Sold by A. A. Howes and Co., Druggists, signed
Seattle for a fleet of 12 large river steam1**28
Belfast, Me.
ers for the Yukon, to run from St.
MichWorking for another piece. ‘‘Now, Rob- aels to Dawson City, in addition to two
the
before
company ; tow boats and 25
bie,” said mamma just
freight barges. The
sat down to dinner, “remember, you must
will sell through tickets with
Robbie didn’t; hut he company
not ask for more pie.
first-class passenger accommodati ms and
finished his piece with much promptness,
the passengers to carry a ton of
took a long breath, and addressed himself entitling
at his right. freight through from .Seattle to Dawson
very audibly to the guests
asked.
to
he
he
delivered at the latter point
[Judge. City,
“Ain't that dandy pie?”
within 20 days, which will beat all records.
$100.
Dr. K. Dctthon’s Anti Diuretic
Assignment ot Sullivan Granite Co.
May be worth to you more than 8100 if
you have a child who soils bedding from inThe Sullivan Granite Co., of West SulCures
couteneuce of water during sleep.
old and young alike. It arrests the trouble livan, has made an assignment to Dunbar
The liabilities are
at ouce, 81* Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Bros., of that place.
Iy28
said to be $25,000, while the assets are
Druggists, Belfast, Me.
less
than
$1,000.
“Hello, Brown. How did you get your
The company was organized in 1891,and
face scarred so?” “Got run over by a truck.”
I
was
is
it
see
“No,
“Dnlu’t you
coming?”
composed of C. O. Emery, E. B. Collooking over my shoulder at the new moon cord and W. W. Case, all of Rockland.
for luck.”
[Indianapolis Journal.
Mr. Colcord has been manager of the
works. The reason assigned for the cause
ttheumatlsm Cured in a Day.
of the failure is an inability to make col“Mystic Cure” for Rheumatism and Neuralgia radically cures in 1 to 3 days. Its lections.
It is understood that a new company
action upon the system is remarkable aud
mysterious. It removes at ouce the cause will be formed to operate the quarry.
and the disease immediately disappears.
The first dose greatly benefits: 75 cents.
Secretary Wilson of the Department of
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co. Druggists, BelAgriculture, in his annual report which
4mo45
fast.
has just beeu presented to the President,
A Sure Rule. “I can tell everything that points out the importance of the farmers
the
remarked
man writes,”
discerning critic. of the United States supplying from their
“How?” “If it’s poetry he begins each senown production the $400,000,000 worth of
tence with ‘O.’ and if it’s prose he begins it
articles for which we send this amount of
with ‘1.’
[ Washington Star.
$100,000,000
money abroad every year.
T. F. Anthony, Ex-Postmaster of Promise of this is
for sugar and the remainder for
City, Iowa, says: “I bought one bottle of
wines, animals, rice, llax,
‘Mystic Cure’ for Rheumatism, and two ! hides, fruits,
doses of it did me more good than any medi- I cheese, grains of various sorts, and other
cine l ever took
Sold by A. A. Howes & articles which can be produced by the
farmers of this country.
4 i;45.
Co., Druggists, Belfast.

Day of November, 1897.

HOUSTON, President.

JOHN H. QUIMBY, TreasurerWILLIAM H. QUIMBY, Assistant Treasurer.

Queen and

LIABILITIES'

Deposits.$1,086,386
Reserve Fund.
Undivided Profits.

$1,162,086 05

Par
I'aluc.

Estimated and
Market Value.
$56,500 00
38,287 50
70,000 00
89,337 50
70,000 00
80,325 00
30,000 00
34,425 00

Public Funds Oumea.
United States Reg. 4s., 1907.
United States Coupon, 4s., 1925.
United States Reg. 4s., 1925.,
United States Reg.. 5s., 1904.
United States Coupon, 5s., 1904

$50,000 00
30,000 00

—

....

Total United States bonds owned.

250,000 00
60,000 00
4,000 00

Columbia, 7s., 1901, Water.
City of Belfast, 6s., 1898
Clinton Gore 6s., 1900.
District of

a

prominent

hfhoabast

compelled
supplies of your remedies,
and have always
kept them on hand for
the benefit of myself and
friends.
I
carry a pocket case in my valise when
traveling in case any of my chance acquaintances should need assistance.
I
have frequently given awav
some of the
remedies to people in distress.
T have
great faith in Munyon's remedies.”
Rheumatism is known as the stuhbornttwin not succumb to
for

nV°LHfS'
k
f

except the right
nyd Munyon
\Tn
m^,c,n®
has the right kind, and
6
Cent of all cases
Xitt1.
7'8?
submitted to
his pfr
treatment.
Munvon’s
Cure is ftuaranteert to be
Hheumapm
absolutely harmless and a

k

strontr tonic
buiidiner up the weak and dehi'itatnd
Prof. Munyon puts up a
separate
mre
for eaeh disease.
At all drmptists. mosta
vial
Personal letters to
td
Prof Mimyon. 1.505 Arch
Street, Philadelphta Pa., answered with free medical
advice for any disease.
in

15,00000
20,000 00
5,000 00
2,000 00
5,000 00
5,000 00
2,852 25
5,000 00
5,500 00
10,000 00
5,000 00

Total Public Funds out of Maine.

98,352 25

('/target/
Hooks.

on

Total.

$50,000 00
30,000 00

70,000 00
70,000 00

30,000 00
$250,000 (XI
50,000 00

50,000 00
4,000 00
500 00

4,500 00

5,075 00
5,100 00
6,090 00
2,020 00
15,30000
20,200 00

5,050 00
2,010 00
5,425 00
5,000

00

2,937 82
5,025 00
5,582 50
11.20000
5,150 00

5,000 00
5,000 00
6,000 00
2,000 00
16,00000
20,000 00
5,000 00
2,000 00
5,000 00
5,00000
2,852 25
5,000 00
5.500 00

10,000 00
5,000 00
98,352 25

ijtrnru-.

Belfast & Moosehead Lake, 4s., 1921.
Maine Central 5s 1923
Maine Central 7s., 1912.
Portland & Ogdenslmrg 5s., 1905.

57,500 00

Total Railroad Bonds of Maine.

83,500 00

9,0*'«M>o

12,000 00
6,000 00

Atchison, Topeka A Santa Fe. Gen. Mort.,
: 4s., 1995
Atchison, Topeka & Santa 1 e, Ad j. 4 s.. 1995.
Burlington A Missouri River (>s., 1918
Cedar Rapids A Missouri River, 7s., 101(5_
C entral Pacific Os., 1898
(Jliicago, Burlington A Quincy 4s 1919_
Chicago, Burlington A Quincy 4s.. 1921
Chicago, Burlington A Quincy 5s.. Idol.
Chicago, Burlington A Northern 6s.. 102(5..,
Chicago, Milwaukee & St Paul 7s.. 1905
Chicago A West Michigan 5s., 1021
Columbus Consolidated Street, (>Lio.5s,1909.
Eastern (is., 100(5
Fremont,Elkhorn A Missouri Valley Os,1933.
Illinois Central *5s., 1898 .'..
Iowa Falls A Sioux City 7s., 1017
Jackson; Lansing A Saginaw 5s., 19*>1.
Kansas City Cable 5s., 190 L.
Lexington, Passenger A Belt, Ky.. Os., 1908.
New York & Rockawav Beat'll 5s., 1927
Omaha Street, Neb.. 5s., 1014.
Sioux City A Pacific Os., 1808.

£,ents

500 00

6.000 00
6,000 00
2,000 00

Springfield,O.,6s.,1897-1900,St. Imp.
Sioux City,la.,4 l-2s., 1899, Iud.S.D.
Toledo, ()., 5s.. 1899, St. Imp.
West Bay City, Mich., 5s., 1925, Fund
West Haven, Conn.,4 l-2s., 1909, Sell.

minron-u nniii'.s

56,000 00
4,080 00

4,500 00
5,000 00

•*

several of my friends
a?ld also some
of
that
great
r,1,8avey°ur
agency was e-stab°n ®£fore
the coast I was
to

serui

500 00

Total Public Funds of Maine.-—
County of Franklin, ()., 6s. ,1897-8, Gen. Fund,
Harding, ()., 6s., 1898, PikeMercer, O 5s., 1898-9, Ditch.
Summit, O., 5s., 1898, Bridge.
City of Ashland, Wis., 6s., 1899, Opt. St.Imp.
Boston, Reg. 4s., 1899.
Cincinnati, O., 6s.. 1909, Munc.
I). fiance, O 5s., 1897-8, St. Imp.
East Liverpool, O
6s., 1914, Opt.
Fund.
Fremont, *Neb., 5s., 1909, Sell. I)ist..

business man of Buffalo N.
Munyon’s Rheumatism Cure

19

65,000 OO
20,698 86

RESOURCES;

j

application gives relief, Dr. Agnew’s Ointment is a boon for Itching Piles, or Blind,
Bleeding Piles, it relieves quickly and permanently. In skin eruptions it stands with-

As it existed

one can

It is well to soak under flannels that
have become hard from much perspiration
in a weak solution of soda and water for
half an hour before washing them in the

Agents, Belfast.

Belfast Savings Bank, Belfast,

Munyon.

A small dish of fine charcoal kept upon
shelf of a dark closet or in the refrigerator, and renewed every week, will absorb
all odors and help to keep things fresh
and sweet.

H. FRANCIS & CO
Sole

on

a

one

quality

each

Men and Travelers

Equal parts of milk and water applied
with a small sponge will make the leaves
of a palm or rubber plant look like wax
and prevent them turning brown.

many prices.
standard

Railway

Two parts of crude oil and one part of
turpentine remove white spots from furni-

—

through and
through.
Many styles,

UN THE RAIL.

A little kerosene put on the dust cloth
will brighten furniture wonderfully and
prevenr the dust from flying from one
piece to the other.

—

! durability
r style.
It

STATEHENT OF THE CONDITION OF THE

Kain water is the best and pureBt water
for bathing delicate complexions.

Be
Crawford
Shoe !

■

1

Hints.

Household

......

..

Total Railroad Bonds out of Maine.

12,000 00
(>,500 00
3.on0 oo
9,f»on 00
4,n(iunii
10,000 00
10,000 uo
12,o0o()0
1 o,()00(m»
10,000 *>0

10,000
15,00*)

00
00

12.oon.io
15.**00 00
14,000 00
5.000 00
5.non 00

15,00000
lo.oonoo
lo.noono
5,ono on

10,00000

57,500 00
0.900 00

1(5,200
5,250

no
oo

57,500 00
o.nno
12,000
5,non

on
oo
nn

83,500 0(1
10.320 00
3.737 50
3.4,son*)
12.92*; oo
4.ns'o oo
] o.nno no
9,2*inon
12,24m no

loVnn

]2,0<»onn
conn
3,000
o.f.on

oo
nn

on

4^..

iojhmi
jo.noo
12c""

nc
nn
nn

no

in'nnnnn

13.50(»OO
;,.r,on 00
i.v. ,*.n on
14.!<•*» *>o
10.5*1 nn
14.2-on <m
o.75*> no
5. Mono
15. nino.
ln.oon.Mi
lo.inooo
4,9nn no
I0320U <>n

m.noonn

in'nnnnn
i.Vnuo nn
]2.n(.nnn
1 r> non no
...

5’onn on
r*,noo

00

i.Y.muhm,,
jn’nnnnn
lo'ooooo
5.1 m m nn
lnnnono

213,000 00

orporot um /Pools Oir;0'd
Belfast Coliseum Co.. 4s., 1900
Belfast Industrial Real Estate Co., 4s., 1900.

210 500 o(J

(

1.20000
O.0O0 oO
1.708 45
20.000 O"

Belfast Hotel Co.. 4s., 1899.
Union Water Power Co., Lewiston, os., 1904.

Corporation Bonds of Maine.

Total

i.-'inon
■

m

1,7('.s
2".nnn

1^011

on

7,

;

cTs'j

4;,
nn

•jn'o.

28,908 45

Freeman Mfg. Co
North Adams, Mass., Os.,
1898.

25,000 00

28 908 45

25,uni.

m

25.000 0»>

on

25.00-•

Railroad stork Oirnrd.

The
Proof

.

|i
!

\
;\
i

ij

of the quality of flour is in
the eating of bread made of
it.
A taste of bread made
of Rob Roy Flour will
prove the claim—“The
finest ■winter wheat patent
flour in the United Stales.”

Belfast & Moosehead Lake.

3,300

Atchison, Topeka A Santa Fe, preferred.
Corporation Stork Oirnrd.
Belfast Light and Power Company.

p.nnnon
22,5on

Xationol flank Stork Owned.
Belfast National Bank, Belfast.
Casco National Bank, Portland
First National Bank, Portland
National Shoe and Leather Bank, Auburn..
So. Berwick National Bank, So. Berwick.

I2.on<‘ on
13.int.MM)
ln,20uoo
2,00n no
2.75n on

...

j

I
I

f

...

i

ROB ROY.
||
P9.
|

everywhere.
WM. A. COOMBS, Cold water, Mich,

The
Doctor

I

II

i|

loans

il

1

^ «£

1

1
1

or

They cost 35 certs only. See that he
L. F.”
gives you the right kind, the

<

Water

prescription de-

requiring

We also

A. A.

no

no

rr,n

m

31m nn
]ooon

00
00
00
00

4,onn

Oo
00
no

700

on

4.00O00
3,000 00
4.5oo 00
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Belfast Coliseum Company.
Belfast Loan and Building Association
Little Andn. scoggin Water Power Co.. Auburn
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Loans on Belfast National Bank stock
Loan to Belfast Light and Pow r Company..
Loan to town of Monroe
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pure water...
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Due depositors, earned dividend and accrued
State tax..

1,102,52 -19

Estimated market value of resources above
liability for deposits, earned dividend and
State tax.

$142,409 77

Annual expenses,
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Unpaid accrued interest.
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Our druggists always keeps them. Get
a bottle, and I know
you’ll be
all right when I come again.”
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Belfast Water Company
Butte City Water Company, Montana
Crystal Water Company, Staten Island.
Equitable Mortgage Comjiauy, New York...
Fort Smith Water Company. Ark
Knox Cas anrl Electric Co Rockland
Middlesex Fells Spring Co., Mass.
Oshkosh Water Company, Wis..
Paris Water Company, Ky..
Richmond Water and Light Co., Ky.
Stalford Springs, Company, Conn.
Waverly Woolen Company, Pittsfield
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Belfast & Moosehead Lake.
Cambridge Street, Mass..
Cedar Rapids & Missouri River..
Northern.
Chicago, Burlington
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
Consolidated Terminal, Kansas City...
Consolidated of Vermont.—
Evansville Street, Ind.
Jamestown Street, N. V...
Little Rock and Fort Smith.
Maine Central
Sioux City and Pacific.
Wineonsin Central.

FLOUR
Sold

2,01"

United States.
County of Androscoggin.
City of Cairo, 111
City of l'errysburg, Ohio.
Village of Barrisville, Ohio.

|

is not only better, but more eco*
nomical than other brands.

nn

4.1 25 00

40,850 00

Total National Bank Stock Owned.
Loans on Public Ponds.

Loans

I

on

TIMBERLSKk,

Bank Emamifier.

BELFAST LIVERY CO.,
BELFAS f, MAINE,
Opposite

W

H
indsor Hotel

D. B. SOUTHWORTH & SOB,
The taxpayers of the city of Belfast are hereby
notified that all poll taxes and taxes on personal
estate for 1897 are now due and immediate payA discount of two per cent,
ment is requested.
will he allowed on all taxes paid before Jan. 1,
1898. 1 shall he in my office in Memorial building
from 8.30 to 11.30 a.m daily, until further notice
M. C. HILL, Tax Collector.
Belfast. Sept. 8, 1897— tf30

STORE and ROOMS
TO

REST.

Row, Belfast, is for rent.
My
Also three pleasant rooms above. Apply to
CALVIN HERVRY.
Belfast, Nov. 4, 1897.—44tf
store

on

Phenix

49 Westminster !*t., Providence, R, I.
Wants all kinds of Raw Furs, Skins, Ginseng
Seneca, Ac. Full prices guaranteed. Careful
selection, courteous treatment, immediate remit
tance.
Shipping Tags. Ropes, furnished free.
Write for latest price circulars.
(>m38

PROPRIETORS.

(W^

FURNISHED TO ORDER, NIGHT OR DAY.

Coaches, Hacks, Barges

Buckboards.

or
ORDERS BV TELEPHONE PRO/1PTLYFILLE D.

STENOGRAPHY

Bookkeepin**ctc

0-9-

thor

■ ■llWUHfll II I
f oughly taught BY MAIL
or personally
Our system of teaching gives actual
daily experience in every branch ot business, including
Banking, Merchandising, Commission. Insurance, Transportation, etc. Preparatory Department for backward students. We
train for Practical work and always secure situations for
woathy
graduates of our Business and Shorthand Courses. Students
enter any day
No vacations
Expenses moderate. Con t throw away time at
going to temporary schools when it will cost you less to attend thr BEST
\\Y
a number of students who have left
incompetent teachers in disgust
Such pc
tell us that six months here is equal to a
year in any other school

rj

r%
l \

t0 any one for first information of a vacant position
fora Bookkeeper Stenographer Teacher. Clerk or
which wc successfully fill. Business houses supplied with

A D r\
P\A/
Ci YV Al\U

Telegraph operator

competent assistants without charge. Refer to prominent patrons in every part of the world
The next best thing to attending the MOST CELEBRATED BUSINESS SCHOOL in America
is tc take our INSTRUCTION BY MAIL.
If you are unemployed and willing to study,
send ten two-cent stamps for five easy lessons in shorthand
Beautiful Catalogue free
Address mention this paper) CLEMENT C GAINES. Present Poughkeepsie

New York

SEARSPORT
Capt. Albert
Irvin Bailey

Dix
is

South Montville. Mr. and Mrs. Wm
Clark of Bar Harbor are visiting friends in
this vicinity... W. H. and C. E. Meservey of
Rockland were the guests of C. S. Adams
last Saturday-Mrs. Frank Carter of Wor-

LOCALS.

Royal

arrived home last week.

employed

on

makes the food pure,
wholesome and delicious.

the electrics

Boston.

in

cester, Mass., is visiting her sister, Mrs. B
Knowles_Mrs. Ann Peavey has had her
house painted. The work was done by Her-

spend the

D. Blanchard of East Corinth will i
winter in town.

L. A. Colcord left last week to join
Capt. Colcord in Philadelphia.
Mrs.

The

Congi. sociable will meet
parsonage next Tuesday evening.

at

the

Mrs. Charles Sullivan and family left for
Boston Monday where they will reside.
Curtis called here Tuesday on his
way to northern Maine on a hunting trip.
Will

POWDER
Absolutely
Pure

Contribution next Sunday morniDg at
Congi. church in behalf of Maine Bible So-

ciety.

Belfast.

Mrs. Lillias Nichols, who has spent the
summer in town, has gone to Boston for the

ROYAL BAKING POWDER

CO., NEW

YORK._

winter.

Harry Robinson went to New York Wednesday to take a situation with the Swift
Beef Co.
E. L. Merithew and family left Monday by
boat for Boston, where Mr. Merithew has

employment.
dement H.

Stevens

was

thrown from his

carriage in Prospect Saturday
severe injuries.
We

aud

received

under obligation to J. E. Harding
of the Dover Democrat with an account of the trial of Kelley.

for

are

copies

Mr. and Mrs. Lincoln Ward of
in charge of W. H. Beckwith’s farm while Mr. and Mrs. B. are visiting in Boston.
are

North Stockton Springs.

Miss

Addie

At a recent meeting of the
Camden.
Camden Musical Association the following
officers were elected for the year of ’98: Dr.
W. F. Hart, president; Miss Leila Bucklin,
vice president; Miss Carrie Barstow, secretary ; C. D. Wadsworth, treasurer: Granville Poole, librarian; W. E. Tilley, musical

director; musical committee, W. E. Tetley,
Hattie Gill, Sam'l Cooper; executive committe, Dr. W. F. Hart, C. D. Wadsworth.

Belmont. Geo. W. Morse and his three
sons, A. C., Herbert and Willard, returned
home from a trip up-river last week bringing
with them eight, deer. ..Mis* C.O. Jordan is in
Centre Montville visiting her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. N. P. Bennett_Everett S. Morse
has taken a boarder. It is a girl_Miss
Ida Smalley,who has been at work in Orouo,
lias returned home.The Lend a Hand
Circle. Order of Kings Sons and Daughters,
have postponed their meeting which was to
be held Sunday, Nov. 21st, to Sunday, Nov.
28th. It will be held with Mr. and Mrs.
Fred A. Marriner.

Quite

We intend to close out

In this
one

is health and keen

there

ment, for it is the symbol

our

and have made only two

of the finest coffee grown.

line of

PANT CLOTHS *

*

enjoy-

prices

9

! jI

the entire lot,

on

Chase & Sanborn’s
Seal Brand Coffee

These

usual.

always the

is

the

is

lies

same.

Coffee

bought by the

that

It

Simie Littlefield with
a zobo coruet; story, That
Bile, Freeman
Partridge; reading, The Prayer, Wilbur

Ridley; song, Happiness, Mrs. Hattie
Calderwood; conundrums, Herman Partridge; rec., “The new version of Jack
and Jill,” Clara Ridley. F. Percy
Partridge
called onto repeat “The Minister’s Fare-

prices represent
goods. We need

the

less than half the actual value of
say no more. See for yourself.

is

best fami-

IF YOU INTEND

BUYING

A^*"—

of

America, people
who appreciate the good
things of life and insist upon
having them. When
you buy Chase & San-

wood, assisted by

was

1

THEY MUST CO.

a

Seal ?

The program was as follows:
Opening hymn, The Unclouded Day, by all;
song, Mrs. Lofty’s Jewels, Mrs. Gertie Ridley; rec.. The Railroad Crossing, Bertha
Partridge; song, Mike Elroy, Emery Calderwood; harmonica and organ duet, by
F. Percy Partridge and Emery Calderas

well Address to the Centre Sabbath school,”
Prospect Ferry. Miss Edna Ginn reheavy snow storm prea speech with many
amusing local hits, and
vailed here all day Friday, accompanied by
turned home from Dexter last Saturday....
several sougs were snug by request. After
Margaret B. Sargent found a piece of strong wind.
tlie
sound
of
Mrs.
Orilla
MeMann
and
Miss
sleighHattie Har- the
Saturday
The owner
program the company gathered around
money in her store recently.
belis on the street made us think that winter riman are visiting relatives in Winterport.
the organ and had a very enjoyable
can have the same by calling.
sing....
had indeed come....The pie sociable that -Mrs. Kate Harriman and two daughters,
The winter schools began Monday. Miss
Capt. Clifton Curtis leaves to-day, Thurs- ; was to have occurred at David Piper’s was Angelia and Kate, arrived home from a four
Viola Berry teaches the Centre, Miss Susie
day, lor Brunswick, Ga., where he will visit ! postponed to the lfith_Mrs. Etta Hawes months trip to sea last Friday_The Ladies
Merrithew the Lanpher school_Directly
his brother, Capt. Samuel Curtis.
has goue to New York for several weeks’ Circle met with Mrs. Rebecca Harriman last
after meeting last Sunday evening a comMrs. Belle Ladd, who has been visiting
visit to her sister, Mrs. E. E. Bagley.... Mrs.
Saturday evening. Twenty-five were pres- pany
gathered at Mr. Wilber Ridley’s to
friends here the past week, returned to her Caroline Piper seems to be more comfort- ent and all
enjoyed a very pleasant evening. practice singing in the new
Sunday schoo
home in Bangor by steamer Friday.
able at the present time, but her advanced -B. C. Avery and Charles Banks have
hymn hook. Mr. Lyman Partridge was a
come home
Mrs. J. H. Park went to Bangor Friday to age precludes hope of her recovery.
from Hallowell and gone to
very welcome addition to the choir.
visit hor son Fred, who is employed in
work at Mt. Waldo.... A Xmas tree with a
Unity. Work is the corn factory closed
Sandypoint. Miss Ahbie M Cousensdied
Crosby's taxidermist establishment.
very pleasing program will be given at the
Nov. 13th, aged 113 years and 3 months. She
Friday. The corn has been sent away and schoolhouse here and all are
invitFrank E. Curtis has a situation with the
cordially
the can makers have finished their work for
ed to attend. The program will be mostly was tlie daughter of the late Capt, John
American Bell Telephone Co. at New York
the present... .D. M. Park’s men from Pitts- musical.
and Hannah (French) Cousens, the oldest of
aud leaves to-day, Thursday, to accept it.
field are pressing hay for the Unity farmers.
a family of seven, two of whom now remain
Centre Montville.
The pleasant fall —Mrs. Susan
Among the arrivals this week were A. H. -Mr. Benjamin Cook will return to MonStaples and Mrs. Lydia Hall.
has given the farmers a fine opportunity for She came to her
Lor rimer, Ed. Ford, Evie Ford, Maud B. tana
very soon-Miss Ruth Berry spent
sister’s, Mrs. Staples’, about
Colcord, Laura May Carver, Mrs. Mary L. last week in Newport visiting Mrs. C. Smith. hauling dressing ftnd plowing, which has five weeks ago and died and was buried
been
as
the
Colcord and A. M. Kane.
generally
improved,
....Miss Clara Webb died at her home in
many plow- from there. She had been a great sufferer
Alva Treat made a big haul of scallops Unity Nov. 11th. She was a devoted Chris- ed pieces to be seen testify. The recent for many months from a complication of
snow
storm caught some of them quite un- diseases.
tian woman, never mindful of herself but
The funeral was held Monday
ore day last week, and proposes to continue
But afternoon, Rev. C. W. Fisher of Bangor
She leaves an prepared for such a sudden change
in the business and will supply them each always caring for others,
aged father aud mother, who will sadly miss few houses have been banked and double Seminary officiating, and was largely atweek at the doors of his customers.
her... .Mr. Parker of Auburn closed a very windows are not on. The preparations for tended by relatives and friends. The floral
Bark St. Lucie, Capt. J. T. Erskine, arrivwinter keep the farmers busy from early offerings were a standard wreath with
ed at New York Nov. Kith, 23 days from Trin- profitable term of school in the village FriHe will return to teach the winter morning until late at night....Mr. Alton “Sister” at the base, from the
day.
sisidad.
Mrs. Erskine and daughter Fastnet
term-Mrs. Gorham Clough returned to Clements has gone to Islesboro to spend the ■ters, and a large bouquet of handsome
left Wednesday to meet the captain in New
Rockland, Monday... .Mr. H. Taylor of winter-Misses Madge and Edna Thomp- chrysanthemums from nieces and nepliews,
York.
Athens is the guest of Mrs. Gerrish_The son will spend the winter in Medfield, Mass. aud several bouquets from friends and
A. J. Nickerson has in the second story of
Ladies* Sewing Circle has been reunited and -Mrs. Edward Wiley has gone to Boston neighbors. The remains were taken to the
his corn house 7,0
bushels of corn and met with Mrs.
Mary Whitney Nov. 10th; a for the winter... .Mr. Clifton Morse has family lot in the cemetery and laid beside
3,i-00 bushels of oats. It reminds one of the goodly number were
present, aud had a very husked 120 bushels of good corn which he the aged mother, who died four years ago.
ancient barns as arranged by Joseph in
Mrs. Staples and Mrs. Hall 'wish their
enjoyable time. They met Nov. lfith with raised on three-fourths of an acre.
-Egypt.
Mrs. Chas. Taylor-T. B. Cook went to
tfianks given to all those who assisted them,
Swanville. Hon. A. E. Nickerson reMrs. J. C. Nickels has presented Mariner’s Waterville Nov. 15th, where he has employand their many kindnesses will always be
turned from Orouo Saturday, accompanied
Lodge, F. & A. M., with three beautiful ment in a hardware store_Orville Fuller
remembered-Capt. James P. St w-rs left
son Percy, who
his
in
school
by
began
pictures. One is an English hunting scene, of Pittsfield is stopping with his brother,
Monday for Mexico, where lie will remain
Dist. No. 8 last Monday.... A. Eugene Nickone a
Virginia waterfall, and the other a Fred Fuller.
during the winter. Mrs. Stowers accomerson of Portland is spending a few
days at panied him to Boston and will return the
handsome landscape.
his old home-Miss Alice Dow, who was
Morrill. Rev. W. W. Ogierheld quarterlast of the week-Miss Sallie B. Rice left
Past Master McMahan and brother Rubcalled home by the illness of her little sister,
\ ins of Phoenix
Lodge, Belfast, visited ly meeting services here last Thursday after- returned Sunday-Mr. Wm. A. Bullard is last week for Boston, where she has emMariner’s
Lodge Tuesday evening, and noon and evening-The revival services visiting friends in town_Rev. R. G. Har- ployment.... Mr. Fred Perkins of Birohville
made a short visit here last week_Miss
held here under Rev. Geo. S. Hill the past
witnessed the conferring of the third degree
butt gave a very interesting lecture at our Ice/. Maxfield came, from Castine last FriA large number was present, seven lodges four weeks have resulted in several backday,
expecting to begin a term of school in
church last Suuday evening.
We regret
sliders being reclaimed, and one or two
this town, but.
owing to some mi sunderbeing represented.
that there were not more there to hear it_
have expressed a desire to become Chrisstauding the school did not opeu_Capt.
End
Rev. C. H. Wells will fiil our pulpit next B. F. Rice uow lias oil baud a supply of egg
McLaughlin, who visited friends tians. .The
meeting here of the Waldo
here in the summer, stopped till .Monday on
Sunday, at 2 30 p. in., standard time_Mrs. and stove coal of good quality aud o iu supCounty Veterans was much enjoyed by all
all who are iu need....The first suow
h:s way home from a shouting trip in the
Laura Trundy of Searsport is visiting her ply
came Nov. 13th, when about four indies fell
our citizens.
We are gra efui for, and fully
wild.* of Maim
He and a companion sucsister, Mrs. Abigail Nickerson_The Swan- in this vicinity.... Miss Maud Ginn came
appreciate, the kind words said by Comrade ville
ceeded in bringing down four deer with
Centre Sunday school held its first so- from Searsport tor a few days_Sell. Ada
Stinson in his report to The Journal, in reMilford Turner, arrived Satnumerous other small game.
ciable for the season Nov. 10th with Mrs. E. Herbert, Capt.
gard to our beautiful village, church, cemeurday from Boston. Mr. Elbridge Ginu and
A. Robertson.
The following officers were his son George were in the schooner.
The two 32-pounders secured by the Searstery and new school house-Addison O.
chosen: Mrs. H. C. Beal, president; Mrs. H.
port Memorial association arrived by schoon- Whitney, the first
martyr in our civil war,
P. White, vice president ; Mrs. H C. MarSHIP NEWS.
er Marcellus last week, aud were
discharged was not boru in this town, but his father
at Nick'-rson’s wharf Monday by a crew of
den,
secretary; Louise Cunningham, treasmoved here when Addison was a very
FORT OF BELFAST.
urer.
The next sociable will meet with
patriotic citizens, superintended by J. C. small
boy aud he lived here until his school
ARRIVED.
Mrs. H. P. White, Dec. 1st-Miss Ethelyn
birch. A sufficient number of shells for
Nov. 11. Scha. Henry Whitney, Welch,
lie was the seat-mate of
uays were ended,
closed
a
two pyramids
successful
Winslow
term
of
very
Bangor;
Morse, McDonough, do.;
accompanied the guns. They your correspondent in the old brick school Moody
school in Dist. No. 2, Nov. 5th. This was Harriet Rogers, Lynain, Mt. Desert.
will be placed in position on the monument
house for several years.Dr. J. W. PearNov. 13. Sell. Fannie & Edith, Ryder,
grounds as soon as the ground freezes suffi- son of Camden was in town the first of last Miss Moody’s first term. The interest man- Fort Point.
Nov. 15. Soli. J. H. G. Perkins, Portland.
ciently. Considerable expense was incur- week-Mr. Russell Gray, who has been ifested and the amount of work accomplishNov. Id. Sch. Marcellus, Larrabee, Searsred in removing the guns, as they had to be
ed, considering the disadvantages under
sick for some time, had an ill turn last week
which she labored, were truly wonderful, port.
trucked from the Navy Yard to Boston, in but is
8A1LED.
improving again-Dr. T. N. Pearson
and proves that she is to rank with our best
additi. n to the freight here. It is proposed is having a large
Nov. 11. Sch. James Holmes, Ryan, Bospractice, extending into,
S‘>on to give a supper and entertainment to
several of the adjoining towns. ..We noticed teachers in the future.... Miss Ollie Marden ton.
Nov. 12.
Sch. Jennie Howard, Emery,
raise money to defray these bills. Mariner’s a handsome
pine log, which Mr. Allen is visiting friends in Prospect.
Bangor.
Lodge, F. & A. M Sears Lodge, I. C. O. F., Daggett furnished a Belfast party last week.
Nov. 13. Schs. Henry Whitney, Boston;
Islesboro. Capt. Charles Pendleton and Winslow
aud Freeman McGilvery Post, G. A. R., It was 58 feet
Morse, McDonough, do.; Harriet
long, 16 inches at the largest
his sou Thomas have been in Boston for a Rogers, Lynam, Seal Harbor.
have raised committees who have tue mat"
end, and straight as an arrow'.Waldo
Nov. 15. Sell. City of Augusta, Adams,
week.
returned
ter in charge.
They
As so--n as the report of the District
Tuesday.Joseph Kennebec and Baltimore.
Lodge of Good Templars meets
Nov. lb. Sch. Jacob Reed, Bunker, Ferjoint committee is received we shall give here next Saturday for an all day session, Pendleton recently went to Watertown,
Mass., where he is working at his occupa- nandina.
further notice of the affair.
and a public meeting in the evening.
AMERICAN PORTS.
tion as a painter-Millard E. Boardman
New York, Nov. 9. Ar.sch. Anua Pendleand his cousin Wendell P. Boardman, came
COUNTY CORRESPONDENCE.
Monroe. May 28, 1895, a lodge of Odd
ton, Thomas, Brunswick for New Haven;
home last Friday to spend the winter. They
Fellows was organized in this town called
10, sld, sch. Gen. Adelbert Ames, Brunswick ;
Thorndike. Miss Ethel Gordon visited
had
been
employed during the summer on a 11, cld, sch. Rabboni, Lord, Bangor; sld,
Monroe Lodge, No. 136, with 28 charter
bark Megunticook, Santos; sch. Edward H.
Miss Grace Brackett in Jackson Nov. 9rh
members. Since then the lodge has pros- steamer sailing out of New York_Miss Blake, Union
Island; Henry Crosby, Paraand 10th-Mr. Fred Say ward of Burnham
Edith
Hatch
left
a
few
for
days
maribo
and Surinam; 14, sld, ship Reaper,
ago
Boston,
pered and at the present time has 52 memSan
passed last Saturday and Sunday at Mr. bers. The
Francisco
where
via. South Amboy ; 15, ar,sch.
she
will
the
spend
winter_Miss
meetings were held in the Town
Abbie Hatch has been in Belfast visiting Emma M. Fox, Bangor for Jersey City;
George Wards’-Mr. J. F Heath has been Hall until recently, when Monroe
sell.
Lodge
cld,
Georgia Gilkey, St. Pierre;
visiting friends in Bangor for several days moved to its own hall. The new building is friends-Miss Eva Fletcher recently reBoston, Nov. 7. Cld, sch. Young Brothers,
past-Mr. J. R. Gross, who has been in a credit to the town, and to the master- turned from Melrose, Mass., where she has Snow, Kennebec and Washington; 10, ar.
poor health for a few weeks past, is improv- workman, Franklin Chase, who has taken been spending a few months with her bark Annie Lewis, Lewis, Buenos Ayres ; 11,
New
cld, bark R. A. C. Smith,
ing... The Free Baptist Quarterly Meeting great pride in the structure. Mr. Chase is a brother-Miss Edith Grindell and her sis- York; 13, cld, bark Thomas Hooper,
A. Goddard,
will convene at the Centre Church in this
ter
Laura
have been in Bangor visiting Buenos Ayres; 14, ar, sch. James Holmes,
member of the lodge and he told your correRyan, Belfast; 15, ar, schs. HattieS. Collins,
town Dec. 3d, 4th and 5th-Frank and spondent that the Odd Fellows had done all friends.Miss Florence H.
Pendleton, Greenlaw,
Deer Isle, H. Curtis, Allen, do.
Annie Rollins of Troy visited S. C. Files and the work on the
building except §11 paid to teacher at Dark Harbor, has resigned; and
P hiladelphia, Nov. 13. Cld, sch. Mary A.
wife last Tuesday.
outside parties. The building is 32x50, two report says that she has been “engaged” to Hall, Portland; 15, ar, bark Harvard,
N. J.
stories high, with a mansard roof.
id alldale. Miss Lilia Jackson, a
The take charge of a much smaller school, where Thompson Point,
young
Baltimore, Nov. 9. Ar, sch. Star of the
lady of seventeen, who has lived in the fam- low'er hall will be used for a banquet and her duties will be chielly those of discipline. Sea, Hopkins, Port Tampa; 13, cld, sch.
ily of B. F. Stevens nearly ten years, left dance hall, and the upper hall for the spec- Being naturally of a sooer turn of mind she Daylight, Boston.
Portland, Nov. 12. Ar, sch. Geo. W. Lewis,
her home during the night of Sunday, Nov. ial use of the lodge. They will dedicate it governs with much east, rarely resorting to
Roberts, Bangor for Boston (lost dying jib);
7tli. She took two satchels which she had later. Stables for horses will be built in corporal punishment... .A beginning has cld, sch. Sarah E.
Palmer, Whittier, Newfilled with her clothing. Her present where- rear of the building. The lodge is in a flour- been made in laying the new plank side- port News.
Nov.
11
walk
from Union Hall to Dark Harbor.
Bath, Me.,
Ar, sch. Young
abouts are unknown, but it is reported she ishing condition, both socially and financialBrothers and Eliza J. Pendleton, Boston.
left Belfast the next afternoon on the boat ly, and among its members are some of our Part of the lumber and s eepers have been
Bangor, Nov. 11. Ar, sch. E. L. Warren,
for Boston. It is surprising to people why best citizens-The revival in the Clark distributed-An addition has been made to Tainter, Portland; eld, schs. Win. Slater,
the
Dr.
Hutchins.
New York; Henry Whitney,
district
in
on
is
still
the
end
and
the
Derby
cottage
next
interest
she should leave so good a home... .Alvin
progress,
Welch, Boston ; 12, cld, schs. Annie P. Chase,
to the residence of Mr. Chauncey Davis_
Ayer preached at the church last Sunday. is very good. The Clark district, or District
New
Ellis,
York; Lillian, Grind'e, Boston;
Mr. Piam
Hatch
has
erected a new 13, ar, sch. A. Nebinger, Robinson,
-...Miss Alice Rowell was at home from No. 6, comprises 17 families, and about six
Boston;
Waterville last Saturday and Sunday.... years ago it was thought the school would ice-house near his pond, and has con- cld, schs. Sea Bird, Sellers, Boston; Lucia
New
Porter, Farrow,
York; Augustus
J. A. Bailey burned his hand quite badly a have to be discontinued as there were no tracted to supply the cottage people of
Palmer, Haskell, Philadelphia; 14, ar, schs.
few days ago by breaking a kerosene lamp. scholars to go to school. Now eleven fami- Dark Habor with ice next summer.
Nat Ayer, Maud Briggs and Estelle, New
Alfred Hatch has made extensive repairs York; Helen, Batchelder, Boston; cld, sch.
....Nearly a foot of snow fell during the lies out of the seventeen have 11 children
the exterior of his house and has given Polly, McFarland, Boston; 10, ar, sch. Charstorm of last Friday-John Stevens is under 3 years of age, 10 under 7 years of age, upon
cld, sch. D. D. Hasand 7 under 10 years of age, making 28 in all; itacoatof paint-Alpheus Pendleton has ity, Magee, Portland;
on
Bald
Mountain_Mr.
away hunting
J.
kell, Eaton, New York.
Brunswick, Ga., Nov. 9. Ar, schs. Flora
C. Bryant of Vassalboro is visiting at B. F. and yet wre hear the report that the old race taken the contract to build the Dr. Prall
It is to be 128 feet long and 45 feet Rogers, Francis, Boston; Lizzie B. Willey,
is dying out and no new' ones growing up to cottage.
Stevens.
Rivers, do.; Jacob S. Winslow, Smith, Porttake their places-The new metalic guide wide. Stratton and Savage of Bar Harbor laud.
Clarks’ Corner, Prospect. James Brown
are
the
architects.
Work is progressing
boards are up all through town and will be
Fernaudina, Nov. 9. Ar, sch. Win. H.
was at home from the Kennebec last week
a great convenience to the public.... Mr.
rapidly on its foundation. The Dupee cot- Sumner, Pendleton, New York.
visiting friends-Mr. Lincoln Clifford from
Gardiner, Me., Nov. 8. Ar, sch. Janies A.
Lindley Bowen, formerly clerk for A. H. tage at Shipyard Point will be twelve feet Parsons, Hallowell, to load for New York.
Dexter is in town....Fred Littlefield of
has a fine position in Mt. Auburn, longer than the Prall cottage_Rev. James
Mayo,
Savannah, Nov. 9. Ar, sch. Jose Olaverri,
Thorndike is visiting friends in town_Mr.
on the cars.
Other boys Boyd, who has been pastor of the Free Bap- Arey, Baltimore.
Cambridge,
Mass.,
Mrs.
Fred
Clark
and
were in this part of
New London, Nov. 11.
Ar, sch. Anna
who went from Monroe for employment also tist church about two years, recently rePendleton, Thomas, Brunswick, Ga.
the town Nov. 13th calling on friends_
have situations
Mr. Shaw from Etna spent signed od account of failing health. Rev.
Nov. 13. Sld, sch. J.
S.
Charleston,
C.,
Miss Ada Clark is visiting friends in Franklast Saturday night at Freeman Atwood’s Ueo. E. Tufts preached for the society last Manchester Haynes, Matthews, Weymouth.
fort....Henry Cushman from Mt. Waldo
Jacksonville, Nov. 10. Ar, sch. Mary L.
and on his return carried home his daughter Sunday afternoon, and has been requested
was the guest of Mr. Everett Littlefield
Crosby, Trimin, Perth Amboy.
to
for
a
time.
Mr.
who
has
Newton
Pendlesupply
Phebe,
just closed a successful
Port Angeles, Nov. 6. Ar, ship Llewellyn
Nov. 7tli-Mr. aud Mrs. Isaac Knowles
term of school at the Centre_Miss Lelia ton drove him to the meeting house at the J. Morse, Anderson, San Francisco.
and daughter of Wellington are visiting
Wilmington, N. C., Nov. 13. Cld, sch.
Stimpson of Brooks closed a successful term north part of the town last Sunday with his
friends in town.Mr. H. H. Homes, the
Humarock, Veazie, New York.
of school in this village last week....Mrs. new pacer, that has a record of 2.15. They
Pittston, Me., Nov. 12. Ar, sch. Young
popular milkman of Stockton Springs, lately Dorr’s mother from St. Albans will
were not late to church-Miss Effie,
daugh- Brothers, Bath, to load for Washington.
spend
Port Tampa, Nov. 14.
bought, of N. L. Littlefield of Prospect a G- the winter here....Mr. Charles
Ar, sch. li. W.
Sargent, ter of Capt. Fields S. Pendleton, who has Hopkins,
Hichborn, St. Lucia.
months old bull calf, a prize Jersey. It is
who has been suffering from a bronchial l been very ill for a long time and was taken
Sabine Pass, Nov. 10.
Ar, sch. A. B.
undoubtly the finest and best bred calf that
trouble, is still feeble-Mr. and Mrs. Frank to New York by her mother and older sister Sherman, Pillsbury, Baltimore.
ever stood in Stockton Springs... .The first
Nov.
13.
Rockland, Me.,
Sld, schs. A. W.
Nye will spend a few weeks with his parents, some weeks ago for special medical treat- Ellis,
Sarah L. Davis| and Mary Ann Mcsnow of the season was Nov. 12th and there
Mr. and Mrs. D. A. Nye... .Mrs. Dennison ment is showing a marked improvement, to
Cann, New York; 14, sld, sch. Austin D.
was good sleighing for one day....We have
has rented the Frank Bachelor house and the joy of her friends-Mr. Eddy will Knight, New York.
bad the past summer 24 thunder showers.
St. Petersburg, Fla., Nov. 12. Sld, sch.
school
at
Union
close the High
Hall in about
The first was March 24th, and the last Nov. moved in.... Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus Ryder held
Methebesec, Snow, New York.
2d. They did not seem to like the Corner, their reception Monday evening. They re- ten days and will then teach the district
Darien, Nov. 15. Sld, Sch, Florence Lej
for they all went around us.
school on the west side during the winter.
ceived lets of presents and had a fine treat.
land, Spoflford, Norwich.
Troy.

in

Crockett has arrived home from Sandypoint,
where she taught the fall school.
Miss
Crockett reports a very pleasant term and
bert Howes and C. S. Adams.
shows some pretty presents from her
pupils.
Searsmont. Rev. M. F. Bridgham and ....Mr. S. B. Littlefield lost
aspirited and
wife of North Vassalboro have been calling valuable horse, seven years old, by an accion friends here on their return from a visit
dent last week-Miss Bertha Partridge
to relatives in Columbia Falls. Everyone
visited the school at Stockton Springs vilwas much pleased to see the great improvelage recently and reports a very orderly and
ment in Mrs. Bridgham’s Health_Mr. H.
well organized school, with an efficient and
E. Holmes and family visited friends in enthusiastic teacher, Mrs. Leila
Dickey....
Orono last week-Eli Martin passed away Mr. James Jacob is quite
poorly_The
Saturday, after a long and painfnl illness. Centre Sunday school voted recently to
Rev. W. C. Baker conducted the funeral meet at 1 p. in. during the winter_The
services Monday-Miss Edith M. Farrar is
Israelites met at Mr. Freeman Partridge’s
visiting her sister, Mrs. R. F. Dunton, in last Saturday evening and had a good time

Dr. George F. Eames of Boston is visiting
friends in town.
Mrs. E.

Waldo.

Thorndike

Cape
this fall

Jacket

or

we can save \ou

Call

money.

$2.50 to SI2. Assortment is
( WATCH FOR SOflETHING
) IN THIS SPACE LATER.

born’s Seal Brand Coffee

Prices fro

on us.

now

good. Come earl
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|
\

a
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■

you

get the Best.

H. A. STARRETT,

It would be

impossible
for money or position to
procure anything supe-

“*

s*»„,

..-—

i---

rior.

Thanksgiving Supplies,

—

FOREIGN PORTS.

Montevideo, Oct. Id. Sid, bark Ethel,
Dodge, Boston.
Hong Kong, Oct. b. In port, ships Abuer
Coburn, Park; St. Mark, Dudley, and Gov.
Rohie, Nichols, for New York.
Rio Jaueiro, Oct 10
In port, ship Great

If you want the best tne market affords for

^

Admiral.

Halifax, N S., Nov 8 Ar, sell. Hattie H.
Ba hour, Erskine, New York.
Barhadoes, Nov. 2. S d, bark Rose Iunis,

Fok

Turks Island.
Port Spain, Oct. 22. Sid, bark St. Lucie,
New York
Cape Town, Oct. 24
Sid, bark Mannie
Swan, Higgins, Barhadoes; 20, sld, sch.
Olive T. Whittier, W hittier, Pollio.
Demerara, Oct 25. Ar, sch. S. G. Haskell,
Richardson, Portland.
Manila, Nov. 13. Shi,ship W H. Conner,
New York.

Thanksgiving

SWIFT & PAUL’S
NEW HA ESINS.

Tour

PRUNES. CITRON,
PICS, s Ip.
RAISINS...,

PEACHES, APRICOTS,
PER PLUMS, SEEDED

FINE LINE OF CONFECTTONF.HV
IN UTS OF ALL KINDS,

*

*

*

*

Finest Citnnert Goods, FleUles and Preserves.
EVERYTHING YOU WANT.

MARINE MISCELLANY*.

SWIFT

New York, Nov. 10
A dispatch from San
Francisco states that the ship El Capitan,
from Baltimore for San Francisco, before reported at Montevideo in distress, has been
condemned and will be sold.
Atlantic City, N. «J
Nov. 12. The twomasted schooner Mattie B. Russell, Capt.
Drink water, New York for Baltimore, in
ballast, was wrecked to-day on the Ocean
City bar. The crew were saved. The vessel
was owned by Peter Nickerson of Portland,
Maine.
St. John, N B., Nov. 12. The American
schooner Lizzie Poor of Belfast, Me Capt.
W. A. Dickey, bound from Parrsboro, N. S.,
for this port, in ballast, parted her chains
here to-day, was driven ashore near the
breakwater and was soon ground to fragments.
The crew was saved with difficulty.
There was no insurance on the vessel.
[The
Lizzie Poor was sold from here some years
ago and the government list gives her hailing port as Deer Isle. Capt. Dickey has not
been in command since she left here.J
St. Johns, V F N v. 13. The Gloucester
banking schooner Helen Wells was towed
into this port yesterday, stripped of canvas,

rigging
tom

I

y/.

water-soaked,

and

the

china

cases

heretofore;

FIHSr QUAIjI fy

Sets

instead of satin trimmed
and

neater

misses AND
CHILDREN

cure

:___l
in

Ladies,

riani=

..for

1

as

dainty in every

more

way.

8c per

Lubin’s Latest Odors!
“Flowers of
on

France” and

•‘Cyclamen,”

2 Pairs for 15c. 3 Pairs for

nee.

The best for

use in atomizers: ;Lilly of the
Valley, Crab-apple Blossom. Arbutus,

FRANCIS's^,.

ALL TEX CENTS PER O/.

decks

swept of dories, gear, cables and butts.
The water iu the tanks all ran out when she
keeled over, ami the butter from the mess
table stuck to the ceiling.
The Helen Wells
had an unprecedented experience and is in
a worse condition than any vessel that ever
entered this port.
charters
Ship Manuel Llaguno, (to arrive) 85,000 cases oil New York to .Japan, 21
@22 cents. Ship Eiuiiy Heed, 58,000 cases
oil, New York to Zmzibar and back, lump
sum. Ship Roanoke, New York to San Francisco, general cargo, at or about $7.50. Bark
C. 1‘. Dixon, Port Elizabeth to New York,
wool, p. t. Bark Evie Reed, New York to
Auckland and hack, general cargo, Jump
sum.
Bark Alice Reed, New York to .''autos, p. t. Bark Harvard, New York to Santos, general cargo, p.t. Sch. Jas. M. Seaman,
North Booth bay and Portland to Trinidad,
ice and lumber, p. t. Sch. Izetta, Newark to
Bangor, fertilizer in bags and bids., $1.25.
Sell. Kit Carson, Elizabeth port to Baugor,
fertilizer iu bags, $1.15. Sch. Menawa, Norfolk to New’ York, lumber, $2 25. Sch. J^evi
Hart, same,. Sch. \V. B. Palmer, New York
to Key West, stone, p. t. Sell. A. F. Ivindberg, Rondout to Bangor, cement, p. t. Brig
Jennie Hulbert, Palatka and Jacksonville
to New* York, lumber, $5 12 1 2.
Sch. John
C. Smith, Brunswick to New’ York, lumber,
$4 82 1-2. Coal freights: Sell. Lunet, Port
Liberty to Bangor, 55 cents. Sch. Stephen

Bennett,

Port

Liberty

to

Gloucester,50

& Qallet’s new
and Perfumes.

Roger
A

old atomizers

repaired

at

Im-

slight cost.

f^iP“Step

each

in and

day.

look at them.

POOR & SON.

w

p,i

certain instrument, purport in: ..
will and testament of ip >BPRT IP (
late of Belfast, in said County of Wahi
ed, having been presold*
t..: j*r.dt.
Ordered, That notio nr liner
a 1: po>
terested by causing a copy .d this or...
published three iverk- sr.ovssi els ill t I
lean Journal, printe
at 15,■ 11
11
appear at a Probate Court, to no held
wit hin amt for sa id C nut v
*.
>f the.
«lay of December next, at n
noon, and show .-an**-, il any t hey ha
same should not be pi"Wd, approwd a
dKo p JOHN SUN
A true copy. Attest
Cm A*, p H a/.i:i. t ink. K

\

a
Probate Court licid
for the ( Utility of Waldo,
of Nor ember. A. P. is o?

At

B jlfast.

Druggists,

Oil

Belfast,
tin* see*

w
no

certain instrument, purporting to be
will and testament of KKRD1N \M> 1
YKR, late d‘ Ktio\. in san; C mty *1 \\
ceased, having been presented for probate
Ordered. That notice be given to all petteresied byeausing a opr of this order t
lished three weeks sueee**i\ei> in the R*
Journal, printe*: at Reliast, that tliey mar
at a Probate Court. t«- be held at Belt.**
in and for said *. oimty. on the second I
of December next, at ten of the clock
noon, ami show cause, if any they haw. "
same should not be prow*!, approved an
CPU P. JOHNSON .1
A true copy. Attest
Ct I as. P Hazkltink. Rem

V

<

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

j

Ladies, Misses and Children's
BOOTS,

Alexander. In Camden, Nov. 8, to Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Alexander, a daughter.
Braley. In Belfast. Nov. 7. to Mr. and Mrs
Albion E. Braley, a daughter.
Day. In Iiluehill, Nov. 4, to Mr. and Mrs. Geo.
W. Day, a daughter, Sadie Marie.
Flanders. In Belfast, Nov. 15, to Mr. and Mrs.
Selden A. Flanders a son.
Healey. In Vinalhaven, Nov. 8, to Mr. and
Mrs. Allred Healey, a daughter.
Luce. In Vinalhaven, Nov. 8, to Dr. and Mrs.
Irvtlle E. Luce, a son.
White. In Belfast, Nov. 13. to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles E. White, a son.
Young. In Belfast, Nov. 15, to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Young, a daughter.

SHOES,
OXFORDSandj
RUBBERS,
Having decided to close out our entire stock of
Ladies, Misses and Children’s footwear, we oiler
some of the best bargains ever o lie red in Belfast.

Atia Probate (Vim held at Belfast, wit hit
the County of Waldo, on the second
November, A D. 1 S‘.*7.
4 MY P. W \1>K. daughter of PPYI BP!
A late of Northpoit, m said County d \\
deceased, having presented a petition p:
that Lucius It. Duncan of said Northpor;
appointed administrator "1 the estate of
cease* 1.

Ordered, That the said petitioner give
all persons interested I
causing a copy
order to be published three weeks *uc* ->r.
the Republican Journal, printed at Bel!.*
they may appear at a Pr*diare Court, to 1
at Belfast, within and for said county, on
ond Tues*iay of December next, at ten
elooek before noon, amt show cause, if an
have, why the prayer of said petitioner
not lie granted.
CKO K JOHNSON. .1
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazkltink, Reu
••

DCMCMDCD this is a genuine closing out
nuTlUVlDLn sale regardless of cost.' All
[sizes. 2 1-2 to «S, (» r<» 13. Coin,
Opera, Common Sense toes.

MARRIED.

nn|y*T miss this chance to get a good, service11 Ull I aide article at less than wholesale
prices.
Sale commences Thursday, Oct

14th.

4

STEVENS BROS.,

No. 5!t Main
|

and
attention.

Street,

Bel/ant

stage orders will receive

eire

ul

Card of Thanks.
I wish to thank friends and neighbors for kindness, sympat by and material assistance, particularly friends connected with fiitcliett A Sibley's
shoe factory, during the sickness and at the death
of my husband.
MRS. WILLIAM IN MIS.
Belfast, Nov. 15, 181*7.

Belfast
CORRECTED

Price

WEEKLY

produce Market.

Current.

FOR THE

Price

JOURNAL.
/‘rod uccr.

Pii id

Apples, fc> bu.
50(o75i Hay, §> ton, 1000: a112 (to
4.o5
dried, $> tb.
3 1-2 a 4
|Hides, |> lb,
1 30(o 1 4o||Laml>,
Beans, pea,
lb,
5«7
medium, 1 30^1 40 jLamb Skins,
25,o40
1 75 .Mutton, |> lb,
yel’w eyes
4 no
15,o 18 Oats, *>T»u, 32 lb, 25aT?0
Butter,
tV»,
5(o0 1 -2 Potatoes,
Beef, ^tb,
7('n.so
4o«45 Hound Hojr,
Barley,
bu,
4<a4 1-2
11 Straw, fe> ton, 6 oo;« 7 on
Cheese,
lb,
Chicken, $> tb,
lb.
16,a 18
10(ft 12 Turkey,
Calf Skins,
50o75 Tallow,
1 l-2,a 3
Duck, ■$> lb,
14(oD» \ eal, fc) lb,
Ov« 7
24 Wool, unwashed, 12«13
Etfgs, fc> d»z,
Fowl, |> tb,
8(o 10 Wood, hard, 3 50of> oo
13ol5 Wood, soft, 3 00{a3 50
Geese, fc> tb,
uetau /’nee.

Beef, corned, p lb, 7,a8
Butter salt, 14 lb ba^, T8
42
Corn, £> bu,
Cracked Corn, p bu, 42
Corn Meal, fc> bu,
42
14
Cheese,
lb,
Cotton Seed, fc> cwt, 1 25
Codfish, dry, |}> lb
5Cab
Cranberries,
(jt, Hub
Clover Seed, |> lb, 1 l(ttl2
Flout, $»bbl, 6O0(aB5O
H G.Seed, bu, l 75{a2 00
a rd, |) lb
&g9

DMINTSTK VTIIIX'S

The

V *TI(

-i.

hereby gives notice that .-!m hn- be*
appointed Administratrix ol the c.-taie --!

•*

Carter. In Camden, Nov. 11, Wilson Carter,
formerly of Belfast, aged 72 years.
Closson. In Bluehill, Nov. 0, Charles F. Clos
son, aged 1 year and 5 months.
Douglass. In Bucksport, Oct. 28, William W.
Douglass, aged 43 years, 2 months and 28 days.
Hale. In Ellsworth, Nov. 9, John M. Hale, Jr.,
aged 75 years, 10 mouths and 21 days.
Heath. In Ellsworth Falls, Nov. 8, Mrs. Susan
C Heath, aged G4 years, 3 months and 4 days.
Kavanaugii. In Brewer, Nov. 11, Capt.'Peter
Kavanaugii, aged 57 years and 1 month.
Kendall. In Searsmont, Nov. 17, Mary F.
Kendall, aged 58 years and 2 months.
Marden. In Levant, Nov. 9, Simon P. Marden,
aged 75 years, 2 months and 11 days.
Studlky. In Martin’s Point, Friendship, Nov.
5, John R. Studley, aged 74 years, 10 months and
23 days.
Treat. In Rockport, Nov. 3, Simon J. Treat, a
native of Winterport, aged G4 years, 11 mouths
and 14 days.
Walker. In Northport, Nov. 11, Miss Susan
A. Walker, aged 60 years, 9 months and 12 days.
Weed. In Stonington, Nov. 2, Albert Wesley
Weed, aged 6 months.

At a Probate Court held a; Bella*!.
the County of \\ aldo. *m the
November, A 1). 1 sit 7

.,

£iF“New goods arriving

1$QRN.

DIED.

Soaps

Beautiful Line of
ported Atomizers.

cents.

Belinian-Burgess. In Jackson, Nov. 14, by
Rev. F. S. Doll ill', Sarkis Belinian and Miss Emilv
S. Burgess, both of Monroe.
Deeking-Sanford. In Cornville, Oct. 31. by
Rev. M. S. Piible, Clifford Deering of Belfast and
Miss Lillian E. Sanford of Cornville.
Fields-Richards. In Deering, Nov. 5, Charles
F. Fields and Alice A. Richards, both of Rockland.
Goodkll-Littlefield. In Hampden Corner,
Nov. IO. Perley Goodell and Miss Mattie Littlefield, both of Hampden.
Harford Patterson.
In Belfast, Nov. 15,
by Rev. L. W. Hammons, Fred W. Harford and
Miss Annie M. Patterson, both of Belfast.
Heal-Wen’twoktii.
In Searsmont, Oct. 30,
Tileston Htal of Hope and Gertrude Wentworth
o! Searsmont.
Raynes-Cowan. In Hampden, Nov. 10, Clarence E. Raynes of Baugor and Miss Lillie M.
Cowan of Hampden.
Reed-Lanpher. In Searsport, Nov. 14, at the
Congregational parsonage, by Rev. R. G. Harbutt,
William 11. Reed, Jr., and Lillie V. Lanplier, both
of Stockton springs.
Vyles-Miller. In Stockton Springs, Nov. 2,
by S. B. Merritliew, Esq., Sewell C. Vyles and Miss
Clara Miller, both of Stockton Springs.

(Ol.OliS.

All,

were

Sell. Odell, Port Read iug to Dovor, 85 cents,

pair,

1

New Toilet Waters !

up
last, and barely escaped foundering. Every
man of the 18 on board was injured.
The
ship’s hold, the forecastle and the cabin
tilled with water, every hit of food and
was

MASONIC TEMPLE

Toilet

i

NEW IDEAS

and spars. She turned almost botduring the gale on Tuesday night

clothing

PAUL

cfc

---BELFAST.

Retail Market.

Lime, |> bbl,
00a 1 <)()
Oat Meal, |> lb,
4
3
Onions, $> lb,
Oil,kerosene, p;al, 11 (a 12
4
lb,
Pollock,fc>
7,0.8
Pork, |> lb,
1.12
Plaster, $> bbl,
3
Rye Meal, ^.Ib
Shorts, |) cwt,
80,o85
5 l-2(ob
Sugar, *> lb,
35
Salt, T. I,, p
Sweet Potatoes,
3
Wheat Meal,
3&31-2

WILLIAM L. LITTLE FI KLD.-iate «>t 1*..
in the bounty of Waldo, deceased, and
bonds as the law directs. All per-oi.- l:a\
manUs against the estate ol .-aid decease-;
sited ti> present the same lor st : 11. me it
indebted thereto are requested to malm pa
t ALKlh II. 11 ! ILL I 1!
inunediatelv.
He I fast, Nov. !». I8t»7.

I^M.tTToiv S NOTH 1 >
give notice that laExecutor of tin- last an.I

Tim

Ti

.subset dm
dttlv a|

>ei u

-•

uimii! •>!

WINSLOW W 11 IT A K EIL late

ol

Tr.-v

in

the(Nuinty of Waldo, deceased, and given
the law directs
All persons having dm
against the estate of said deceased aie de-n
present the same for sett lenient, and all indtin ret.o are requested to make payment inn.
K<)1).NL\ C. \\ I1ITA l\ 1
ately.
18‘J7.
Troy, Nov.
as

>let<seii{j:er’M

Xoiici'.

lilt: SlIF.KIFF OF WALboC-u
Statf. of Maim., W ai.oo Coi mv,
KKI.FAST, Nov. W, At* I HW7
This is to give notice that on the lblli da> <•)
enu.er, A. I>. J8i»7. a Warrant in Insolvent >
issued by Geo. K. Johnson, Judge «d the t on
Ol-FK’K Of

Insolvency for said County ol Waldo, against
estate of CHARLES <>< d.NNKLL ol bell
said County, adjtmged to bean Insolvent Leon petition
of said Debtor, which petition
filed tin the 10th day of .November, A. D. 18o
which date interest on claims is to he compir
that the payment of any debt to or bv said I »>
or, and the transfer and delivery of any propby him are forbidden by law; that a meet in.
the Creditors ol said Debtor to prove their de
and in case there are assets sullicient to auth.
the same to choose one or more assignees ol
estate will be held at a Court of Insolvency t
holden at the Probate Court Room in said bellon the 16th day of December, A. D. 181)7, at ’•
o’clock in the afternoon.
Given under mv hand the date first above v\
ten.
S. G. NORTON.
Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of lusolvi
12vv b
for said County of Waldo.
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